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Abstract 

Capital is reaching its own limits, and the ongoing and forthcoming social struggle will determine 

what comes next. A window of opportunity is thus opening to overcome capital as a social relation 

and build emancipatory alternatives that put social reproduction at the centre. Commons emerge 

as a promising alternative based on value practices such as cooperation, equality and solidarity; 

but simultaneously diverse and context dependent. Throughout my doctoral project I have explored 

a critical question: how can commons and commoning practices expand in order to bring about an 

emancipatory post-capitalist transition? Far from being a mere intellectual concern, I have also 

addressed the question from a political perspective, which has led me to apply a militant research 

approach. Militant research is a situated and contingent practice that has allowed me to co-

produce knowledge from within social struggles. However, it is also a very complex approach 

which has forced me to continuously navigate between conflicting positionalities as a militant and a 

scholar. The main theoretical foundation of my work lies on the theories of ‘boundary commoning’ 

and ‘expanding commoning’. Whereas they respectively prioritise materiality and subjectivity, I 

argue that both are crucial dimensions in commons expansion, and they need to be addressed 

simultaneously. As I have demonstrated, materiality and subjectivity reinforce each other and can 

potentially create positive feedback loops that fuel commons expansion. The dual proposal that I 

have advanced works as a conceptual model based on my militant experience, but can also be 

used as an analytical model, which has allowed me to explore several cases in the United 

Kingdom and Catalonia. These have provided empirical evidence that support my argument for 

commons expansion, but they have also led me to critical insights about the reproductive urban 

commons. I argue that the reproductive urban commons is a category of analysis subject to 

specific challenges and holding great transformative potential. Whereas their expansion is 

constrained by the particular characteristics of the city, they also have the capacity to build material 

autonomy and prefigure emancipatory social relations. As the reproductive urban commons 

explored in this doctoral project have proved, a simultaneous concern about materiality and 

subjectivity has proved crucial in building a balance between subsistence and openness in the 

expansion of the emancipatory commons. 
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Critical Overview 

1. Introduction 

We are currently living a contradiction. Capital as a social relation has reached a global stage of 

hegemony. Almost everything we do is mediated by the market and aimed at producing exchange 

value (Meiksins Wood 2002). At the same time, opportunities for capital accumulation based on the 

exploitation of workers and the appropriation of cheap resources are contracting. Capital as a way 

of organising nature (and society) is reaching its own limits (Moore 2015). As a society we have 

been seduced by the siren song of infinite growth and progress, but we are rapidly approaching the 

rocks of planetary destruction. The quote that Mark Fisher borrowed from Jameson and Zizek 

describes the situation quite well: “it is easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of 

capitalism” (2009: 2). However, ever more people are waxing their ears and defying the deceiving 

tune: they are offering resistance and building alternatives to the capitalist mirage. Holloway has 

succinctly described these acts of defiance as cracks in capitalist domination: a multiplicity of 

interstitial movements that, when intense enough, will bring about a radical transformation of 

society (2010). For years now I have tried to create as many cracks as I have been able to. From 

small fissures – such as leaving jobs that pushed my moral boundaries too far – to potential holes 

– such as starting a people’s self-organised university in Catalonia. What I have learned from 

inhabiting the cracks is that we cannot do it individually. Capital continuously applies pressure to 

close the gaps in its intricate net of social ordering, and we can only resist with the support of 

others. Moreover, if we are to build alternatives that truly challenge capitalist hegemony, they will 

need to involve a critical mass of people able to turn the tables. If we are looking for collective 

ways of organising that can form the basis of an emancipatory social transformation, commoning 

offers a promising alternative. Indeed, as Dyer-Whiteford has put it, commons are “the cellular form 

of a society beyond capital” (2007: 28). 

I have articulated my anti-capitalist endeavour along diverse lines, joining already opened cracks 

and breaking anew. I have joined environmentalist organisations, municipalist groups and tenants 

unions; I have contributed to self-organised spaces addressed to migrants and asylum-seekers, 

cooperatives, and anti-authoritarian communist political organisations; and I have been involved in 

autonomous education and research projects, to name a few. I think of myself as a commoner, and 

the intellectual exploration that has accompanied my doctoral research has definitely informed my 

participation in the struggles. Not only that, but I have approached my work as a doctoral student 

as part of the manifold activities with which I aim to contribute to emancipatory transformation. 

Knowledge production plays a key role in enabling or preventing change to happen. It shapes our 
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understanding of the world that surrounds us and, consequently, the ways in which we relate to 

each other and our environments (Tuhiwai Smith 1999). Therefore, knowledge is a very material 

force. It can reinforce a hegemonic world-view that perpetuates hierarchical relations of power and 

individualism. Yet, it is also potentially emancipatory in that it can bring about new understandings 

that lead us to rethink our role in society and our possibilities beyond the official “common sense”. 

It is this political motivation to produce knowledge that potentially challenges mainstream 

narratives and sparks transformational practices that has informed both the focus and approach of 

my doctoral research. 

The main focus of my research has been commons and commoning practices. Commons 

encompass a plurality of forms of self-organisation that seek the collective good through 

cooperation and direct democracy. By commoning I refer to the set of relations that reproduce 

commons and commoners while at the same time sabotaging capitalist relations of domination and 

its associated inequalities (Armiero 2021). The rise of capitalism during the past centuries has 

gone hand in hand with the development of a master’s narrative that relegates commons and 

reproductive labour to a pre-modern and inferior position (Barca 2020). This has been legitimated 

by endless scientific production and culturally translated in the deeply entrenched idea that societal 

organisation needs to be mediated either by public institutions or private enterprises. Therefore, 

the rationalist imposition of certain knowledge regimes has played a central role in advancing 

enclosure and relegating commoning practices to the margins of capitalist society (Federici 2004). 

In the last decades, though, radical scholars have revived the interest in commons and have 

challenged the private/public binary from multiple perspectives. Advancing knowledge about 

commoning practices opens the door to thinking and articulating alternatives from below that 

contribute to resituate the sphere of the political in the everyday spaces of reproduction (Gutiérrez 

Aguilar 2019). Commons scholarship can inspire proposals that are collectively managed and 

controlled, and that build modes of (re)production based on equality, solidarity and power sharing. 

The appeal of commoning as an anti-capitalist alternative comes, in part, from its very diverse 

nature. Whereas commons necessarily share some value practices that are antagonistic to capital, 

specific configurations are articulated according to particular contexts. Communities, thus, take 

certain aspects of their reproduction into their own hands and build autonomy through commoning. 

My positionality and political convictions have also informed the approach with which I have 

conducted my doctoral research. In other words: it is not only about ‘what’ I have researched, but 

about ‘how’ I have done so. I have practised militant research, a situated and politicized approach 

that seeks to co-produce knowledge from within anti-hegemonic struggles, with the aim of 

strengthening them. This partisan approach has allowed me to disseminate, contextualise and 

articulate knowledge in order to transcend the mere intellectual exercise. Militant research has 

allowed me to consciously direct my work towards anti-capitalist struggle, giving me the chance of 

developing critical insights together with militants, activists and community members in different 

5 



             

            

            

           

               

            

           

        

              

                 

           

          

             

               

           

           

             

              

   

           

     

  

  

       

     

   

         

 

    

 

      

   

     

  

  

   

contexts. Militant research, though, involves a lot of negotiation. During my doctoral project I have 

had to deal with precariousness, navigate between conflicting positionalities and even face failure. 

I would certainly describe the overall process as knowledge co-production, in which I have 

collected, organised and theorised many knowledges from comrades of all sorts. The very process 

of militant co-production has a very tangible effect in that some of the insights that I have distilled 

during my research have been discussed in different settings with many co-producers and have 

contributed to rethinking the struggles. Therefore, the knowledge production here presented has 

already been disseminated and articulated in anti-hegemonic world-making. My militant 

commitment has led me to take a special interest in bringing the main findings of my research back 

to the collectives that have taken part in it and beyond. Thus, I have attempted to blur the 

boundaries of academia by sharing my research with like-minded peoples, scholars or not, and 

making it available for whoever might find it useful and/or interesting. 

The focus and approach that I have chosen are more than methodological and intellectual 

standpoints. They both emerge from a political analysis of the threats that we are facing, but also 

the potentialities of emerging movements that can possibly challenge the established order in its 

diverse localised contextualisations. When brought together, focus, approach and political analysis 

converge into a core strategical preoccupation that is considered throughout this doctoral thesis: 

the expansion and articulation of the commons in assemblages that start paving the way towards 

an emancipatory post-capitalist transition. 

The expansion of the commons is the thread that connects the six publications contained in this 

compilation, presented in the following order: 

1. Bridging materiality and subjectivity 

2. Cooking commoning subjectivities 

3. Reproductive urban commons in and beyond the city 

4. From the squat to the neighbourhood 

5. Organising a solidarity kitchen 

6. How Cooperation Birmingham went beyond crisis relief to build democracy 

# Peer-

review 

Status Author 

s 

Work distribution Published in or submitted 

to ... 

1 Double 

blind 

Published SRC - Antipode 

2 Blind Published SRC & 

MA 

Conceptualisation: SRC & MA; 

fieldwork and data analysis: SRC; 

writing: SRC (60%) & MA (40%) 

Co-creativity and Engaged 

Scholarship (edited 

volume) 

3 Double Under SRC - Capitalism Nature 
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# Peer-

review 

Status Author 

s 

Work distribution Published in or submitted 

to ... 

blind review Socialism 

4 Double 

blind 

Under 

review 

SRC & 

MGL 

Conceptualisation: SRC; 

fieldwork: MGL; data analysis and 

writing: SRC (60%) & MGL (40%) 

Geoforum 

5 No Published SRC - Interface 

6 No Published SRC & 

SF 

Conceptualisation, fieldwork and 

data analysis: SRC & SF; writing: 

SRC (60%) & SF (40%) 

Minim Magazine 

Table 1. Information about the items included in this compilation 

SRC: Sergio Ruiz Cayuela 

MA: Marco Armiero 

MGL: Melissa García-Lamarca 

SF: Sean Farmelo 

Components (1) to (4) are peer-reviewed academic publications. They are ordered chronologically 

for two main reasons. First, because in line with my militant research approach, these publications 

partially document my involvement in several struggles and popular infrastructures over the past 

years. Thus, reading these publications in order can give the reader a sense of how my 

involvement in different struggles is interwoven with my life situation, but also responds to political 

strategies that have evolved over time together with my intellectual insights. And second, because 

after article (1), all these academic publications have built on the foundations of the preceding 

works. Paper (1), in fact, has formed the conceptual keystone for the whole doctoral project. The 

following publications have sought to consolidate, complement and extend some of the concepts 

presented in paper (1), while also following research lines suggested in preceding publications. 

Articles (5) and (6) are non-peer-reviewed publications. Whereas they do not contain original 

contributions to knowledge, they are included here to illustrate some of the ways in which my work 

has been disseminated and articulated beyond academia. Article (5) was an early reflection about 

the process of organising a solidarity kitchen. Whereas it was commissioned by Pirate Care and 

republished by the Plan C website, the extended version that is included here was published in a 

special issue of the Interface journal. The article was widely republished and circulated during the 

pandemic in a variety of websites and online forums, sparking further debates and connections 

among mutual aid groups in the UK and beyond. Component (6) was an a-posteriori reflection of 

the Cooperation Birmingham experience commissioned by a well-known online magazine about 

municipalism; it contains reflections that translate part of my research into practical terms. The two 

non-academic components are just a sample of a wide set of formal and informal outputs through 
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which, in line with the militant approach that I have mobilised, I have disseminated and articulated 

my knowledge production addressing different audiences. 

2. On commons, commoning and expansion 

My PhD research can be framed within the relatively recent revival of literature about commons 

and commoning. In the last decades, commons have received increasing attention from multiple 

disciplinary angles and have become a field of study in their own right. In fact, commons literature 

has rapidly evolved, to the extent that we can identify several trends within the scholarly 

production. I will start this section by overviewing the two main conceptions of the commons: the 

insitutionalists and the autonomists. I will then move on to critically review the main existing 

accounts on commons expansion, and delineate the conceptual gap that I am addressing in my 

PhD research. 

a) Commons and commoning as an alternative 

Until the last decades of the past century, commons had played a marginal role in the scholarly 

literature. Following a productivist logic that swamped many academic debates after the 

consolidation of capitalism, they were mostly conceived as waste or idle land, therefore inefficient 

in mainstream economic terms. A popular example is the infamous “The tragedy of the commons”, 

an article published by Garret Hardin in Science in 1968 supporting the privatization and 

nationalization of commons from a Malthusian perspective. Hardin ridiculed commons by looking at 

them from a capitalist rationality and completely overlooked their internal self-regulating dynamics 

(Berkes et al. 1989). The real tragedy is that Hardin’s article has been cited over 50,0002 times, 

and his unfounded critique of commons became very influential in the past decades. However, this 

started to change in the 1970s and 1980s, with the development of the institutionalist branch of the 

commons (e.g. National Research Council 1986). The main institutionalist figure was Elinor 

Ostrom, who coordinated the compilation of thousands of case studies documenting existing 

commons, mostly in rural settings (Martin 1989). Importantly, Ostrom and her team proved that 

commons were not a relic of a precapitalist past and that communities worldwide were able to self-

organise in order to sustainably manage natural resources. The institutionalists challenged the 

well-established public/private dichotomy and legitimised a third way based on collective self-

organisation. Ostrom studied which internal principles made of commons a suitable management 

regime. One of her better known contributions is a list of 8 design principles, which gave special 

According to google scholar 2 
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importance to boundaries and the collective setting and enforcing of internal rules (Ostrom 1990). 

Her work is still relevant today and has inspired many young scholars to continue her legacy. 

However, the institutionalists’ liberal conception of governance and their economistic view focused 

on sustainable resource management was easily integrated in the discourse of transnational 

neoliberal institutions. The World Bank, for example, started to speak openly for the protection of 

the “global commons” in the late 1990s, whilst as early as 1992, a paper published by the IMF 

proposed the creation of a global commons trust fund3. 

It is precisely the structural adjustment programmes that these institutions carried out in the 1980s 

and 1990s that led to an alternative take on commons from critical Marxist intellectuals. As people 

worldwide resisted a savage new round of enclosures (Midnight Notes Collective 1990), many 

scholars started to point towards the major influence that inequality and power dynamics had on 

the survival of the commons. They highlighted that the relationship between commons and external 

actors – such as capitalist enterprises or the state – is crucial in determining the ability of commons 

to sustain themselves (Caffentzis 2004). Commons are not detached from their historico-

geographical context, and have therefore been affected by neoliberal globalisation. For the 

autonomist trend of the commons, as it has been called, the focus shifted from sustaining to 

resisting and reclaiming new commons. That is, from commons as resources to social relations. 

This dynamism was perfectly captured by Peter Linebaugh, who started looking at ‘commoning’ 

rather than commons. He examines the very processes and practices that make and remake 

commons (Linebaugh 2008). This analytical shift has huge political implications, as commoning 

becomes a force of social transformation with its own agency. 

The autonomist school has been enriched by Marxist feminist scholars. One of their key 

contributions has been the growing concern for social reproduction and the spaces where it takes 

place. From this lens, it becomes obvious that commons do not simply exist, but are created and 

sustained by a very diverse network of practices and knowledges that crystallise in cooperation 

bonds to address people’s collective needs and wishes (Linsalata 2018). In the words of Clement 

et al., “a feminist perspective to commoning gives a particular attention to the everyday practices, 

social relations and spaces of creativity” (2019). Bennholdt-Thomsen & Mies highlight that 

commons, as places of subsistence based on social reproduction labour, have been recurrently 

invisibilised by and subjugated to waged labour (1999). This realisation leads to unveiling an 

important contradiction: commons contribute to the free reproduction of the waged labour force and 

the reserve army of labour. Therefore, there is a tension between the potentially emancipatory 

character of commons and their very material contribution to capitalist production processes and 

social relations. 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2016/12/30/International-Environmental-Taxation-in-the-Absence-
of-Sovereignty-855 

3 
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Whereas the institutionalist approach is particularly concerned with resources, internal relations 

and design principles, the autonomist trend focuses on social relations, external threats and anti-

capitalist struggle. In the last years, though, some authors have brought both perspectives together 

arguing that they are complementary. De Angelis has offered a conceptual articulation of both 

trends in his very notion of commons as social systems constituted by three elements: 

commonwealth (or common goods), commoning (or doing in common), and a community of 

commoners (2017). He considers that the three elements are subject to a high degree of 

contingency and diversity based on their geographical, social or political context. However, the first 

two elements – commonwealth and commoning – clearly draw from the institutionalist and 

autonomist traditions respectively, which he critically reviews. Huron, for her part, has advanced a 

methodological articulation of both commons approaches. She recognises that the institutionalists 

have developed a wide range of methodologies for studying the commons that enable a rich 

understanding of the day to day functioning of commons. She argues that mobilising these 

methodologies within a commons approach critical of capitalism would allow us to add nuance to 

the study of the interactions between capital (and the state) and commons, which are indeed very 

complex (Huron 2018). I completely agree with De Angelis and Huron (among others) in that a 

robust and comprehensive approach to commoning needs to merge both perspectives. On the one 

hand, we need to understand internal dynamics and look at the fine grain of how commons work in 

the day to day. It is crucial to consider material conditions, internal rules, access negotiation or 

boundary setting to name a few features. On the other hand, we have to acknowledge that 

commons do not exist in a vacuum and analyse the external threats to their reproduction and 

sustainability. It is equally important to gain a deep understanding of the interactions between 

commons and other social systems and the power dynamics at play. In my work, I have attempted 

to bring together both perspectives in order to provide a nuanced and situated analysis of 

commons expansion. 

b) Expanding the commons towards emancipation 

Commons expansion has recently become a recurrent topic in the commons literature, which has 

been explored from a diverse range of positionalities and perspectives. In the following lines I 

critically review the contributions of some authors who either have a vast production on the topic, 

or whose insights have had significant impact. Bauwens, for example, has co-authored several 

papers and reports with different colleagues in which they advocate for a commons transition 

towards their idea of a post-capitalist society. Together with Kostakis, for instance, they propose 

some changes in the technical and organizational spheres of business that could catalyse the 

transition. In their opinion, use value and exchange value do not necessarily clash and can actually 

10 



                

             

           

              

              

        

           

             

          

          

              

  

              

             

           

          

            

          

          

              

         

             

            

             

               

            

            

              

      

          

             

              

              

            

              

             

       

be combined in a process of “cooperative accumulation” that is still based on the extraction of 

surplus labour (Bauwens & Kostakis 2015). Bauwens and Niaros add to the equation an emphasis 

on public-commons partnerships that could foster the commons transition. In their view, an 

adequate institutional design could turn the market into a generator for the accumulation of 

commons instead of capital. In the end, their proposals revolve around a mix of the social and 

solidarity economy with municipalist politics (Bauwens & Niaros 2017). Whereas Bauwens and 

colleagues claim to be working towards a post-capitalist society, their proposals do not challenge 

many of the defining traits of the capitalist mode of production. They pay little attention to power 

inequalities and focus mostly on redistributing surpluses instead of confronting the capital 

accumulation process and the associated structures of domination. Moreover, they have an 

uncritical view of existing institutions as allies in the commons transition, and a lack of interest in 

direct democracy. 

Harvey has also addressed the need for upscaling commons, focusing mostly on forms of political 

organization that can be productive for such a “scale jump”. He identifies an incompatibility 

between the commonly accepted principles that apply for the management of local commons and 

large-scale problems such as climate-change. In Harvey’s opinion, there has been a fetishization 

of horizontalism in social movements and radical politics, and he calls for hierarchical structures of 

decision-making that can counter capitalist domination (2012: 69). Harvey claims that 

“decentralization and autonomy are primary vehicles for producing greater inequality” (Ibid: 83) and 

even advocates for selective enclosure as a positive strategy to protect global natural and cultural 

commons. Whereas Harvey does not develop an organizational model, he resorts to Bookchin’s 

confederalism to articulate his insights. However, he does not delineate a potential path of 

transition. I believe that most of Harvey’s criticisms are vague and decontextualised. What much of 

the left is actually opposing, for instance, is power accumulation, which is different from hierarchy. 

Indeed, there is a general acknowledgement that commons will need a certain degree of nested 

upscaling to address certain global problems. The leftist organisation Counter Power, for example, 

has developed an elaborated proposal for the development of systems of counterpower organised 

in a polycentric form (and thus, hierarchically) where power still flows from the bottom up and 

autonomy is granted to the different nodes of the network (2020). 

Varvarousis explores commons expansion and their co-productive relation with social movements. 

In his view, commoning practices are at the core of many social movements. These practices are 

disseminated through the social fabric and are often able to survive the usual precariousness of 

social movements. A classic example is the movement of the squares, which transmuted into a 

multiplicity of commons through several direct and indirect mechanisms (Varvarousis et al. 2021). 

Under the right conditions – periods of crisis or social unrest – these liminal commons, as 

Varvarousis calls them, have the potential to transcend the movement and expand, creating new 

commons by restructuring solidarity practices that emerge in these contexts (Varvarousis 2019). 
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He describes the expansion that originates in liminal commons as rhizomatic, a biological 

metaphore that represents the character of the process. Rhizomatic expansion is non-linear and 

can happen simultaneously in different places, creating new commons that may keep a liminal 

character, generating a cascading process. Characterising commons expansion in a rhizomatic 

model “highlights the openness, inclusiveness, non-linearity and diffusion pattern of the process” 

(Varvarousis 2020: 9). Varvarousis’ insights are certainly appealing in delineating the formation of 

new commons. However, it is difficult to imagine the rhizomatic model applying to reproductive 

commons, where there is usually a relevant material basis and commoners’ subsistence plays a 

central role. Moreover, Varvarousis does not provide a model of commons expansion, but a 

description based on his observations. That makes it difficult for his conclusions to become 

articulated and translated into different contexts. 

In sum, whereas these contributions have helped to enrich the literature about commons 

expansion, they have limitations. In the case of Bauwens et al., their political positionality is too 

distant to what I conceive as emancipatory commons, since there is not a fundamental questioning 

and challenging of the capitalist mode of production. I have trouble with Harvey’s utilitarian 

approach: horizontalism and power sharing are not only organising principles, but an end in itself 

for emancipatory commons. Moreover, he lacks a concrete transition proposal. Varvarousis’ work is 

much more convincing both politically and conceptually. However, it is not articulated into a 

comprehensive model of commons expansion, and it does not fit well with reproductive commons. 

In contrast, there are two authors whose proposals for commons expansion are more universal 

(but not totalising) and translatable. 

De Angelis studies commons as social systems which are the substance of a desirable social 

revolution towards a post-capitalist society (2014). He depicts commons expansion as a complex 

process that takes place at different scales and in different ways. When two or more commons 

establish a continued interaction, they might end up being structurally coupled, thus establishing a 

mutual dependence that increases commons autonomy. De Angelis calls this boundary 

commoning: the processes in which material resources, knowledges and/or labour are shared 

between different commons. He argues that sustained practices of boundary commoning can bring 

about networks of mutually dependent commons, which he calls commons ecologies and describe 

as cooperating networks of mutually dependent commons where new institutions and/or 

arrangements are expected to emerge (De Angelis 2017). Commons ecologies are important in 

that they provide a conceptual model for upscaling commoning practices. For social change to 

advance, the development of commons ecologies must make of commoning practices a viable 

alternative for most of the population, breaking their dependence on capital and the state (Ibid: 

289). De Angelis assigns a particularly important role to reproductive commons: the commoning of 

activities that directly support the reproduction of life (human and beyond) and simultaneously 

reproduce commons. In his view, the expansion of reproductive commons increases material 
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autonomy, in the sense that it reduces the capitalist dependence in commoners’ livelihoods. His 

hypothesis is that the expansion of reproductive commons will reach a critical mass of commons 

autonomy that will allow an uncontested multiplication of commons, leading the way towards a 

post-capitalist social revolution (Ibid: 291). De Angelis provides a solid organisational model for the 

expansion of commons, and a clear path towards emancipating our reproduction from capital and 

the state. However, his approach can be exclusionary in certain contexts, as material resources 

are prioritised over radical openness. Moreover, De Angelis takes commons and communities as 

agents of change, which makes his proposal a bit abstract. In the end, whereas his proposal is 

crystal-clear at the level of commons as social systems, we lack a specific understanding of how 

individuals fit in this model. Why do people become commoners? How do they transition from 

individualists who rely on the market for their reproduction to embracing commoning value 

practices? 

For Stavrides, expansion is the movement that makes commons potentially emancipatory, as 

opposed to enclosed commons. He sees commons as always-in-the-making precarious 

arrangements based on commoning practices. In his view, openness is the key characteristic that 

prevents the formation of “collectively private” spaces (2016: 4). Openness is achieved through 

processes of expanding commoning, which challenge existing socio-spatial relations and establish 

different social bonds that crystallise in common spaces. Stavrides characterises common spaces 

as thresholds in that they generate temporal passages between commoning and hegemonic 

common senses. In those encounters, a common ground is negotiated between old and new 

commoners, igniting a process that can give way to the production of commoning subjectivities. It 

is the multiplication of commoning subjectivities that Stavrides poses as the main goal of 

expanding commoning. What makes expanding commoning processes potentially emancipatory is 

that boundaries “develop through negotiations between equals and integrate differences” 

(Stavrides 2019:179). In line with this argument, Stavrides identifies three necessary qualities for 

expanding commoning processes: establishing grounds for comparison, translating differences and 

power sharing. He argues that these characteristics take equality and justice as a starting point for 

establishing forms of collaboration that challenge enclosure (2016: 48). Expanding commoning 

materialises in metastatic spaces where emancipating social relations take place in the here and 

now. Common space is usually precarious and short-lived. Therefore, its subversive potential lies 

mostly on its prefigurative power. The goal is not so much to create sustainable commons, but the 

multiplication of commoning subjectivities. In this way, emancipating social relations based on 

solidarity and equality will expand, and commons will thrive and eventually become hegemonic. 

Stavrides explores thoroughly the process of subjectivation that is activated in the negotiation of a 

common ground, and therefore provides a clear path to effectively practice radical openness and 

expand commons at the personal level. This approach to commons expansion considers that the 

agent of change is the general public, and delves deep into social relations and the role of space. 
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However, Stavrides’ approach is excessively spontaneist, in that he does not propose ways in 

which commons can be upscaled to become a subsistence basis for the population. He relies on 

commoners to come together and form commons shaped accordingly to the specific context. 

In my PhD research I have taken both De Angelis’ and Stavrides’ conceptions of commons 

expansion as a starting point, and I have addressed two main issues. First, the need to 

productively articulate both approaches. Whereas De Angelis’ work focuses mostly on materiality 

and Stavrides’ insights tend to emphasise subjectivity, they recognise the importance of both 

dimensions. However, they do not fully engage with both dimensions in developing their expansion 

strategies. De Angelis (2017: 19), for instance, recognises that the expansion of the commons is 

constrained not only by the capitalist structure of production, but also by its associated 

subjectivities. In fact, he warns us, capital and the state infiltrate the commons by influencing 

commoners’ subjectivities (Ibid: 102). De Angelis acknowledges that subjectivities are reproduced 

through engagement in social cooperation, and thus commoning processes not only recreate 

shared resources but also transform commoners’ common senses. Eventually, though, he 

subjugates this subjectivation process to the development of autonomous reproductive social 

systems. Otherwise, he argues, new subjectivities may end up developing reactionary traits (Ibid: 

272). Stavrides (2016: 238) also recognises the connection between materiality and subjectivity 

when he calls attention to the power of social reproduction in identity formation, and calls for 

challenging the capitalist forms of social reproduction as an emancipatory struggle. He is very 

wary, though, of prioritising commoning practices focused on sustaining livelihoods, which he 

describes as an “economistic fallacy” (Ibid: 35). However, even if he does not conduct an in-depth 

exploration, Stavrides admits that the commoning of material resources and production processes 

is an important part of devising emancipatory forms of social organisation, as long as it is always 

oriented to “expansive equalitarian inclusion” (Ibid: 269). Bridging De Angelis’ and Stavrides’ 

perspectives has therefore been the main conceptual venture of my doctoral research. 

The second main issue that I have addressed in relation to commons expansion relates to 

Varvarousis’ assertion that existing theories of commons expansion are mostly normative, in the 

sense that they depict “how the commons should expand rather than … how they actually do 

expand” (2020: 1, emphasis in the original). My work engages with those normative takes, but I 

also aim to contribute to the debate with empirical evidence that shows how commons expansion 

unfolds in several specific contexts. In order to understand the potential of commons expansion as 

an emancipatory practice, we need not only consider the general interactions between different 

types of social organisation. It is important that we also look at the fine grain and identify how 

processes of commons expansion are entangled with the lives of communities and their individual 

members at many levels. This type of knowledge can help us advance commons expansion 

strategies that are politically subversive and at the same time respond to the needs and 

motivations of commoners in their daily struggles. 
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3. Militant research: contingency, positionality and failure4 

a) Approaches to engaged scholarship 

In the last decades, we have witnessed the emergence and development of several critical 

approaches to knowledge production that challenge the paradigms of conventional academic 

research. One of these trends is Participatory Action Research (PAR), which was popularised by 

Fals Borda in the 1970s. PAR acknowledges that knowledge production is not neutral and that the 

structures of social domination are grounded on the control of the means of production and 

legitimisation of knowledge. Therefore, to end the systems of exploitation and oppression, it is 

necessary to reconfigure the forms and relationships of knowledge production (Fals Borda 1987). 

Strongly influenced by Friere’s critical pedagogy and other radical currents of thought such as 

theology of liberation, PAR makes special emphasis in collective processes of self-investigation by 

underprivileged people – usually in horizontal collaboration with outside partners – that give way to 

actions that improve their own lives (Rahman 2008). Looking back at the development and 

consolidation of PAR, Fals Borda (2009) recognises three main tensions that have shaped this 

approach over the decades. First, a tension between theoretical and practical knowledges, which is 

resolved by prioritising action and putting the intellectual developments at the service of practice. 

Second, the tension between research subjects and objects, that gives way to a horizontal relation 

between engaged subjects. And finally, the challenge of doing rigorous science that merges 

diverse techniques and types of knowledge. In response to the last challenge, Rahman (1985) 

proposes a reconceptualisation of objective truth as a relational concept built on participatory 

consensus, which has been central in legitimising PAR. 

Another popular approach among researchers willing to embrace political engagement in their 

work is scholar activism (or activist scholarship). Despite its contested and diverse nature, the 

Autonomous Geographies Collective (2010) has identified three areas of contention faced by most 

scholar activists. First, the persistence of what they call the “ivory tower syndrome”, which refers to 

the separation between academia and the rest of society, and the distinctive position of the former 

as a privileged (almost exclusive) space for knowledge production. Second, a tendency to focus on 

the struggles of “others” rather than on challenging alienation within academia by redefining what 

constitute valuable outputs. And third, an overwhelming focus on individual accounts that sidelines 

collective strategic decision-making. Reflecting on these and other tensions, Pulido (2008) 

highlights the importance of commitment, accountability and reciprocity as crucial elements that 

force the researcher to identify as part of the community of struggle. For her, these elements 

4 My fieldwork has been approved by the CAWR ethics committee, and I have had to submit ethical statements for 
all the published items in this compilation. 
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should serve as a compass that guide those willing to be politically committed scholars through the 

unavoidable difficulties that they will certainly have to navigate. 

Other currents of critical and politically engaged knowledge production emerged in Europe in the 

context of the Autonomist struggles and the aftermath of May 1968. Co-research, for instance, 

developed as an actualization of the Marxist “workers inquiry” that focused on building new forms 

of understanding the technical and political composition of the working class from below (Alquati 

2019). In other words, it was a process initiated and carried out by organised workers in which they 

identified the relations of exploitation and domination that they were subject to, and their collective 

leverage and potential to dismantle them. Co-research processes are envisioned as forms of 

intervention in class struggle through knowledge production from below, and they are designed to 

be politically productive in the building of a dual power (Allavena & Polleri 2019). Co-research has 

also been referred to as militant research (Shukaitis et al. 2007), a term that has been more 

consolidated in English speaking academia. In fact, militant research has gained new traction in 

the last decade, especially among young geographers pursuing an academic career while 

remaining very critical of the role of the university (e.g. Halvorsen 2015, Pusey 2018). 

Despite their specificities, these traditions are brought together by a desire to produce knowledge 

that furthers social change and supports communities in struggle. The tensions and aims 

discussed above reverberate across the different approaches, which mutually inform each other in 

building a growing army of engaged scholars. In deciding which approach to follow during my PhD 

research, there were two aspects that made me select militant research. First, I have organised in 

spaces where the legacy of the autonomous struggles is still very present both implicitly (in the 

goals pursued and strategies used) and even explicitly (by taking autonomous groups as historical 

references). Therefore, my geographical and political context has connected me with the tradition 

of militant research. Second, I have empathised with the new generation of geographers using 

militant research and the specific challenges that they are facing deriving from the cross-cutting 

tensions discussed above. Moreover, I have encountered many of the features that they higlight in 

their accounts, which have crucially shaped my approach to engaged scholarship. In the next sub-

sections I delve deeper into the militant research approach, with special attention to the features 

and tensions that I have faced while completing my PhD. 

b) Militant research in practice 

Militant research is a situated form of knowledge production that emanates from anti-capitalist 

struggles and is in itself a form of political intervention (Counter Cartographies Collective et al. 

2012). Against positivist perspectives and their claims of objectivity, militant researchers 

understand that all knowledge is partisan and choose sides. In the following paragraphs I will 
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describe some of the main features of militant research in relation to my own work as well as the 

methodological choices that I have made regarding data collection and analysis. 

As Pusey puts it, militant research is a “necessarily contingent, messy and unfinished process” 

(2018: 370). Its nature contrasts with traditional approaches to scientific production that tend to be 

planned in detail and have a clear timeline. Moreover, the unpredictable character of militant 

research clashes with the precarious nature of PhD students and most academics today. Whereas 

my project was funded for a limited period of time, it was impossible for me to determine in 

advance a concrete timeline. Yet in my case, contingency also offered some opportunities and 

made my research timely. As Russell argues, the researcher is subject to the changing necessities 

of the movement or collective where they are situated (2015). When I started my PhD in 

September 2018 my idea was to look at commoning practices around the Coventry Canal. 

However, when the pandemic struck a year and a half later and the mutual aid network 

Cooperation Birmingham (UK) was formed, I decided to shift the focus of my research. I was 

among the founders of Cooperation Birmingham and, seeing myself in the midst of such an intense 

situation with so much potential for transformation, I decided to shift my focus towards the strategic 

needs collectively identified by the members of the organisation. Thus, militant research is a 

process of constant reflection and readjustment both of the researcher’s plans, but also of the 

platform where the researcher is organised. 

Another particular characteristic of militant researchers is our complex and ambiguous positionality. 

In my case, I first and foremost identify as a commoner producing knowledge from within and for 

anti-capitalist struggle. However, it is undeniable that my role as a PhD student has influenced in 

part my research agenda, the ways in which I have presented my work and the amount of time that 

I have been able to dedicate to militancy. In the end, during this time I have made a living as a 

researcher and I have had to abide to certain rules that have to do mostly with dedicating time to 

admin work and producing academic outputs that may not be so relevant to the collectives where I 

have been involved. Therefore, I have found myself in between two conflicting worlds and I have 

had to navigate the tension that pushed me to do things in opposite directions. Reflecting on this 

precarious balance, Halvorsen (2015) concludes that militant research is an oppositional approach 

that needs to be understood as against and beyond itself. This means rejecting institutionalisation 

and challenging the constrains of neoliberal academia, but also engaging in meaningful critique of 

struggle and avoiding indulgent analyses of social movements. Halvorsen contends that this is the 

only way for militant research to effect social transformation. He also offers a pragmatic note when 

reminding us of the possibility of subverting university resources to support anti-capitalist struggles, 

which is legitimised by the commoning standpoint where the public realm transcends the reach of 

the state and its associated institutions. In my case, I adhered to that strategy and attempted to 

collectivise as many public resources as I could. Making use of my position as an early stage-

researcher at the Centre for Agroecology, Water and Resilience, for example, I was able to get 
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funding from the Coventry City of Culture project and collectively organise different activities with 

the Reclaiming the Coventry Canal community group. As a beneficiary of a Marie Skłodowska-

Curie grant, which offers a lot of economic support for research activities, I was also able to funnel 

my personal development funds to organising workshops at Cooperation Birmingham and even to 

kick-start the Universitat Popular Autogestionada (People’s Self-organised University) in Catalonia. 

The issue of positionality affects the type of knowledges that are mobilised and produced in doing 

militant research. Whereas academic research and knowledge is not negated, popular forms of 

knowledge are legitimised and encouraged to enter a productive dialogue with scholarly sources 

(Colectivo Situaciones 2003). Therefore, the role of the militant researcher is many times 

translating epistemological standpoints from different spheres and catalysing processes of 

knowledge co-production that will have different representations. Following the distinction made by 

Ellison & Van Isacker (2021), knowledge co-production and dissemination goes along two distinct 

moves. The first one is directed inwards as it aims at fostering processes of self-assessment and 

self-criticism where struggles can readjust their direction and/or strategies. This takes place both 

formally – in workshops, sharing sessions or presentations – and informally – in day-to-day 

conversations, assemblies and meet-ups. The second move is outwards, and it concerns the 

amplification of the lessons learned within the movement, the networking with other struggles and 

even the articulation and implementation at bigger scales of some of the alternatives developed. 

Component (5) of this doctoral compilation, for example, was widely circulated and gave 

Cooperation Birmingham national visibility. We received messages from readers who were 

involved in other mutual aid networks in Britain, and we eventually decided to set up a network of 

British mutual aid groups. The network was active for a few months during the pandemic, and it 

allowed us to share strategies and to learn from each other’s experiences. 

Despite the departure from traditional approaches to qualitative research that the militant approach 

entails, and its messy and contingent nature, it still involves a range of methodological choices. 

The diverse typology of data sources, for example, requires a complex and rigorous process of 

organisation and coding. In planning my data collection, I have drawn inspiration from Yin’s (2018) 

six sources of evidence for case study, of which I have used three: participant observation, 

documents (which I have divided into minutes and publications), and interviews. Participant 

observation refer to my own experience as a militant either directly in the collectives studied (as in 

the cases of Cooperation Birmingham and El Garrofer) or in close struggles (such as in the case of 

the Bloc La Bordeta). In line with militant ethnography, where the experience of the researcher is 

emphasised (Juris 2007), this has been the main source of evidence in my doctoral research. 

Observations have been kept in a personal diary where I have regularly taken notes that reflected 

relevant conversations and events that took place during my daily militant involvement, and 

occasional personal reflections in relation to those events. Another important source has been 

minutes of the assemblies and meetings of the different organisations that I have studied. Whereas 
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these are usually only internally shared, I have had access because of my first-hand involvement 

(in fact, sometimes I have been in charge of minute-taking!) or that of my co-authors. Minutes are a 

great data source, since they usually reflect official agreements and consensus, but also debates 

and tensions within organisations. The third data source that I have used concerns different types 

of open publications. In the case of Cooperation Birmingham, for example, the organisation 

created an open online forum where some decisions were taken and important internal debates 

raised. This was accessible to the public for the sake of transparency, and provided a platform 

where members could share their reflections about the struggle. Publications have also been an 

important source in the case of the Bloc La Bordeta, since their members have consistently 

published press articles and kept different social media platforms where they have shared much 

information. Last but not least, in the case of El Garrofer I decided to complement the previous 

sources with a series of semi-structured interviews, for which I followed a purposive sampling 

technique (Gentles et al. 2015). 

Data analysis has also been consistent with the militant approach that I have chosen, and my 

personal experience of struggle has been central to the process. I have used narrative analysis, a 

purely qualitative technique that relies on an interpretive analysis of texts, which is then connected 

to the literature review and research questions (Silverman 2015). This is usually accomplished by 

creating a set of categories connected to the literature, and making inferences from the analysed 

texts (Krippendorf 2018). I have built the categories of analysis on the basis of my participant 

observation in different struggles and the commoning literature that I have used as my conceptual 

keystone. Considering the contingent nature of militant research, I have kept these categories 

relatively flexible. The information collected through the other data sources (minutes, publications 

and interviews) has then been coded to match these categories, and the narrative analysis 

conducted. 

c) Navigating the tensions and facing failure 

The ways in which I have navigated the features discussed above have given way to three main 

tensions that I have encountered in practising militant research while bein involved in a PhD 

programme. The first one revolves around the use of an overtly politicised approach to research 

that involves a diverse set of knowledges while at the same time attempting to produce rigorous 

science. From my personal experience and discussion with like-minded peers from other 

institutions, I have learned that this challenge is closely related with our working environment. In 

my case, I have been lucky enough to have a supervisory team that not only allowed me, but even 

encouraged me to practice militant research, and I have been part of a research centre where 

many colleagues are engaged scholars. However, being a PhD student with little prior academic 
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experience made me feel the pressure that I needed to prove my ability to produce rigurous 

science. In hindsight, I see that the way that I inadvertently coped with this pressure was by using 

a high level of abstraction in my scientific production, which in turn made of my academic work 

mostly an indivdualised account that did not fully recognise the contribution of my comrades. 

Second, I have also encountered a tension between intellectually and practically oriented types of 

knowledge. Whereas my comrades were aware and agreed that the research was conducted, they 

were more interested in the strategic implications than in the intellectual discussions. Most of the 

people in the organisations and groups where I conducted research were reluctant to get involved 

in abstract reasoning and academic discussions. Thus, many times my role ended up being that of 

a translator: from practical and strategic knowledge to intellectual abstractions. And from scholarly 

insights back into practice. Whereas it is not something that I sought, it is true that this dynamic 

reinforced the “ivory tower syndrome” that keeps academia apart from the rest of the world 

(Autonomous Geographies Collective 2010). In line with the reflections of Fals Borda (2009), this 

tension is eased by keeping in mind the ultimate goal of militant research, which is advancing 

counter-hegemonic organising. This challenge has actually been complicated by my position as a 

doctoral fellow in a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Innovative Training Network. The fact that my funding 

was limited to three years has put constraints on my ability to translate my research back into 

strategic action, whilst the forced mobility created occasional disconnections between my 

comrades and I. In line with Pulido’s (2008) reflections, keeping a strong commitment to the 

collective goals of the groups has been a key issue in navigating these situations, since I always 

attempted to contribute to the struggles even from a distance. 

The third main tension that I faced during my doctoral research is related to the particular 

positionality of militant researchers, and also the fact that the collective interest of the organisations 

involved in the research often collided with my individual perspectives of building a future in 

academia. This is especially relevant for early career scholars, who are usually in very precarious 

and insecure working conditions. In my case, this tension played out very visibly in the types of 

publications that I produced. Whereas some of my non-academic publications, as mentioned 

above, had a wide impact within and outside the involved organisations, I dedicated a lot of time to 

write scholarly articles. This decision was individually motivated by the hope to build an academic 

career and the personal pleasure that I get from intellectual inquiry. It also aligned well with the role 

taken by my comrades, who were mostly interested in receiving already processed insights. My 

academic production, thus, gave me the chance to reflect deeper on some issues and produce 

knowledge that was eventually useful to the organisations involved. This type of alignment 

between my own research agenda and the collectively deliberated needs of the groups involved is 

what Pain (2003) has recognised as one of the most used strategies of scholarly engagement. In 

sum, I have constantly sought to balance personal and collective interest, though usually 
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prioritising the latter and trying to be strategic about working in ways in which both could be 

aligned. 

However hard I have tried to cope with these tensions, it is important to acknowledge and accept 

that many contradictions will not go away. These crystallise in a messy and complex mix of feelings 

that range from accomplishment or pride to frustration or failure. It is precisly the latter, which is a 

usually hidden aspect of research, that I take this opportunity to further discuss. 

Failure is an inherent part of research, and this has become even more relevant recently, when a 

global pandemic brought the whole world to a halt and constrained our ability to conduct empirical 

research. During that period, many doctoral students saw how the clock of our funding period kept 

ticking and failure loomed in the horizon. Beyond the individual effects that this had in many early 

career scholars, it is critical to discuss failure within radical and militant approaches, as it does not 

only affect our ability to do research, but it also speaks of the outcome of an overarching political 

goal (Hoffman 2019). Clare (2019) reminds us of the collective character of failure in these cases: 

it is not only me, the researcher, who is failing, but I am also letting down my comrades. In my 

case, I faced failure pretty early on in my PhD journey. Since the original topic for my PhD project 

was “commoning urban waterways”, I decided to explore existing examples at the Coventry Canal. 

As I initially did not find any traces of commoning around the Coventry Canal, in the spirit of militant 

research (or so I thought), I decided to start a group of commoners myself. Reclaiming the 

Coventry Canal (ReCC) was thus founded in early 2019 in partnership with the Peace House (a 

housing cooperative, social centre and night shelter for asylum-seekers located meters away from 

the canal) and the Coventry Asylum and Refugee Action Group (CARAG, a self-organised group of 

mutual support for migrated people that meets weekly at the Peace House). The call awakened 

some interest among users of the Peace House and CARAG members mostly, and in little more 

than a year we certainly achieved a lot of involvement around the Coventry Canal: we organised a 

festival, started a guerrilla gardening strip by the shore, ran a storytelling project and contributed to 

starting and consolidating a community garden in the nearby Foleshill Community Centre. 

However, even before the pandemic hit the group particularly hard, I realised that I would not be 

comfortable doing militant research about commons expansion in ReCC. 

The most important factor was probably that Reclaiming the Coventry Canal was never one of the 

top priorities of the community until I appeared in the neighbourhood. Despite my good intentions, I 

was trying to impose a rigid project framework within the local reality, and it certainly did not fit 

smoothly. Even if I was involved in the community and highly committed to create horizontal 

spaces, there was a clear power dynamic between me and most of the ReCC members. The fact 

that I “parachuted” in the neighbourhood as someone from university proposing a specific project 

meant that they would not see me as an equal, including even when I was participating in other 

self-organised spaces with the same people. Consequently, even though the group was formed of 
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up to 20 people who contributed to some extent to the different activities, I was always expected to 

take the lead and responsibilities. We faced some extra difficulties when we got funding from the 

Coventry City of Culture, since the associated conditions did not match the needs and customs of 

the local community. I had to fight hard, for instance, to justify paying transport costs for every 

ReCC meeting, or to offer a warm meal after every gathering5. And things became particularly 

difficult when we started dealing with the Canal & River Trust, with the condescending charitable 

approach of their community engagement team. We faced hostility for not accepting obediently 

their orders, and even threats to withdraw all material and institutional support unless we would 

sign up for one of their volunteering programs, to which we eventually never agreed. In the end, 

given the all the setbacks, I did not think it was appropriate to continue the militant research 

process with ReCC. The group finally merged with the community garden at the Foleshill 

Community Centre, where I was an active participant until the very day I left Britain. 

The ReCC case does not only concern my inability to conduct research as a doctoral student, but 

in line with Hoffman (2019), it also speaks of the political failure in trying to artificially start a 

commons from a position of relative power. Commoning practices emerge organically and are not 

imposed from outside. Attempting to forcibly create commons out of nowhere will inevitably 

reproduce problematic hierarchies and power relations. Moreover, whereas I accept my individual 

responsibility in the wrongful conception of militant research, it is also important to analyse the 

failure collectively. To that respect, ReCC clashed repeatedly against institutional structures that 

sought to discipline us to legitimate and reproduce the othering of certain peoples. 

4. Main findings: bridging materiality and subjectivity in urban reproductive commons 

In this section I present my main contributions to the study of commoning and commons 

expansion. I will start by briefly highlighting the specific insights that each individual academic 

publication has brought in. Then, I will discuss the conceptual framework that I have developed 

based on bridging materiality and subjectivity when looking at commons expansion. Finally, I will 

look at my theoretical contributions to the discussions around two particular types of commons: 

urban commons and reproductive commons. 

5 Interestingly enough, the kitchen is where the real self-organisation emerged! Different people would take turns in 
cooking at the Peace House for the whole group, and we would all gather around the table, eat and collectively 
wash the dishes and clean the space. 
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a) Contributions by publication 

1. Bridging materiality and subjectivity: expanding the commons in Cooperation Birmingham 

In this paper, the conceptual model that bridges materiality and subjectivity when looking at 

commons expansion is developed. By examining in depth the proposals advanced by De Angelis 

and Stavrides, I argue that boundary commoning and expanding commoning are indeed 

complementary. Thus, I develop a productive articulation in which commons ecologies focused on 

social reproduction act as structures able to channel the doing of new commoners that have gone 

through a subjectivation process. The case of Cooperation Birmingham, a mutual aid network 

developed during the Covid-19 pandemic, provides a real-life example where a dual focus is put to 

work: challenging hegemonic common senses and producing new commoners while providing an 

existing network where they can integrate. The expansion process that took place in Cooperation 

Birmingham allows us to focus on three critical issues for a successful articulation of materiality 

and subjectivity: structural and organisational flexibility, balance between boundaries and material 

autonomy, and care practices. 

2. Cooking commoning subjectivities: Guerrilla Narrative in the Cooperation Birmingham 

solidarity kitchen 

In this chapter, co-authored with Marco Armiero, we focus on the power of narrative strategies to 

produce commoning subjectivities. In particular, we look at guerrilla narrative, a tool that 

simultaneously challenges mainstream narratives associated with capitalist values while 

contributing to the dissemination and normalisation of autonomous narratives. By looking at the 

newsletter produced by the mutual aid organisation Cooperation Birmingham during the Covid-19 

pandemic, we examine the role of guerrilla narrative in forging commoning subjectivities and 

expanding the commons. However, we realise that the publishing process and even the daily 

kitchen and logistic activities that took place within Cooperation Birmingham are as important as 

the very texts published in conveying commoning value practices. This understanding has led us to 

an important conclusion: embodied practices of care and solidarity do hold narrative power in that 

they can challenge hegemonic common senses and produce commoning subjectivities. Materiality 

and subjectivity, thus, appear again as intimately linked dimensions that reinforce each other in 

expanding the commons. 
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3. Reproductive urban commons in and beyond the city: consumer cooperativism in Badalona 

(Catalonia) 

In this paper I focus on the possibilities of reproductive commons to expand in urban environments 

and to build autonomy. Taking the agreocological consumer cooperative El Garrofer as an 

example, I examine the ways in which its members have addressed the main challenges of urban 

commons as posed by Huron: space saturation and social alienation. To address the first 

challenge, they have built a commons ecology with regional producers following a set of 

collectively defined criteria. Regarding the second challenge, I argue that subjectivation processes 

that take place within El Garrofer around some common interests effectively work in building a 

common ground among the members. However, the interactions between the cooperative and 

neighbours who are non-members are limited, hindering the emancipatory potential of these 

organisations. Therefore, whereas consumer cooperatives are successful in building material 

autonomy and articulating commons ecologies that transcend the city boundaries, metastatic and 

politicised approaches to autonomy are generally neglected. 

4. From the squat to the neighbourhood: reproductive commoning in urban environments 

In this paper, co-authored with Melissa García-Lamarca, we look at the reproductive urban 

commons and examine how they subsist and expand by exploring the particular challenges that 

they face along the lines of materiality and subjectivity. We take the Bloc La Bordeta as an 

example, a block squatted by the PAH (anti-eviction platform) in 2012 that since then has been 

home to a number of families and a social centre. We look at the reproductive character of the 

block with respect to the anti-capitalist movement in the neighbourhood, and highlight the mutual 

interdependencies that are created between reproductive urban commons and social movements. 

We mobilise a relational understanding in which processes of reproductive commoning are 

grounded in particular socio-political contexts, and stress that urban commons ecologies are 

usually sustained by processes of differential commoning in which participation and engagement 

are unequal. 

b) Bridging materiality and subjectivity 

In this section I explain in depth, supported by empirical illustrations from the cases that I have 

explored, the bringing together of the work of De Angelis and Stavrides in a dual model for 

commons expansion. My argument is that emancipatory commons expansion, or the advance of 

commoning practices in ever more spheres of (re)production, needs to consider both materiality 

and subjectivity simultaneously. The struggle to form commons ecologies and build material 
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autonomy needs to be paired with an aim to constantly negotiate a common ground that 

transcends the boundaries of existing commons. The focus on radical openness and creating new 

commoning subjectivities has to be complemented with a concern for building infrastructures that 

allow commoners’ subsistence and well-being. Expanding commoning as proposed by Stavrides 

has a clear potential to challenge capitalist common-senses at the individual level. However, the 

effects of commoning subjectivation do not last forever. Unless they find a favourable space where 

to develop non-hegemonic social relations, new commoners will likely be forced by their 

environment to gradually go back to their former capitalist value practices. This is not because of 

human nature or any other essentialist argument. It is merely a question of need. If our only option 

for subsisting is getting a full time job in a capitalist company, we will be required to enact 

competitiveness, individuality and other related value practices in our daily lives. However, it might 

be the case that we can get a job at a self-managed workers’ cooperative; or that there is a 

community garden or a self-organised childcare group in our neighbourhood where to get involved. 

In those cases, the newly formed commoners will find spaces where to develop their counter-

hegemonic common senses in ways that contribute to their livelihood. This is why, as De Angelis 

argues, having a robust understanding of how to build and sustain commons ecologies matters. 

In the cases that I have examined during my PhD we can find several examples that illustrate how 

the dual expansion model works. In the case of Cooperation Birmingham, which is addressed in 

publications (1) and (2), I explored a mutual aid network that formed at the beginning of the 

pandemic with the aim of providing emergency relief mostly through the solidarity kitchen project. 

However, Cooperation Birmingham was also born with the long term goal of building a material 

foundation that would facilitate the development of grassroots initiatives in the city. A lot of efforts 

were initially put by the core group of organisers into finding material resources that would allow us 

to run a pandemic relief operation as large as possible. Institutional funding and support were 

initially rejected as a political statement, and we appealed to cooperatives, non-for-profits and the 

general public through a crowdfunding campaign that proved overwhelmingly successful. 

Therefore, Cooperation Birmingham was from the very beginning an organisation that was able to 

build material autonomy, which would in turn allow members to collectively set their own rules. A 

clear example was the motto “we ask no questions and we take no money”, that sought to prevent 

gatekeeping practices and highlight particular political values as opposed to charities and 

institutions. Early on, though, the core members of Cooperation Birmingham realised that material 

resources would not be of much use unless they could be used, managed and distributed following 

non-hegemonic value practices. In other words, we understood that there is no commons without 

commoners. Thus, existing members of the organisation developed strategies that would allow 

them to build a common ground with occasional participants and food recipients. Efforts included 

the organisation of feedback meetings particularly addressed to participants and the collective 

writing and editing of a newsletter that was regularly distributed with meals. In doing this, 
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Cooperation Birmingham members activated a second dimension in their expansion plans, and 

one that they saw critical in the long-term sustainability of the organisation: subjectivity. It is 

interesting to note that, unlike in Stavrides’ proposal, the production of commoning subjectivities is 

here regarded as crucial for the long-term survival of a particular commons ecology. The reason is 

that Cooperation Birmingham was thought of as an umbrella organisation composed of 

cooperatives, community groups and other like-minded groups, in the fashion of De Angelis’ 

commons ecologies. In this way, Cooperation Birmingham would provide a stable but flexible 

structure that could integrate those newly formed commoning subjectivities. Therefore, the first 

steps of the subjectivation process are complemented with an already existing but always-in-the-

making commoning network where new commoners will find a favourable environment to articulate 

emancipating social relations. 

Materiality and subjectivity do not only complement, but reinforce each other in different ways. 

Sticking to the example of Cooperation Birmingham, we can observe a feedback loop at the 

organisational level. As the autonomist school has taught us, commons are created through 

commoning. Therefore, the doing of commoners is a very important part of the material basis 

needed for expanding the commons. When Cooperation Birmingham core members made efforts 

to create a common ground that would enable the passage of casual participants, a few occasional 

participants started fully exercising their rights and duties as commoners. It is important to note that 

the process of subjectivation does not just happen, but involves work (including a lot of care work) 

and will from both sides. Some new commoners, thus, started taking part in the decision-making 

and the planning, but also contributing with their doings. This would in turn enhance the capacity of 

the organisation, and part of that new capacity could be directed to intensify the negotiation of a 

common ground that would in turn spur new subjectivation processes. Therefore, a feedback loop 

was established in which materiality (in the form of doing in common) and subjectivity (in the form 

of negotiating a common ground between old and new commoners) bolstered each other. This was 

not always the case, as competing visions coexisted inside the organisation. Whereas some 

emphasised the need to consider more seriously the production of commoning subjectivities, 

others advocated for reinforcing the daily pandemic relief operations. It is important to take into 

account that conceptual models are always subject to negotiations between different visions, 

needs and motivations. In the case of Cooperation Birmingham, the urgency of the Covid-19 

pandemic played an important role in prioritising the daily operations, which led to gradually 

disregarding the negotiation of a common ground between old commoners and new. 

The feedback loop between materiality and subjectivity also works in more subtle ways at the 

individual level. As I observed together with Armiero in our exploration of guerrilla narrative 

practices within Cooperation Birmingham, the daily practice of commoning not only produces 

commons, but also commoners. The doing that took place on a daily basis at the solidarity kitchen 

and other related projects had a huge prefigurative power that was able to challenge hegemonic 
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common senses. Participants experienced long days of work whose goal was neither producing 

goods for the market nor getting a salary. Their objective was the collective well-being, and the 

value practices enacted were mutual aid and solidarity. In the end, those participants who 

undertook more shifts and got more involved, and consequently were exposed longer to this 

alternative organisation of (re)production, ended up participating more often in the decision-making 

and planning structures of the organisation. Therefore, in Cooperation Birmingham we observed a 

clear relation between the materiality of doing and the forging of commoning subjectivities. This 

observation points to the importance of materialist feminist contributions that advocate for erasing 

the division between the reproductive and the political. Spaces of social reproduction are indeed a 

form of everyday politics, and the ways in which we organise reproductive work have a deep effect 

in those who perform that work. In the case of Cooperation Birmingham, the kitchen operations 

would always be led by one of the four professional chefs who were part of the organisation. In 

general, the high pressure of the pandemic situation forced us to prioritise efficiency over non-

hierarchical forms of organising work. Moreover, not enough emphasis was put in encouraging 

food recipients to contribute with their labour. Therefore, I acknowledge that the solidarity kitchen 

did not fulfil all its potential in challenging hegemonic common senses. 

So far, I have discussed the proposal to bridge materiality and subjectivity when looking at 

commons expansion as a conceptual model that has emerged from lived experiences of militance 

in Cooperation Birmingham. Reflecting on my involvement in the mutual aid network, and 

comparing it with the insights from De Angelis and Stavrides, was indeed what first made me think 

of commons expansion along both dimensions. However, the dual model has also become an 

analytical framework that I have used to analyse the sustainability and expansion of other 

commons in which I have been involved. In this way, my contribution has gone beyond the 

intellectual development of a normative proposal of commons expansion. By using the dual model 

of expansion as an analytical framework, I have been able to test it and put it in practice, thus 

supporting the normative proposition with empirical evidence in several contexts. 

c) Towards a reproductive urban commons 

I have finished the previous section explaining how I have used the dual model of commons 

expansion, which was inspired by my involvement in Cooperation Birmingham, as an analytical 

framework in the study of other cases. I have also stated in the methodology section that I have 

used militant research, a contingent approach that draws from the involvement of the researcher in 

social movements or organisations. Thus, the application of a newly developed framework on a 

diverse range of cases in two countries has yielded the emergence of some previously unplanned 

insights. More specifically, my involvement and exploration of two lively fields within the current 
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Catalan grassroots, such as consumer cooperativism and the housing movements, have allowed 

me to contribute to two interesting debates within commons scholarship: the urban and the 

reproductive commons. 

In exploring urban commons, I have taken as a further starting point Huron’s (2015) work, which 

underlines the two main challenges for commoning in the city. First, she argues, there is a problem 

of spatial density. Urban land is a scarce good, and there is fierce competition for its use: by private 

developers, public administrations, community groups and so on. Most of the time urban land is 

mediated through exchange value in the capitalist market, and therefore it is extremely difficult for 

commoners to find available spaces. The second urban challenge, Huron contends, is social 

alienation. Cities host a very diverse and ever-changing social fabric, which renders difficult the 

formation of long-lasting bonds and collective identities. In many cities today we observe a lack of 

social cohesion and a market-based drive to individualism that prevents commoning practices. 

Huron’s framing resonates with the dual model of expansion that I have developed, which can in 

turn be a productive way of thinking strategies to circumvent the challenges to urban commoning. 

The problem of urban saturation refers to the difficulty for establishing a material base (mostly 

land) in cities, and thus refers to constrains in building material autonomy. The problem of social 

alienation tackles the hegemony of capitalist value practices in the city, which hinders not only the 

construction of community bonds, but also non-hegemonic ways of doing in common. Therefore, 

thinking and analysing the expansion of urban commons along the lines of materiality and 

subjectivity is particularly relevant for tackling the challenges posed by Huron. I have followed this 

line of inquiry in two cases: the Catalan consumer cooperativist movement, and housing struggles; 

both of which have yielded further notable insights. 

By actively participating in El Garrofer, a consumer cooperative in Badalona, I have been able to 

explore the commoning practices that city dwellers have articulated in order to arrange their food 

sourcing. I have found particularly illuminating the territorial networks that the cooperative has 

knitted, that include mostly agroecological farmers and organic producers along different levels of 

integration. This example has allowed me to challenge the idea of urban commons as those 

commoning practices that take place within the city boundaries. As critical urban theorists have 

stressed, the urban is shaped by a myriad of relations and interactions across multiple scales (Kip 

2015). By looking beyond the confines of the city to secure their food sourcing, cooperative 

members are thus challenging and rebuilding the relations that continuously shape urban 

environments. Instead of reinforcing a territorial relation that enhances ecological destruction, 

worker exploitation and land dispossession at a global level, cooperative members build relations 

that transcend the market exchange of goods and foster the expansion of transformative 

agroecological projects at the regional level. Therefore, I call for a reconceptualisation of urban 

commons as those social relations that reclaim and rearticulate urban processes and build 

alternatives based on solidarity and cooperation. Against the dense and competitive city that Huron 
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describes, this expansive vision of urban commons is crucial in thinking of the material expansion 

of the urban commons. 

My experience in El Garrofer has also allowed me to acknowledge that, even if it is particularly 

focused on food sourcing, the cooperative addresses multiple reproductive dimensions of its 

members. Care practices, for instance, are central in the daily operations and have even been 

recognised and automatised to a certain extent in the daily dynamics of the cooperative. This led 

me to reflect further on the role of social reproduction in relation to the expansion of the urban 

commons. 

Reproductive work has a double character in that it reproduces life, but it also reproduces subjects 

fit to work in a given social system (Federici 2020). In a capitalist society where capital is the 

hegemonic social relation, reproductive tasks produce labour power. However, in a context where 

transformative alternatives are able to start gaining momentum, the role of reproduction would 

certainly be more contested, and it could also be producing commoners. This potential speaks of 

the capacity of day-to-day reproductive activities to subvert existing social relations and articulate 

forms of cooperation that bring about more just and equal social relations, as we saw in the 

subjectivation process that took place in the Cooperation Birmingham solidarity kitchen. However, 

as the Marxist feminists have taught us, social reproduction has an inherently material basis: no 

commoning subjectivities would be produced without the very physical mix of bodies, food and 

infrastructures brought together at the solidarity kitchen. 

As De Angelis has stated in his proposal of commons ecologies, reproductive commons have a 

great transformative potential based on their centrality in building material autonomy. An expansive 

conception of reproduction includes not only the household, but also the garden and even the land 

(Dalla Costa 2019). If we revisit the first challenge posed by Huron, we find that cities and the land 

saturation that takes place in them constitute a bottleneck to the development of reproductive 

commons. This is a crucial tension that we would better not overlook, as it may be compromising 

the viability and potential of urban commoning to reconfigure social relations and build 

emancipatory alternatives. Therefore, I consider reproductive urban commons as a category that 

stands on its own, central to exploring and understanding the potential of reproductive commons to 

thrive in urban environments. 

The case of El Garrofer that I have commented above is a good example that shows how an 

expansive reconceptualisation of urban commons can unleash their potential for reclaiming food 

sourcing. The role of social reproduction, however, is not only to sustain the livelihoods of 

individual people. Reproductive work is essential to create always-ready labour power as the main 

commodity involved in the capitalist production process. When looking at reproductive commons, 

then, it is very important to understand the socio-political context in which they are embedded. 

Because if they are surrounded by the capitalist market, they will probably be coopted and provide 
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cheap labour, thus contributing to the reproduction of capital. If they are part of wider commoning 

networks, though, reproductive commons have the potential to form a material basis of 

emancipation. This is precisely what I have explored together with Melissa García-Lamarca by 

looking at the Bloc La Bordeta, a housing squat and social centre in Barcelona, from a reproductive 

lens. We have observed that the Bloc has knitted a mutual interdependence with the wider housing 

movement and beyond, forming an urban commons ecology that is partially able to challenge 

capitalist urbanisation and prefigure emancipatory alternatives of inhabiting the city. The block is a 

popular infrastructure that provides non-commodified housing and a common space where several 

groups and organisations have thrived, acting as a generator of new commoning practices. The 

wider commoning network, in turn, has played a key role in defending the block from eviction (both 

physically and legally) and boosting its social legitimacy. The dual model of expansion based on 

materiality and subjectivity has also played out here in that many of the squatters, who moved 

there by necessity and were not necessarily politicised in advance, have developed commoning 

subjectivities after years of collectively managing the block. However, we have observed that this is 

not an automatic process. Thus, different levels of involvement and engagement are established 

among the people involved in the block, creating processes of differential commoning (Noterman 

2016). This leads us back to the role of wider territorial and socio-political contexts, which affect 

and interfere with the feedback loop between materiality and subjectivity, and has crucial 

implications for reproductive urban commons. 

Reproductive urban commons face particular challenges, but their potential to create material 

autonomy and build emancipating social relations is also very high. Commoners in cities have 

been able to resourcefully come up with ways to circumvent the challenges to urban commoning, 

which include a new conception of urban commons and a strong focus on the formation of 

commons ecologies. In expanding and sustaining the reproductive urban commons, the dual 

model of expansion has also proved to stand, and the feedback loop established between 

materiality and subjectivity is indeed a motor for commons expansion. 

5. Impact of my work within and beyond academia 

The impact of academic work today is mostly measured quantitatively. In line with this approach, I 

can say that components (1) and (3) have been published or accepted for publication in scientific 

journals listed as Q1 in Geography, Planning and Development according to the Scimago rank, 

and component (4) has been submitted to another Q1 journal. Moreover, despite the difficulties 

posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, I have been able to present my work in different academic 

settings during my time as a doctoral student. As for conferences, I co-convened the roundtable 

“Building the urban commons: exploring the interlink between (non)bounded communities, 
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common spaces and social reproduction” at the International Conference of Critical Geography, 

held in Athens in 2019. I also presented my work at the REPORT(H)A Environmental History 

Conference in Evora (Portugal) and at the annual conference of the Royal Geographical Society in 

London, in 2019; and at the Streams Conference on Transformative Environmental Humanities 

held in Stockholm in 2021. I have also been invited to give seminars at the University of Glasgow 

Human Geography Research Group and at the Barcelona Lab for Urban Environmental Justice at 

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, both in 2022. In 2019 and 2021 I was invited to contribute to 

the Degrowth and Environmental Justice summer school organised by Research & Degrowth 

between Barcelona and Cerbère (France). Finally, I have also had the opportunity of teaching 

about my research topics in different occasions: from 2018 to 2022 I have contributed with several 

sessions to the MSc in Agroecology, Water and Food Sovereignty organised by CAWR, Coventry 

University and in 2022 I have taught several sessions at the Masters in Political Ecology, Degrowth 

and Environmental Justice organised by ICTA, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. 

Even more important for a militant researcher, though, is the direct impact of their work in the 

cases involved and the anti-capitalist struggle at large. The number of non-academic outputs that I 

have produced over the years (both formal and informal) is too extensive to enumerate. I like to 

classify the impacts according to the distinct moves of militant research illustrated by Ellison and 

Van Isacker (2021) and discussed in section 3: inwards and outward. Inward impacts is related to 

all those conversations, internal documents, day-to-day militancy, workshops or debates that have 

contributed to sparking self-reflection processes or to the formation of commoning subjectivities 

within the struggles where I have conducted my research. In November 2020, for example, I 

facilitated a reflective workshop for Cooperation Birmingham where I shared some of the insights 

of my research and we collectively evaluated the completed steps and future plans of the mutual 

aid network. The fact that it was organised in a squatted garden around a bonfire with drinks and 

food that was collectively cooked, created a favourable environment that made the session a great 

success in generating a very productive debate. As for outward impact, it includes non-academic 

dissemination, networking activities and implementation of insights beyond the struggle that 

concerns the research. Components (5) and (6) of this compilation would be part of this group. 

Another example would be the invitation that I received to speak at an adventist church in 

Coventry, where I addressed the whole congregation about commoning and self-organisation in 

hope that they would join the Reclaiming the Coventry Canal group. Sometimes, impacts can be 

inwards and outward simultaneously, such as the series of talks that we have organised from the 

consumer cooperative that I am part of. In the upcoming months, different speakers (including 

myself) will cover a range of topics that deal with agroecology, social reproduction and self-

organisation aiming to generate internal debate and reflection among the coop members. However, 

these events will also be open in the hope that we can draw interest among neighbours and hear 

external impressions on the consumer cooperativist model. 
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In discussing the overall impact of my PhD project, I cannot avoid introducing the project of the 

people’s self-organised university (UPA, for its acronym in Catalan) that I launched in September 

2021 in collaboration with the cooperative La Ciutat Invisible. After speaking with social movements 

and precarious scholars, we identified the need to set up an autonomous structure of knowledge 

dissemination and production in Catalonia. Taking advantage of my privileged position as a Marie 

Skłodowska-Curie fellow, I was able to secure funding to build a website, launch a communication 

campaign and start the operations of the UPA. At the beginning the decision-making process was 

still partially closed and led mainly by the core team of organisers, who identified the general needs 

and trends in the local grassroots. However, we have now been able to switch to a much more 

democratic system based on an open assembly where decisions are taken, and an operations 

team which is mostly executive. The first year has been a success in terms of numbers. We have 

organised 3 long courses and 5 single events that have involved about 150 participants, and we 

have reached 900 followers on social media. Even more important, though, has been the 

successful collectivisation of the project. We have held two assemblies that have gathered people 

from diverse struggles and social movements, and we have added new participants to the 

operations team that have been able to contribute a lot to the project and its expansion. At the time 

of writing, we are already planning the 2022-23 academic year, which will see new activities and, 

even more importantly, the first research projects emerging from the UPA. Therefore, we are on the 

way of building a truly common university that is sustained by the doing of commoners and that 

contributes to the reproduction and overall expansion of commoning practices. I cannot see a 

better culmination of my PhD project than putting it in practice by building a collective institution 

dedicated to advancing militant research as a driver to anti-capitalist struggle and the development 

of emancipatory alternatives. 

6. Conclusion 

I would like to start this section by looking back and assessing if the subject matter that I chose 

back in 2018, when I started my PhD, is still relevant today. From an academic perspective, the 

debate on the expansion of the commons has recently received significant attention in fields such 

as critical geography or cultural studies (e.g. Dallyn & Frenzel 2021, Balaguer Rasillo & Wirth 

2022, Varvarousis et al. 2021). Even more important from a militant research perspective, though, 

is to evaluate if my political intuition went in the right direction. During the last four years we have 

gone through a global pandemic, effects of climate change have ostensibly intensified, global 

conflict has escalated and we are currently sensing the limits of the capitalist mode of production in 

the form of resource scarcity and extreme inflation. These global phenomena have had dire effects 

in the everyday lives of communities. There has been a dramatic decrease in the well-being of the 
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non-elites worldwide, and permanent multidimensional crises of social reproduction have become 

the norm. These conditions have brought about political polarisation and have proven very fertile 

for the rise of populist alternatives that try to perpetuate the privileges of a few at the expenses of 

the many, such as the greening of imperialist and colonialist practices that conform ecofascism 

(Taibo 2022). In this context of division, it is crucial that we are able to articulate proposals that 

allow us to overcome capital as a social relation and build emancipatory alternatives that put social 

reproduction at the centre. Thus, understanding the ways in which commons expansion takes 

place, advancing proposals for upscaling commoning networks and evaluating the main threats 

that commons face are more relevant matters now than ever. 

In my doctoral research I have demonstrated that the two main approaches to commons 

expansion, one based on building material autonomy and the other focused on creating 

commoning subjectivities, are indeed complementary and can be combined in a dual model of 

commons expansion. My active involvement as a commoner has allowed me to understand that 

materiality and subjectivity are both crucial dimensions in commons expansion, and they need to 

be addressed simultaneously. If we fail to do so, we will face either extreme precarity or lack of 

emancipatory potential. I argue that materiality and subjectivity reinforce each other and can 

potentially create positive feedback loops that fuel commons expansion. These work mainly in two 

ways. For the first case we need to previously acknowledge that subjectivation processes do not 

happen spontaneously, but require work and resources devoted to building a common ground. 

Material expansion of the commons increases the resources available, the number of commoners 

and/or the capacity to realise work of the involved commoners. Therefore, when commons expand 

materially they have a higher capacity that can be devoted to building a common ground and 

generating new commoning subjectivities. These new commoners will in turn be able to contribute 

with their work to the given commons. Moreover, the increase of material autonomy leads to 

commoners reducing their dependency on the market for their reproduction, which loosens the ties 

with capital and eases the subjectivation process. The second way in which the feedback loop 

between materiality and subjectivity works acknowledges the narrative power of embodied 

practices of commoning. Commoning subjectivities are created through the sustained participation 

in commoning practices, particularly if these directly affect the reproduction of the people involved. 

Therefore, whereas political education and cultural production are certainly strategies that can lead 

to challenging hegemonic commons senses, the daily work and sensuous interactions among 

commoners also play a crucial role in the subjectivation process. 

The development of a model of commons expansion based on materiality and subjectivity has 

been more than a normative proposal. It has also allowed me to examine existing commoning 

cases and their potential expansion through the dual lens. Doing so has led me to develop insights 

and contribute to the existing knowledge about urban and reproductive commons. Regarding urban 

commons, I argue that the dual model of expansion offers a perspective to challenge the two main 
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constraints faced by urban commons: space saturation and social alienation. Material autonomy is 

very much related to the fierce competition for land and other resources that takes place in urban 

environments. The challenging of hegemonic common senses and the creation of commoning 

subjectivities is clearly linked to the difficutly in establishing community bonds for city inhabitants. 

Therefore, if we are able to articulate commons expansion along both lines, we will have overcome 

the main challenges of urban commoning. Following these lines of inquiry, I call for an expansive 

reconceptualisation of urban commons that includes the multiscalar and territorial relations that 

shape cities. Urban commons need to look beyond the city boundaries and include also the 

articulation of just territorial relations mediated by commoning value practices such as cooperation, 

solidarity and equality. This understanding opens the door to rethinking the possibilities of 

reproductive commons in urban environments, such as the agroecological networks articulated 

around consumer cooperatives in Catalonia. I argue that the reproductive urban commons 

constitute a specific category of analysis since they face particular challenges, have particular 

characteristics and hold great transformative potential. In highly commodified urban environments, 

social reproduction is always pushed to the boundaries: either invisibilised or satisfied through the 

market. Thus, reproductive urban commons struggle when they are isolated and risk becoming 

collectively private spaces. However, when they are able to establish interactions of mutual 

dependency with other commons, they hold a great expansive potential that can lead them to build 

urban commons ecologies and prefigure emancipatory social relations. 

Conducting this doctoral research has also allowed me to explore in depth the practice of militant 

research, and I have found certain aspects of that approach particularly challenging and/or 

empowering. Militant research, for one thing, is inherently contingent as it is subject to the 

development of the political milieu in which the researcher participates. This feature clashes with 

the precarious working conditions of early career scholars and with preconceptions of academic 

research as strictly planned and designed. Positionality is another differential characteristic, since 

militant researchers usually identify primarily as political subjects within certain struggles. However, 

in many cases they still benefit from academic employment and are involved in scholarly dynamics. 

Militant researchers, thus, are constantly navigating a tension between their role as academics and 

militants, which usually conflict. However, being part of university occasionally involves certain 

privileges (mostly in the form of resources) that can be directed to support the anti-capitalist 

struggle. In line with this ambiguous positionality, militant research involves popular forms of 

knowledge, which are put in conversation with academic approaches. Thus, the role of the militant 

researcher is many times to mediate and make academic knowledge intelligible within struggles 

and legitimise popular knowledge within scholarly circles. Knowledge co-production, as well as its 

associated impacts, work along two lines in militant research: inwards, referring to processes of 

internal reflection and self-assessment, and outwards, in the dissemination of the co-produced 

knowledge and its implementation in wider networks. Finally, it is important to appreciate the 
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complexity and multidimensionality of militant research and reflect about failure. Failure must be 

analysed collectively, and researchers should not carry all the responsibility on their shoulders, as 

there are several structural factors that are also important in determining the outcome of militant 

research. 

I truly believe that the work included in this doctoral compilation stands on its own. However, it also 

opens lines for future research. The different paths that I have taken over these years have led me 

to places from where I can continue producing knowledge from a situated approach. Since early 

2022 I became an affiliated researcher at the Barcelona Lab for Urban Environmental Justice and 

Sustainability (BCNUEJ), associated with the Institute of Environmental Science and Technology at 

the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. In the past months I have had the opportunity to learn 

about the different research projects and the values and commitment of the BCNUEJ and its team. 

Further exploration from my side on the topic of reproductive urban commons would fit perfectly 

with their research lines and their active embodiment of an ethics of care within academia. Their 

extensive experience on the field of political ecology would also allow me to go deeper into the 

ecological dimension of commons expansion. Moreover, they are highly committed with the local 

social movements and would totally welcome and support militant approaches to research, which 

leads me to my concluding point. Even more important from a political perspective is to envision 

where to direct next my militant research efforts. Working on the UPA in order to consolidate and 

expand a common university seems like the natural next step, and one that would give me a wider 

perspective to keep exploring the expansion of the commons as an emancipatory post-capitalist 

alternative. The UPA has just recently started, but its rapid success and acceptance within the 

Catalan grassroots has pushed us to make ambitious plans that can potentially make of it a truly 

transformative project. It is worth mentioning that the BCNUEJ was the first academic institution 

that showed interest in the UPA, and that they have both collaborated in several events recently, 

establishing a fruitful connection between grassroots knowledge production and dissemination on 

one side, and critical and engaged academics on the other. Therefore, both BCNUEJ and UPA 

seem like perfectly suitable spaces from where to continue exploring commons expansion from a 

militant research approach. 
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Abstract: Expansion is a matter of survival for emancipatory commons, permanently 
threatened by enclosure and cooptation. In this paper, I draw from my experience 
within Cooperation Birmingham to propose a theory (and practice) for expanding the 
commons that bridges two seemingly conflicting approaches. On the one hand, the 
concepts of “boundary commoning” and “commons ecologies” proposed by Massimo 
De Angelis, concerned with social reproduction and material autonomy. And on the 
other, “expanding commoning” as developed by Stavros Stavrides, which focuses on 
radical openness and the production of commoning subjectivities. I demonstrate how in 
organising a mutual aid response to the Covid-19 pandemic, Cooperation Birmingham 
is using an expansion strategy that productively articulates both approaches. Boundary 
commoning and expanding commoning reinforce each other in the construction of a 
commons ecology that aims at posing a material alternative to capitalist social organisa-
tion while remaining always in-the-making and open to new commoners. 

Keywords: commons, militant research, boundaries, social reproduction, autonomy, 
commoning 

Introduction 
The commons is a contested concept that has been inflected with different mean-
ings and connotations throughout history and across scientific scholarship, not 
least that which comes under the banners of social and political geography. Com-
mons have been articulated historically as shared land in feudal Europe (Line-
baugh 2008), economically as a community-based form of natural resource 
management (Ostrom 1990), and politically as potentially emancipatory projects 
of resistance based on direct democracy (see all issues of the self-organised web 
journal The Commoner: https://thecommoner.org/). In the field of critical geogra-
phy, the commons have received much attention in the last years, especially their 
relationship with processes of urban enclosure and dispossession in the construc-
tion of post-capitalist alternatives (Chatterton 2016; Jeffrey et al. 2012; Lee and 
Webster 2006). However, despite the rich literature theorising characteristic traits 
of the urban commons (Huron 2017; Williams 2018), there is a lack of concrete 
strategic proposals to upscale commoning processes in urban environments as a 
political intervention. In order to cover this gap and align with the geographical 
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literature while keeping a political commitment to support the advance of eman-
cipatory post-capitalist alternatives, in this paper I use a politicised understanding 
of the commons as autonomous spaces dialectically negotiated among the com-
moners (Newman 2011). The commons are framed as autonomous spaces in that 
they have two dimensions: they challenge the structures and modes of doing of 
capital, while at the same time propose alternatives based on voluntary coopera-
tion and horizontality. Therefore, commons as autonomous spaces draw “to-
gether resistance, creation and solidarity across multiple times and places” 
(Pickerill and Chatterton 2006:731). 

This approach to the commons is antagonist to capitalism—as an economic 
system based on exploitation of the workers and the environment (Marx 1976)— 
and to the state—as a public institution based on the accumulation of power and 
the monopoly of violence (Weber 1948). Despite their oppositional relationship, 
capital, the state and the commons currently coexist and rely on each other for 
their reproduction. Whereas many commons rely partially on wages or public 
funding, capital depends on the commoning relationships that take place in the 
household for the reproduction of the labour force (Federici 2012) and the state 
expects charities and self-organised communities to take over the public services 
undermined by austerity cuts (e.g. Calvario et al. 2017; Tonkiss 2013). As the 
new enclosures’ scholarship uncovered at the end of the past century, the com-
modification and marketisation of commons (new frontiers but also those of 
recent creation) is a continuous and permanent process key to the sustainability 
of capitalism (Midnight Notes Collective 1990). In their performative articulation 
of commons as counter-hegemonic struggles, Garcıa Lopez et al. (2017:103) 
describe the relationship between hegemonic power and commoning as “a con-
stant process of struggle around a certain articulation of common(s) senses”. 
Combined with the antagonist relationship between capital (and state) and com-
mons, this permanent expansionary character makes of autonomous emancipa-
tory commons constantly threatened projects. It is important here to note the 
distinction between commons that pose alternative ways of reproduction against 
and beyond capitalism (Caffentzis and Federici 2014), and those that reproduce 
the hegemonic values of neoliberal capitalism—or, as De Angelis (2010:967) puts 
it, “production in common within the system”. For counter-hegemonic potentially 
emancipatory commons, expansion is a matter of survival in such a hostile envi-
ronment.1 

Much has been written in the last two decades about this oppositional relation-
ship and the need to devise upscaled forms of commoning in order to effectively 
challenge the socioeconomic order and establish new logics of (re)production 
(e.g. Harvey 2012; Huron 2018). However, whereas there is consensus about the 
need to expand the commons, very few authors have developed specific propos-
als to carry out this process. This paper builds primarily upon the work that Stav-
ros Stavrides and Massimo De Angelis have recently developed on envisioning the 
expansion of the commons. Whereas Stavrides (2016) advocates for “expanding 
commoning” as a strategy to enlarge the number of politicised commoners, De 
Angelis (2017) focuses on “boundary commoning” and “commons ecologies” for 
expanding the material autonomy2 and reproductive capacity of the commons. 
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Driven by the depth of critical insight that both perspectives have brought to 
commons scholarship and practice, in this article I propose a productive articula-
tion of both approaches that is mutually enhancing. By bridging their focus on 
materiality and subjectivity into a unified theory I contribute to the literature on 
commons expansion and to reconcile two seemingly conflicting approaches. In 
the next section I will discuss my positionality as a militant researcher and my 
methodological choices. In conducting my research, I embrace my active involve-
ment in Cooperation Birmingham and other organisations and community groups 
with the aim of putting my analysis at the service of the struggle against capital. 
In the third section, I delve into the approaches to expanding the commons 
developed by Massimo De Angelis and Stavros Stavrides, namely “expanding 
commoning” and “boundary commoning” respectively. I trace their genealogy, 
put them into context and analyse their strengths and shortages. In the fourth 
section, I build on the case of Cooperation Birmingham to articulate both models 
of expanding the commons. First, I introduce the case study and reflect on the 
close connections between commoning and mutual aid. Thereupon, I compare 
the expansion strategy and organisational reproduction of Cooperation Birming-
ham with the notions of “commons ecologies”, “expanding commoning”, and  
“boundary commoning”. And  finally, I discuss a productive articulation of both 
concepts while paying special attention to the constitution of boundaries at multi-
ple scales. 

Methodology 
In conducting my research and writing this paper I have used a militant research 
approach. Militant research is a politically loaded concept which suggests a situ-
ated approach to “research that produces knowledge for social struggle and is 
itself a form of political intervention” (Dalton and Mason-Deese 2012:445). This 
approach is grounded on the idea that it is impossible to produce neutral knowl-
edge and, thus, all knowledge is partisan (Russell 2015). Therefore, militant 
researchers deliberately take a stance and produce knowledge starting from a par-
ticular struggle with the aim of developing new insights and ways of advancing 
social movements (Halvorsen 2015). My choice responds to an understanding of 
academia as a site of political struggle, where knowledge production and social 
transformation should go hand in hand. My aim, thus, is not only to develop a 
unified theory and a critical understanding of the expansion of the commons: 
these theoretical developments come from my active involvement in Cooperation 
Birmingham and other groups organised as commons and will be used to 
advance practices of commoning in the struggle against capital. Therefore, my 
research questions do not just respond to a gap in the scientific literature, but to 
real-life challenges that I have experienced in my militant activity. 

In her book Carving Out the Commons, Amanda Huron (2018) divides commons 
scholarship in two main blocks that she calls the “institutionalists” and the “alter-
globalisationists”. Whereas the former are mainly concerned with the mainte-
nance of existing commons over time, the latter focus on the reclamation of 
commons and protection from enclosure as a political critique to capitalism. 
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Huron points out that this clash is reflected in the methodological choices of both 
streams. While “institutionalists” have traditionally chosen to conduct rich empiri-
cal work to understand specific case studies, the “alterglobalisationists” have 
mostly addressed larger-scale interactions with existing power structures. The 
choice of Cooperation Birmingham as a case study has allowed me to follow 
Huron in combining both methodological approaches. On the one hand, I aim to 
provide a description of Cooperation Birmingham detailed and nuanced enough 
as to engage “the complexity of the social and material relations at hand” (Huron 
2018:13). On the other hand, my goal is to place Cooperation Birmingham in a 
political context and address the interaction with external structures of power. 
My first-hand experience in the field has informed my choice of militant 

ethnography as a specific methodology. Militant ethnography combines politi-
cally engaged participant observation and ethnography. It involves a qualitative 
approach to research in which the experience of the researcher is emphasised 
(Juris 2007). The empirical material that I have used consists to a great extent 
of my personal experience as a member of Cooperation Birmingham and other 
related organisations such as Plan C and Athletic Community Action Birming-
ham. However, that is complemented with extensive online material that is kept 
in the open online forum of Cooperation Birmingham,3 which includes detailed 
minutes of all the meetings (around 30 at the time of writing), a record of 
decision-making and online discussions about different topics related with the 
structure and operations of the organisation. The fact that transparency and 
accountability are key values in Cooperation Birmingham has made of the 
forum a great open data source. Publications by members of the organisation 
in blogs and newsletters have also been an important source of empirical mate-
rial. Wide and strategic dissemination of knowledge co-production is a key 
aspect of militant ethnography (Apoifis 2017). Therefore, whereas this paper 
serves the purpose of reaching mostly an academic audience, the insights here 
offered stem from and have been (and will be) also disseminated through man-
ifold conversations, meetings, publications, actions, workshops and other types 
of outcome. 

Theoretical Framework 
I have chosen the work of Massimo De Angelis and Stavros Stavrides as my start-
ing point because they are the only authors that have articulated models of com-
mons expansion with such clarity and depth. Their work is not only interesting 
from a theoretical perspective, it is also grounded (at least partially) in real-life 
experiences. Their positionality emerges clearly in their texts: they are not just aca-
demics, they are also commoners. Thus, it seems as a natural step to put their 
insights in practice in the struggles in which I am involved, and to use my own 
experience to complement and enlarge their legacy. 

The work of De Angelis and Stavrides stems from a similar desire to envision 
and develop emancipatory alternatives to global neoliberal capitalism. However, 
their approaches differ significantly in content—what to expand?—and form— 
how to expand it? 
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In his work on urban social movements, Stavrides characterises common space 
as thresholds: simultaneously separating and connecting the inside with the out-
side of commoning circuits (Stavrides 2016). For him, commoning can only be 
an emancipatory process when boundaries “develop through negotiations 
between equals and integrate differences” (Stavrides 2019:179), in what he calls 
expanding commoning. Stavrides’ insistence on openness derives from his view of 
commoning as a process that, by politicising excluded populations and prefigur-
ing shared futures, is able to potentialise social relations in order to challenge the 
distribution of the sensible (Ranciere 2004; see below). Thus, affecting the subjec-
tivities of as many as possible is prioritised over the material sustainability of com-
moning projects (Stavrides 2012). 

In contrast to Stavrides, De Angelis explicitly foresees the commons as a key 
element of a potential social revolution that would pave the way for an emancipa-
tory postcapitalist transformation (De Angelis 2014). Expansion, for him, is 
enabled by practices of boundary commoning, a form of commoning that happens 
at the boundaries and brings about the structural coupling of commons systems. 
The goal, for De Angelis (2017:12), is the formation of autonomous networks that 
he calls commons ecologies: “plural and diverse cooperating commons with institu-
tions and arrangements we cannot predict”. De Angelis highlights the material 
basis of all commons. Upon that notion, he stresses the central position of repro-
ductive commons—those commons linked to the social reproduction of the com-
munity—for developing truly emancipatory alternatives to capital and the state. 
Therefore, whereas Stavrides advocates for expanding commoning as a strategy 
to enlarge the number of politicised commoners, De Angelis focuses on boundary 
commoning and commons ecologies for expanding the autonomy and reproduc-
tive capacity of the commons. In the following subsections, I will expand on both 
concepts and their genealogies in order to trace their strengths and limitations. 

Boundary Commoning 
Boundary commoning is grounded on an understanding of commons as social 
systems. De Angelis uses this conceptualisation to articulate an understanding of 
the commons that includes two seemingly oppositional perspectives. The first one 
is Ostrom’s managerial approach, which is based on an understanding of com-
mons as systems mostly determined by endogenous variables such as the type of 
resource which is being pooled, or the management model used. In her view, 
commons, capital and the state pacifically coexist as property regimes that should 
be favoured depending on the level of subtractability of a good and the difficulty 
of excluding potential beneficiaries (Ostrom 2010). For Ostrom (1990), the main 
driver of success of commons are mainly its design principles. The second per-
spective that De Angelis mobilises in articulating boundary commoning is the 
anti-capitalist critique to Ostrom, which stresses the importance of exogenous 
variables in the reproduction of commons systems. Caffentzis (2004) highlights 
the importance of power relations regarding the ability of commons to sustain 
themselves. In his view, external relations (in the form of interactions with capital, 
the state and other commons) are crucial to explain the dynamics of the 
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commons. According to De Angelis (2017:170), in order to better understand the 
survival and expansion of the commons, the tension between both approaches 
“necessitates productive articulation rather than categorical differentiation”. 
Boundary commoning is the practice of sharing material resources, knowledge 
and/or practices between different commons systems. Thus, internal elements of 
one commons system are included into the boundaries of another system, estab-
lishing an exogenous interaction. If sustained, boundary commoning ends up pro-
ducing the structural coupling of the involved commons systems. It is interesting 
to see how, through boundary commoning, De Angelis operationalises produc-
tively the conceptualisation of commons as systems suffering pressure by exoge-
nous processes. Just as anti-capitalist emancipatory commons can be threatened 
by capital and the state, they can also establish symbiotic relations with other 
commons. The practice of boundary commoning creates new commons systems 
of larger scale with different characteristics than the original commons, which De 
Angelis describes as commons ecologies. Boundary commoning, thus, is seen as 
an expansion strategy for the creation of commons ecologies, which only by 
reaching a point of critical mass in which they “present a viable alternative for 
most people” can threaten capitalist hegemony (De Angelis 2017:289). There is a 
strong material focus on his proposal, which is made explicit when De Angelis 
stresses the crucial role that reproduction commons are to have in this process. 
This material approach is influenced by ecofeminist critiques to autonomist Marx-
ism. As Federici (2012) has rightly pointed out, so called “immaterial labour” has 
a huge material and social footprint in its dependence on reproduction work, the 
extraction of material resources, and the energy consumption associated. De 
Angelis (2017:68–69) has taken these arguments to develop a critique of “imma-
terial commons” as an inaccurate category, as all commons are structurally 
dependent on a material basis. This has great political implications, as it leads to 
the argument that for commons ecologies to endure and become truly transfor-
mative, they need to be mainly focused on commoning for reproduction. In other 
words, the commoning of all activities that contribute to the social reproduction 
of the community, such as food provision, housing, water fetching, care works, 
etc. De Angelis (2017:237, 2019:213) acknowledges that commons systems not 
only reproduce themselves, but also multiply a commons subjectivity. However, 
for him resilience of the system and deep democracy are prioritised over open-
ness. De Angelis (2019:218) seems to acknowledge the limitations of his 
approach when he advocates for “a moderate degree of openness”. However, this 
is definitely a loose end in the otherwise appealing and sophisticated concept of 
boundary commoning, especially since a limited openness can bring about a lack 
of democracy, which seems to be one of the pillars of his idea of commons. 

Expanding Commoning 
Stavrides (2016:35) clearly rejects the prioritisation of activities that contribute to 
the social reproduction of the community; although acknowledging the impor-
tance of livelihood in the persistence of society, he asserts that reducing social life 
to practices focused on material sustainability is an “economistic fallacy”. Stavrides 
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takes on Hardt and Negri’s (2009) idea of the multitude as a cluster of multiple 
subjectivities that coexist within a capitalist society, but at the same time hold the 
potential to overthrow it. In his view, commons are not the result of specific 
human relations. He reverts this causality to suggest that processes of commoning 
produce new subjectivities. Thus, the sustainability of specific commons is not a 
priority as long as the practices of sharing bring about a change in the subjectivi-
ties of as many as possible. Central to his idea of commoning, thus, is the produc-
tion of subjectivities that hold the potential of challenging the distribution of the 
sensible—the perception and normalisation of what is (or should be) common 
and what should be excluded (Ranciere 2004). Stavrides points towards expan-
sion as the only way for commoning to become a viable alternative to capitalism. 
Otherwise, commons become collectively private spaces where the distribution of 
the sensible might be successfully challenged but only for a specific and closed 
community. 

For commoning practices to become important prefigurations of an emancipated soci-
ety, commoning has to remain a collective struggle ... always expanding the network 
of sharing and collaboration. (Stavrides 2016:40) 

Stavrides defines institutions of expanding commoning as open social artifices ori-
ented to deal with difference not by exclusion or homogenisation. Instead, these 
institutions use four types of relations that encourage expansion in a democratic 
and equitable way: compatibility, translatability, power sharing and gift offering. 
These characteristics create a common ground between commoners of diverse 
backgrounds, enable exchanges among them while supporting the inclusion of 
newcomers and promote forms of togetherness based on solidarity. Institutions of 
expanding commoning, thus, have the potential of being emancipatory not by 
destroying power, but by equally distributing it among the members of society 
(Stavrides 2019:196). Stavrides points towards a link between power concentra-
tion and the rationalisation of all spheres of society in economic terms. The cen-
trality of economic reasoning legitimises domination. Thus, the goal of the 
commons shouldn’t be to produce an alternative economy, but “an alternative to 
economy” (Esteva 2014:i149). Therefore, even if institutions of expanding com-
moning need to offer alternatives to production and reproduction, it is not 
enough. They also need to include the constitution of “non-capitalist social rela-
tions within them” (Zibechi 2012:40). In his study of the urban commons, Stav-
rides has paid special attention to the creation of common spaces: places not 
managed by a prevailing authority, always in the making in order to communi-
cate and connect. Common space is characterised by a threshold spatiality (Stav-
rides 2015). Far from being mere boundaries, thresholds keep common spaces 
open to newcomers while regulating the transition in a process of translation. 
Thresholds shape the negotiation of a common ground between newcomers and 
former members of the community, and through this process they all emerge as 
subjects of commoning. The main purpose of common space, thus, is to show 
the potentialities of change in an expansive way that shapes as many subjectivities 
as possible (Stavrides 2015). Common spaces have a great prefigurative value. 
They act as short circuits in which the time lapse between the desired social 
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relations based on collaboration and the existing ones based on competition and 
exploitation is removed (Maeckelbergh 2009). “Collaboration is prefigurative ... as 
well as an experienced challenge to the order of the sensible” (Stavrides 
2019:192). Stavrides’ proposal of expansion based on commoning space as 
thresholds is very well formulated and he provides empirical material of social 
movements, housing commons, and even territories of resistance. However, it 
lacks an accurate analysis of the material interactions between commons, capital 
and the state. This is especially relevant, as it is mostly those relations that deter-
mine the precarity of the commons, which can lead to a lack of much praised 
openness. Furthermore, Stavrides does not provide a clear picture of the steps 
towards an emancipated society, he leaves this question too open and simply 
relies on emerging commoning subjectivities to reach a critical mass. 

*** 
In 2010 the German journal An Architektur published a special issue about the 

commons, which included as its central piece a public interview with Massimo De 
Angelis and Stavros Stavrides. Under the theme “Commoning as Collective Prac-
tice” (De Angelis and Stavrides 2010), they discussed their conceptions of the 
commons and its potential for social transformation in a post-2008 crisis context. 
Their proposals for commons expansion had still to be developed at the time, but 
their discussion reflects key tensions that would materialise in their ensuing work. 
During the interview, similarities arise such as their focus on commoning as a 
social relation, their understanding of commons as strongly context dependent, 
and the dialectical relationship between commoning and enclosure. However, 
some key divergences also emerge that help to understand the conceptual differ-
ences between both models of commons expansion. The foundation of their dis-
agreement lies in the collective agent of commoning. De Angelis considers that 
one of the constitutive elements of the commons is a community of commoners, 
who work to reproduce the commons and are thus legitimised to make rules vis-
a-vis the community and other external agents (such as the state). Stavrides 
claims that focusing on community is inherently exclusionary, as only those who 
are part of the community are included in the sharing process. Instead, he pro-
poses to focus on the public. Whereas community is based on similarity, he 
argues, the idea of the public focuses on difference and its negotiation. De Ange-
lis’ approach sees communities as sovereign over specific commons; Stavrides, 
conversely, advocates for unbounded and ongoing processes of rulemaking that 
spill beyond particular communities. In fact, he stresses the importance of prefigu-
rative practices and their prioritisation over effective management of the com-
mons. However, De Angelis responds by addressing material concerns along 
different lines. First, a focus on materiality and reproductive activities brings to the 
fore the feminist struggle against the invisibilisation of non-waged labour. And 
second, he argues that a lack of focus on material autonomy can lead to relations 
of dependence of the commons with external actors that could in turn lead to 
cooptation, meaning the instrumental use of the commons by the state or private 
actors in order to reproduce themselves (De Angelis 2013).4 Through the inter-
view we can appreciate the tension between openness and material sustainability 
that would later crystallise in the apparent clash between their respective 
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proposals for expanding the commons. In the next section, I argue that despite 
their differences, both approaches can be articulated into a unified theory (and 
practice) for expanding the commons. 

Cooperation Birmingham: Commoning in the Midst of 
a Pandemic 
Commoning and Mutual Aid 
Boundary commoning and expanding commoning might seem antagonist 
approaches for expanding the commons in their differing strategies and, espe-
cially, their focus on materiality or subjectivity. However, I argue that they are not 
mutually exclusive. In fact, they usually coexist and reinforce each other. To 
develop this argument I will focus on Cooperation Birmingham, a mutual aid net-
work that is organising relief efforts to respond to the Covid-19 pandemic in the 
British city of Birmingham. As it has been documented by many scholars before, 
mutual aid networks have historically provided a fertile ground for commons 
against and beyond capitalism in different geographical backgrounds (Beito 2000; 
Garcıa-Bryce 2003; Kropotkin 2006). In fact, mutual aid has traditionally emerged 
among oppressed communities as a response to extreme patterns of dispossession. 
Take as an example the workers’ societies, mutualities and consumers’ cooperatives 
that became popular in heavily industrialised areas of Europe from the mid-19th 

century until WWII (e.g. Dalmau Torva 2015; Robertson 2012). The iconic Survival 
Programs started by the Black Panthers at the end of the 1960s provide a more 
recent illustration of organised mutual aid in response to the marginalisation and 
lack of welfare benefits for black populations in the US (Rhodes 2017). In still 
another example, during the last two decades mutual aid has been a central strat-
egy of urban communities in Latin America when responding to socioeconomic 
crises or even when supporting particular socioenvironmental struggles such as the 
Water Wars in Bolivia (e.g. Chatterton 2005; Zibechi 2010). 

The emancipatory potential of mutual aid is better understood when compared 
with charity, which is the dominant form of relief used by institutions and organi-
sations in the UK and globally (Kapoor 2013). Charity reinforces the social cohe-
sion of capital by considering the recipient a passive object who has individually 
failed in providing for themselves.5 This logic creates a bond based on depen-
dency and indebtedness which reproduces power differentials between the giver 
and the recipient, perpetuating at the same time marginalisation and inequality 
(Raventos and Wark 2018). Conversely, the principles of mutual aid include coop-
eration, solidarity and horizontality. It is a process that, by acknowledging the 
agency of the people in adverse situations to improve theirs and other people’s 
lives, erases the distinction between giver and recipient (Crow 2014). Thus, 
whereas charity legitimates and perpetuates capital and the state as forms of 
social organisation, mutual aid offers the potential to look beyond those and 
enacts values associated with a social organisation based on commoning. 

Cooperation Birmingham has brought together several individuals, community 
groups and organisations in a time when the British ecosystem of the radical left 
has been undergoing major restructuring. Corbyn’s defeat in the December 2019 
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general election supposed the end of a period in which many leftist groups saw 
an opportunity in the radicalisation of the leadership of the Labour Party and 
decided to devote strategic efforts to parliamentary politics.6 Hardly a couple of 
months later, the Covid-19 pandemic made its appearance at a global level and it 
is still unfolding at the time of writing. The pandemic is expected to be followed 
by an unprecedented economic crisis (Shalal and Nebehay 2020) that will likely 
cause a deep socio-economic reconfiguration, and will in turn accentuate the tur-
moil within the British left. This background offers uncertainty but also opportu-
nity, and has informed the aims and structure of Cooperation Birmingham (Ruiz 
Cayuela 2020). In the short term, the organisation has operations that provide 
material relief for people in self-isolation around the city. By rejecting gatekeeping 
practices traditionally enforced by charitable organisations and public aid, and 
encouraging everyone involved (including food recipients) to be an active part of 
the organisation, Cooperation Birmingham has emerged as an alternative based 
on mutual aid to respond to the current crisis. The Digbeth solidarity kitchen 
started working at the end of March 2020, and is consistently delivering 150 free 
meals daily to people in self-isolation, with just under 4000 total meals delivered 
in its first month of life. A mask making project was also launched shortly after. 
Cooperation Birmingham pooled resources and secured infrastructures for mem-
bers to produce protective masks that are given for free to the Digbeth solidarity 
kitchen and to people at risk around the city. In the long term, Cooperation Birm-
ingham aims at expanding and transcending emergency relief to become a key 
local player in the new leftist ecosystem and the socio-economic reconfiguration 
that will likely shake the world in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic. This 
dual dimension of Cooperation Birmingham, focused at the same time on imme-
diate material relief and sustained socio-political transformation, points towards 
the coexistence of two models of expansion. In the following pages, I will identify 
patterns of boundary commoning and expanding commoning in the formation 
and expansion of Cooperation Birmingham, and I will examine how both models 
interact within the organisation. 

Contributing to Social Reproduction ... 
The new wave of radical left in Birmingham that emerged after the student move-
ment in 20107 keeps a pluralist and mostly non-hierarchical stance, which has 
resulted in fluent communication and cooperation amongst the different actors 
involved. Political groups, unions, community groups, housing cooperatives and 
workers’ cooperatives in the city share members, support each other’s struggles, 
and are materially connected through common spaces and resources. These 
groups constantly interact with each other to the extent that their boundaries 
have become blurred. Sometimes it is difficult to tell where one organisation ends 
and where another begins, as these interactions regularly bring to the making 
and unmaking of what De Angelis calls “structural coupling” of commons. But 
this level of coordination did not appear out of the blue, it took years of political 
strategy and action for it to gradually emerge. One of the events that contributed 
the most to this trend was the opening of the Warehouse Cafe in early 2019. 
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The Warehouse is a workers’ cooperative that emerged out of popular support 
coordinated by the local branch of Plan C. Facing economic constraints, many 
people involved in the radical left in Birmingham stepped forward to help in the 
refurbishing of the space by painting walls, building furniture or cleaning the 
kitchen during several weeks. The Warehouse is located in the Digbeth area, in a 
building owned and used by Friends of the Earth as office and meeting space. 
Since its opening, the Warehouse Cafe instantly became a hub of the radical left 
in Birmingham. In just one year, it has hosted meetings and events organised by 
a long list of organisations such as Birmingham Women’s Strike, Plan C, Birming-
ham Antifascists or the Green Anti-Capitalist Front among others. This rapid 
assimilation of the Warehouse by leftist groups and organisations responds to the 
scarcity of spaces available for radical organisations in the city, but also to its 
strategic location.8 The Warehouse has brought members of different organisa-
tions to physically share the same space on a regular basis (both for militant pur-
poses and leisure). Not only that, but the sharing and co-producing of a space 
has enhanced the feeling of comradeship among groups and has contributed to 
the development of political strategies that, even if not always formally coordi-
nated, take each other into account in establishing goals and plans. Therefore, 
the emergence of the Warehouse Cafe and its spatial characteristics have had a 
key role in blurring and redefining the material and political boundaries among 
leftist groups and organisations in Birmingham, and it has brought their interac-
tion to a new level, enhancing their structural coupling. 

In this context, when the Covid-19 pandemic reached the UK in March 2020, 
the radical left in Birmingham was able to transform existing practices of bound-
ary commoning into a more stable form that builds upon the common ground 
previously established among the different actors involved: Cooperation Birming-
ham. By shaking the pillars on which the British social order is based, the pan-
demic has opened a window of opportunity for a higher degree of coupling and 
the emergence of a commons ecology. Cooperation Birmingham, thus, is a com-
mons ecology product of a tradition of boundary commoning, the co-production 
of a common space, and the specific social, political and economic context of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. The political organisations, community groups, and workers’ 
cooperatives that are part of Cooperation Birmingham still retain their own iden-
tity, autonomy and organisational reproduction strategies. However, they have 
coordinated into a network which is bigger than the sum of its parts and hints 
towards the expansion and upscaling of commoning processes in the city. 
Members of Cooperation Birmingham have put a lot of effort in creating an 

organisational structure that is adapted to its operations, its organisational repro-
duction strategies and its political goals. As shown in Figure 1, the structure is dis-
tributed into working groups, operations, and a central assembly. Working 
groups respond mainly to the tasks related to organisational reproduction such as 
finance or logistics, but they also coordinate and support operations on a daily 
basis. The operations are the core of Cooperation Birmingham, they are the form 
that political principles of mutual aid take in the field. At the same time, opera-
tions also contribute to the reproduction of the organisation in two ways. First, 
following the provision of material relief to vulnerable community members, the 
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Figure 1: Organisational structure of Cooperation Birmingham (source: Cooperation 
Birmingham) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] 

politics and values of Cooperation Birmingham become socially acceptable and 
even normatively positive for the public in a process of social legitimisation. And 
second, operations also provide members (participants in the operations and food 
recipients) who become involved in working groups and contribute to the repro-
duction of the organisation. As shown in Figure 1, the working groups provide a 
solid structure that can support a number of already existing and future opera-
tions (those with the broken line). Both working groups and operations have a 
high degree of autonomy, and their members are encouraged to participate in 
the Cooperation Birmingham central assembly, where general decisions are made. 
The form of the organisational structure contributes to the political goals of Coop-
eration Birmingham in that it is designed to avoid power concentration and share 
responsibilities. The organisation can be seen as a coordination and decision-mak-
ing platform, which is actually flexible and open to change or expansion. This 
thoughtful design of internal processes and structures echoes the managerial 
approach to the commons which focuses on design principles and endogenous 
interactions (Ostrom 1990), and is one of the pillars of De Angelis’ work. 
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However, in Cooperation Birmingham this approach is complemented with an 
understanding of the importance that external relations and interactions have for 
the sustainability of the organisation (Caffentzis 2004). After the second day run-
ning the Digbeth solidarity kitchen, for example, the Birmingham city council 
started referring people to the operation. That was translated in a sudden spike in 
the number of demands, which went from 30 to over 150 daily meals and cre-
ated a massive disruption in the organisation, with many members burning out at 
an early stage and nearly quitting the project. This early crisis triggered an inter-
nal response and restructuring of the organisational reproduction strategies. 
Members understood the need to focus on expanding the number of active par-
ticipants, and several internal processes (including the distribution of resources) 
were modified to adapt to the changing context. The turmoil created by the 
rapidly increasing demand was thus overcome through an understanding of the 
interrelation between internal design and the socio-political-economic structures 
surrounding Cooperation Birmingham. This balanced understanding between 
endogenous design principles and exogenous interactions and power relations, 
points towards the “productive articulation” that De Angelis (2017:170) associ-
ates with an expansion of the commons based on boundary commoning and 
commons ecologies. 

It is actually the understanding of Cooperation Birmingham as highly depen-
dent and bounded to its environment which has influenced the material focus of 
the organisation. The infamous austerity policies adopted after the 2008 eco-
nomic crisis amplified the neoliberalisation of the British political economy, deep-
ening the crises of social reproduction that several vulnerable collectives were and 
are still suffering (Roberts 2016). Housing and hunger crises have become perma-
nent for a significant proportion of the population, and the situation is currently 
being further aggravated by the Covid-19 pandemic (Lawrence 2020). Birming-
ham, which is a mostly working-class city with a high presence of migrant com-
munities, has been particularly struck by these trends—three of Birmingham’s 
constituencies are ranked among the six with highest child poverty rates in the 
whole country (Francis-Devine 2020). In this context, the city council is failing to 
provide a comprehensive response to the crisis and is mostly relying on commu-
nity initiatives to provide relief to those in need. Widespread crises of social repro-
duction are usually followed by spikes in commoning activities. Ten years ago, 
austerity measures were contested with the emergence of the student movement 
and a new radical left scene. Today, the creation and strategic direction of Coop-
eration Birmingham is dialectically connected to the dire effects that the pan-
demic and years of austerity are having on the social reproduction of the working 
class. 

The nature of the operations run by Cooperation Birmingham responds to this 
situation of extreme material need by contributing to the food provisioning and 
health care of the local people. Moreover, short-term plans of expansion include 
a second solidarity kitchen, an emotional support group and the reclamation of a 
plot in the centre of the city to start a food growing project. This focus on activi-
ties that contribute to the nourishing, care, health and well-being of the commu-
nity resonates with the social reproduction scholarship that is so present in De 
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Angelis’ commons ecologies. In fact, feminist Marxism is an influence for many 
members of Cooperation Birmingham, and social reproduction, collective care 
and non-waged labour are concepts explicitly used and discussed within the 
organisation. It is also interesting to see a concern for material autonomy, which 
appears in the plans for food production that could be used in the solidarity 
kitchen and diminish dependence on an external supply. This is a conscious 
move, as many members of the organisation believe that only by keeping a rela-
tively high degree of autonomy they will be able to maintain an open and hori-
zontal structure and challenge institutionalised gatekeeping practices (Way 2020). 
Thus, an approach to expansion based on material autonomy is strategically seen 
as an imperative in order to keep the mutual aid nature of the organisation and 
practice solidarity without conditions. This quest for material autonomy still brings 
Cooperation Birmingham closer to the model of commons ecologies developed 
by De Angelis. 

The issue of materiality is deeply intertwined with the existence of boundaries. 
It is obvious that, in a commons that contributes to the social reproduction of a 
certain group of people, openness is constrained by access to material resources. 
Cooperation Birmingham has for now rejected to receive funding from the Birm-
ingham city council because members felt that they would be legitimising the 
public management of the hunger crisis, which they considered insufficient and 
relied mostly on community groups. Another concern was that an initial growth 
based on public funding would establish a relationship of dependence with the 
city council, and would make the organisation exposed to cooptation. Instead, 
therefore, Cooperation Birmingham is being materially sourced in two ways. First, 
by raising funds from individuals and like-minded organisations. By the beginning 
of June 2020 the organisation had raised over £12,600, and started getting 
monthly subscriptions to ensure a steady source of income. Several well-estab-
lished organisations at local and national level, such as the Chavs Solidarity writ-
ing collective, have organised fund raising events for Cooperation Birmingham. 
This is important beyond the monetary resources collected, because it helps to 
consolidate the organisation in the public imaginary. 

The second way in which Cooperation Birmingham has been materially sourced 
is through in-kind donations from coops and non-for-profit projects. Examples 
here include the use of the Warehouse Cafe for cooking and logistic purposes 
and, especially, the food donations from the Real Junk Food Project and Fair 
Share. These organisations redistribute the overstocks and food waste from the 
industry. It is important to point out that, paradoxically, whereas their donations 
might be contributing to Cooperation Birmingham’s material autonomy in the 
short term, they are also perpetuating a food production and distribution model 
that undermines the possibilities of food sovereignty (Gennari and Tornaghi 
2020). In fact, even if donations from food redistribution projects are contributing 
to enhance the autonomy or Cooperation Birmingham vis-a-vis public institutions, 
they are at the same time creating strong dependencies with the circuit of capital. 
This tension is well-understood within the organisation, as well as the need for 
gradually switching to other ways of food provisioning (remember the food grow-
ing plans mentioned above). In a context of severe hunger crisis, though, it was 
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strategically decided to temporarily take those donations as a way of reaching 
more people. 

Whereas openness is one of the key principles of the organisation, it is obvious 
that its capacity to provide meals is limited by material resources and the labour 
dedicated by members. In setting boundaries, there was an open discussion 
within Cooperation Birmingham between two differing approaches. One group 
advocated for taking new orders every single day, so everyone in the city would 
have the opportunity to access food and the organisation would reach a higher 
number of people. However, that posed practical problems for members of Coop-
eration Birmingham and was not seen as a satisfactory solution for people in need 
who would not be able to have the security of a warm meal every day. Thus, the 
strategy that was implemented consists of a fixed list of recipients that receive 
meals on a regular basis, with a waiting list of people who would like to access 
Cooperation Birmingham. The list of food receivers has a great turnover, which 
shows that people are willing to give their place once they think that others 
might need it more. Also, this regular contribution to the social reproduction of a 
group of people creates strong bonds with the project, and some of them have 
made donations to the organisation or even started contributing to Cooperation 
Birmingham once their situation has changed. It is this production of new subjec-
tivities, from aid receivers to commoners contributing to a mutual aid project, 
that I turn to next. 

... while Producing Commoning Subjectivities 
Despite the importance given to the expansion of material autonomy, members 
of Cooperation Birmingham are aware of the precariousness of the current opera-
tions and the uncertain future of the organisation in terms of accessing resources 
and infrastructures. The Digbeth solidarity kitchen, for example, makes use of the 
premises of the Warehouse Cafe, whose chefs are also coordinating the kitchen 
work. This is possible because the Warehouse Cafe has been forced to close its 
doors to the public due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Moreover, Cooperation Birm-
ingham relies on the doing9 of many people who allow the daily functioning of 
the operations and working groups. This is possible in the current context in 
which many workers have been furloughed and, thus, can dedicate time to 
mutual aid. When it comes to the mask making operation, its contingency seems 
very obvious, as it is directly linked to the health and safety protocols temporarily 
adopted to minimise the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic. It is this notion of pre-
cariousness which, combined with an understanding of commoning as a process 
that holds the potential of producing new subjectivities, informs one of the main 
goals of the organisation. The aim of Cooperation Birmingham is to influence a 
socio-political transformation that breaks with the social cohesion of capital and 
brings about forms of social organisation based on commoning. For this transfor-
mation to be truly emancipatory even at a local level, though, it needs to reach 
as many people as possible within the city. Otherwise, it would just become an 
“enclave of otherness” with very limited potential for global change (Stavrides 
2016). In line with this reasoning, members are determined to take advantage of 
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the public visibility and widespread reach that Cooperation Birmingham is cur-
rently enjoying. Thus, using the existing mutual aid project to bring about politi-
cal consciousness among the hundreds of people involved is seen as an 
immediate outcome that could tip the scales towards a deeper socio-political 
transformation. The focus on the process of commoning to produce new subjec-
tivities and transcend boundaries connects with the notion of expanding com-
moning developed by Stavrides (2016). For him, one of the key features of 
institutions of expanding commoning is openness. 

Openness is a core principle of Cooperation Birmingham. As discussed above, 
there are material limitations to this openness, but everyone is welcome to partici-
pate in the organisation and free to add their names to the waiting list for receiv-
ing food. Discussions and decision-making take place on an open online forum, 
working groups and organising meetings are open to the public, and food and 
masks are delivered without questions or conditions. This openness aims at pro-
ducing new subjectivities by involving as many people as possible in the process 
of commoning. 

Most of the people reaching out to get involved in Cooperation Birmingham 
come with the idea of performing a specific task during a delimited period of time 
under the orders of someone with a certain authority. This attitude resonates with 
the unidirectional idea of charity in which the volunteer performs abstract labour 
and only differs from a worker in that they do not receive a wage. These new-
comers typically start collaborating with Cooperation Birmingham in operations, 
as it is there where they can find the type of well-defined tasks that they are look-
ing for. However, when taking part in the operations they are enmeshed in a 
form of solidarity that differs from their expectations. All the members who work 
at the kitchen or make deliveries, for example, are given cooked meals in 
exchange for their work. They are not referred to as volunteers, but as partici-
pants or members. They “do” hand in hand with a very diverse group of people, 
including recipients of food who are actively involved in the organisation. They 
experience solidarity without gatekeeping, just based on trust for your fellow 
human beings. And most importantly, they are encouraged to give feedback, 
make suggestions and join working groups. Or in other words, they are given the 
capacity of reshaping Cooperation Birmingham, which is always-in-the-making. In 
many cases, by challenging assumptions and perceptions biased by life under a 
capitalist social cohesion, or what Ranciere (2004) refers to as the distribution of 
the sensible, being part of a process of commoning creates new forms of collec-
tive subjectivation (Stavrides 2016:107). 

Many of the participants in the operations without previous links to organising 
transition from signing-up to volunteer to understanding and feeling part of a 
mutual aid network. But processes of political subjectivation also have very tangi-
ble material effects, as they move “towards new forms of interaction and coordi-
nation based on commoning practices” (Stavrides 2016:177). This is exemplified 
by the case of Coop Cycle. Some participants who did not have experience in 
political organising and worked as bike couriers have united to form a workers’ 
cooperative supported by Cooperation Birmingham. Their main motivation is not 
income—which is unlikely to be even decent until the project is consolidated— 
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but a desire to experience cooperation and horizontality in the working place. 
The transition that many participants have experienced from volunteers to active 
members (to commoners we could say) has had transformative effects in the way 
that they organise their lives beyond the immediate context of the solidarity 
kitchen. Therefore, I argue that the operations run by Cooperation Birmingham 
have a twofold character. On the one hand, they provide material relief in the 
current crisis and contribute to the social reproduction of the community. On the 
other hand, in line with the idea of institutions of expanding commoning (Stav-
rides 2016) they prefigure a future where the social cohesion of the community is 
not based on exchange value and abstract labour, and produce new commoning 
subjectivities. This twofold character works like a short circuit, and projects desired 
future forms of social organisation in the present to provide material relief in the 
here and now, complementing the symbolic value of prefiguration with a very 
tangible dimension. 

This approach to expansion focused on the multiplication of commoning sub-
jectivities and the use of operations as prefigurations of a new social organisation 
brings to mind the idea of threshold spatiality that Stavrides (2015) confers to 
common space. In the case of Cooperation Birmingham, it is the crisis relief oper-
ations—currently the solidarity kitchen and the mask-making project—that display 
a threshold character by creating an entry point to the commons ecology for 
newcomers. However, this threshold character did not automatically emerge. 
Approximately one month after its creation, only around 25 out of the close to 
200 members who had collaborated with Cooperation Birmingham in some way 
were actively involved in organising. Members of Cooperation Birmingham 
acknowledged the low numbers of people transitioning from occasional participa-
tion in operations to involvement in working groups and organisational reproduc-
tion. This was understood as a temporary failure in the strategy of the 
organisation and sparked an internal debate on how to address the situation. As 
members of Cooperation Birmingham found out, thresholds do not just emerge, 
but they need to be created and require will and effort to deal with otherness. 
Several measures have since been implemented that stress the importance of 
translation. 

Members of Cooperation Birmingham are aware that not enough effort was ini-
tially put in facilitating the transition between existing members and newcomers. 
In fact, even if unintentionally, the process of integration seemed at times almost 
unidirectional, with new participants expected to learn from the existing members 
with experience in political organising. This dynamic established a hierarchy that 
reproduced capitalist social relations within the organisation and partially under-
mined its prefigurative potential. According to Stavrides (2016), the threshold 
entails a transition regulated by a process of translation in which a common 
ground between newcomers and former members is negotiated. One of the 
strategies that have been implemented to regulate the process of translation is 
the organisation of feedback meetings with participants in the operations. Coop-
eration Birmingham has a weekly online organising meeting in which issues are 
discussed, suggestions made, and decisions taken. During the first weeks of run-
ning the solidarity kitchen, the meeting had a regular attendance of around ten 
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members, who were usually part of the core group of organisers. However, after 
a few weeks making attempts to improve communication and organise polls to 
determine the most suitable time, attendance to the online organising meetings 
did not increase significantly. 

Organising meetings can be intimidating for people not used to political 
involvement or irrelevant for people who think of themselves as volunteers, so 
members of Cooperation Birmingham subsequently came up with the idea of 
organising feedback meetings with participants who were regularly helping to run 
the operations. Three of these meetings have already been organised, and the 
response has been very positive with about 25 people attending each meeting. In 
these meetings, participants feel empowered to give their opinion and make sug-
gestions to improve the organisation. In turn, they actually see direct changes in 
the running of the operations in response to their feedback. Some of the people 
attending the feedback meetings have started to contribute regularly to the 
online forum, have joined working groups and have started to attend organising 
meetings. Therefore, feedback meetings seem to be providing the much needed 
common ground between members used to political organising and newcomers 
used to the volunteering rationale. Building on this, we can say that when 
enough effort and consideration has been put into the translation process and 
the negotiation of a common ground, the boundary between occasional contrib-
utors and engaged organisers is starting to blur and the threshold character of 
Cooperation Birmingham is emerging. 

Towards a Unified Theory (and Practice) of Expanding 
the Commons 
In Cooperation Birmingham, long-term sustainability and material expansion are 
not just seen as strategies that contribute to the social reproduction of the com-
munity. They are strategic goals based on the understanding that Cooperation 
Birmingham holds a greater potential than the sum of its individual members for 
effecting the socio-political reconfiguration that will likely follow the Covid-19 
emergency. At the same time, effecting socio-political transformation through the 
production of commoning subjectivities is more than a goal in itself. It is also 
strategically seen as a way to involve more people in reproductive activities that 
will potentially enhance the autonomy of the organisation by direct involvement, 
or by establishing processes of boundary commoning with other groups. Both 
goals represent two seemingly opposed expansion strategies that in the case of 
Cooperation Birmingham are seen as reinforcing each other, and are articulated 
in a productive way. Therefore, the case of Cooperation Birmingham shows how 
both boundary commoning (and a model based on commons ecologies) and 
expanding commoning (and threshold characteristics) are able to coexist and 
actually reinforce each other. 

On one side, boundary commoning offers a structured expansion based on the 
creation of commons ecologies, which upscales commoning practices and holds 
the potential to offer a viable alternative to capital and the state. This process can be 
greatly enhanced by expanding commoning, which brings boundary commoning 
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beyond existing commons and makes commons ecologies open to new common-
ers created through a subjectivation process. Cooperation Birmingham would not 
be a potentially emancipatory project if it were limited to a collaboration between 
already existing groups and focused exclusively on material sustainability. On the 
other side, expanding commoning can be understood as the creation of precarious 
bursts where commoning social relations are prefigured and new commoning sub-
jectivities created. However, these projects lack continuity and structure to become 
viable alternatives to the hegemonic mode of social organisation. Commons ecolo-
gies provide a framework for new commoners to put into practice commoning val-
ues and channel the energy created in the process of expanding commoning. The 
particularity of Cooperation Birmingham resides on its dual focus: producing new 
commoners, but at the same time offering a network where new members can 
either integrate into an existing node, or create a new one. 

Reflecting on the case of Cooperation Birmingham, three key issues need to be 
considered when looking at the articulation of the two models of expansion. First, it 
is important to understand that, in order for the whole process to be potentially 
emancipatory, commons ecologies need to be flexible and dynamic structures, 
always-in-the-making with the inclusion of new members. The goal is not just to 
acknowledge the interplay between internal processes and external structures so 
crucial in De Angelis’ work, but to allow room for constant reconfiguration of a com-
mon ground that brings about the threshold character so praised by Stavrides. 
Therefore, commons ecologies need to be constantly renegotiated to fit the charac-
teristics of newcomers and existing members alike. An excessive rigidity would likely 
end up undermining the emancipatory potential of Cooperation Birmingham by 
framing the existing commoners and commons ecology as an enlightened van-
guard who will show the way to the new commoners. This would create internal 
hierarchies and reproduce capitalist relations within the commons. Regardless of it 
being unintentional—like in the first steps of Cooperation Birmingham; or a deliber-
ate strategy—like in many traditional leftist organisations; this dynamic instantly 
undermines any emancipatory potential. Allowing and encouraging structural and 
operational change is a strategy to avoid unwanted concentrations of power. 
The second key issue has to do with the interplay between boundaries and 

material resources. A unified approach to commons expansion needs to find a 
balance between radical openness and contributing to the social reproduction of 
the involved commoners. In the case of the Cooperation Birmingham solidarity 
kitchen this is resolved by applying radical openness to participants willing to con-
tribute, but setting boundaries in the number of people who will receive meals. 
Or, in other words, the food production process is open (including decision-mak-
ing), but the access to reproduction is necessarily limited by material constraints. 
The distribution of the existing resources is negotiated and agreed among all the 
members. In this process, transparency and accountability are crucial in order to 
avoid unfair appropriation of resources or suspicion among participants. This 
uneven pattern of access to pooled resources points to a crucial characteristic of 
the commons highlighted by both De Angelis and Stavrides, which is gift offering. 
Stavrides (2016:48) sees gift offering as a key social relation in institutions of 
expanding commoning that “hint[s] at different forms of togetherness and 
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solidarity”, especially in contexts of high inequality. For De Angelis (2017:210– 
211), the gift is a key element of “reciprocal labour”, which contributes to weave 
the social fabric of the community and is a precondition for the practice of com-
moning. In Cooperation Birmingham, the everyday production is not put on the 
market. Instead, it is given to those members of the organisation who need it for 
their reproduction. Common production is therefore not distributed in relation to 
the amount of labour, but the main criterion is need. Or, in other words, collec-
tive well-being is prioritised over individual gain. Participants offer their labour vol-
untarily, and recipients get food unconditionally. These processes are a form of 
internal gift offering within Cooperation Birmingham, which is crucial when deal-
ing with the limited amount of food production. Moreover, this distribution pat-
tern establishes a positive feedback between production and reproduction. The 
more people get involved in cooking food or in contributing to the organisational 
reproduction, the higher the number of commoners who will be able to fulfil their 
material needs through Cooperation Birmingham. 

The third key issue to consider when exploring a unified theory and practice for 
expanding the commons is care. When discussing the transition process and the 
negotiation of a common ground between existing commoners and newcomers, 
much emphasis is put on translation (Stavrides 2016, 2019). The case of Coopera-
tion Birmingham shows that care is a crucial element of the translation process. 
As Marina Sitrin (2019:308) puts it: “When a participant is taken seriously, when 
they are heard and feel heard ... they begin to feel like a subject, an actor in their 
own life”. We should not underplay the role of personal relations and affections 
when discussing new modes of social organisation. Practices of collective care 
make commoners feel comfortable and safe when organising, and reduce the 
intimidation that many newcomers might feel when entering the unknown. In 
Cooperation Birmingham, it is practices of care between strangers that have 
made an impression in many newcomers and produced new commoning subjec-
tivities; not only care among the initial members who were previously involved in 
political organising, but also taking care of strangers. When some of the food 
recipients in self-isolation cannot be contacted for a while and are not collecting 
the delivered meals from their doorsteps, for example, there are protocols for 
finding out about that person and for ensuring their wellbeing. The case of Coop-
eration Birmingham, thus, points towards the materiality of care (Barbagallo and 
Federici 2012). Care work takes effort and resources, and members of the organi-
sation understood that when the translation process was failing. Therefore, in 
Cooperation Birmingham care is not just a moral standard, but also a series of 
tasks that are operationalised in the daily running of the organisation. 

Conclusion 
In this paper I have addressed a growing concern among commons scholars and 
commoners worldwide: that of the expansion of the emancipatory commons. 
Building on my involvement and first-hand experience in community and political 
organising mostly in the UK, and on the models developed respectively by Mas-
simo De Angelis and Stavros Stavrides, I have proposed a unified theory (and 
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practice) based on a productive articulation of both approaches. The case of 
Cooperation Birmingham shows that the building of a commons ecology focused 
on social reproduction and material autonomy is not necessarily confronted with 
openness and the production of new commoning subjectivities. In fact, both 
models of expansion of the commons are complementary in their strengths and 
limitations. Openness and understanding of the production of new commoning 
subjectivities are important issues that are overlooked in the model based on 
boundary commoning and commons ecologies which are addressed by expand-
ing commoning. An accurate analysis of the material interactions and a structured 
plan to emancipation are shortfalls in Stavrides’ work that are dealt with by De 
Angelis. As I have demonstrated here, far from being mutually exclusive, expand-
ing commoning and boundary commoning can reinforce each other in the con-
struction of commons ecologies that pose a material alternative to capitalism 
while challenging the distribution of the sensible. 

Three key issues need to be emphasised when considering a unified theory of 
commons expansion. First, commons ecologies need to be understood as flexible, 
reflexive structures always-in-the-making in order to successfully integrate new 
commoners in non-homogenising ways. Challenging structural rigidity should be 
seen as a power sharing strategy. Second, there need to be strategies in place to 
deal with the tension between permeable boundaries and material scarcity. Selec-
tive boundaries and gift offering are practices that in Cooperation Birmingham have 
proved valuable in finding a productive balance. Third, care needs to be a key ele-
ment of the translation process that brings together difference in the negotiation of 
a common ground. At the same time it is important to acknowledge the material 
basis of care and to operationalise care within practices of commoning. 

From a geographical perspective, this paper makes a concrete proposal to 
expand the emancipatory commons. Against claims for vertical integration and 
hierarchical commoning institutions (Harvey 2012), Cooperation Birmingham 
shows the way towards an upscaling of the commons that still aims at dissolving 
concentrations of power. In the discussion and proposition of a theory (and prac-
tice) for expanding the commons, the discussion of boundaries is always at the 
centre. Amanda Huron (2015) has described commoning in urban context as 
“working with strangers in saturated places”. She characterises the urban com-
mons through two main traits: the high density and competition for spaces, and 
the collective work of people with few things in common. In this context, to 
which Cooperation Birmingham can relate, “the boundaries of the commons are 
always contested” (Bresnihan and Byrne 2015:47). This permanent litigation and 
redefinition of the boundaries has been addressed all through this paper. Namely, 
permeability of boundaries from an organisational and an individual scale; interac-
tions between the inside and the outside, and how they are constitutive of the 
boundaries; tensions between openness and material autonomy, with concrete 
proposals to resolve them; effects on the temporal dimension of autonomy 
(short-term vs long-term) of particular configurations of boundaries; analysis of 
the criteria for setting up boundaries at personal and organisational scale; specific 
characteristics of the boundaries of emancipatory commons; and specific strate-
gies for making the boundaries permeable in a way that constantly redefines and 
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democratises commoning institutions. Together, these topics provide a first-hand 
account of the complex processes that are triggered at the boundaries of the 
commons in the course of expansion. 

Milburn (2019:59) highlights the potential that disruptive events of a certain 
magnitude hold to cause “an expansion of social and political possibility”. He calls 
for an operaista (autonomist) class composition analysis to develop a complex 
understanding of how longer trends of frustration and oppression crystallise in 
“moments of excess”, collective experiences that imprint in the collective memory 
and have the potential to spark massive socio-political transformation (The Free 
Association 2011). The Covid-19 pandemic is undoubtedly one of those disruptive 
events. In Birmingham, the health crisis and the associated socio-economic effects 
have accentuated already existing conditions of deprivation in the city. This 
moment of collective hardship is clearly having an effect on the collective psyche, 
with a sudden rise of solidarity, mutual aid and commoning in the city. Ashley 
Dawson (2017:236) describes strategies of collective survival in times of hardship 
as “disaster communism”. The challenge, he argues, is for mutual aid groups to 
“spark a more long-term process in which a more just and ecologically sustainable 
society, based on genuine human needs, begins to come into view and becomes 
the goal of collective organizing” (ibid.). With an expansion strategy well bal-
anced between materiality and subjectivity, Cooperation Birmingham has thrived 
and become a commons ecology of an unprecedented scale in the recent history 
of the city. However, several questions arise that will determine the future of the 
organisation and strengthen the theoretical analysis of commons expansion. Will 
the members of Cooperation Birmingham be able to channel the momentum of 
the current moment of excess into a long-lasting, but still open organisation? 
What will be their role and influence in the deep social, political and economic 
reconfiguration that will surely follow the global pandemic? In such a critical 
moment, I hope that my development of a unified theory (and practice) for 
expanding the commons can transcend academia and the insights here provided 
can be valuable in the unfolding of Cooperation Birmingham and for commoners 
all over. The struggle continues. 
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Endnotes 
1 The Zapatistas are a great example. In 2019, 25 years after the establishment of the Zap-
atista Autonomous Zone, they announced the addition of 11 new municipalities to the net-
work. More on their press release “Y Rompimos El Cerco“: http://enlacezapatista.ezln.org. 
mx/2019/08/17/comunicado-del-ccri-cg-del-ezln-y-rompimos-el-cerco-subcomandante-
insurgente-moises/ 
2 In line with Chatterton (2010), I understand autonomy not as an absolute state, but as a 
struggle for the collective capacity of self-management. This is a very broad conception 
that will be nuanced in the specific usages throughout the text. 
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3 https://forum.cooperationbirmingham.org.uk/
4 In the British context, a good example is the recent transfer of the management of some 
public libraries to local communities after local budgets were slashed by austerity measures. 
Or the flourishing of food banks and social supermarkets that externalise the costs of social 
reproduction to the communities. 
5 I am using the third-person plural pronoun as non-gendered language here. 
6 See for example the creation of a Plan B + cluster within the antiauthoritarian communist 
organisation Plan C. You can read their statement on the 2019 UK general election here: 
https://www.weareplanc.org/blog/a-hero-lies-in-you-plan-c-statement-on-the-uk-general-
election/ 
7 For an account of how the 2010 British student movement brought about a broader cri-
tique of neoliberalism and shook the traditional British left into a more pluralist and interna-
tionalist form, see Myers (2017). 
8 At walking distance from Victoria Square, the spot where most of the demonstrations 
take place in Birmingham, the premises of the Warehouse Cafe are usually open for logistic 
support to politically aligned protests and pickets. Early mornings of placard making and 
baking on protest days have become a tradition. 
9 On the antagonism between concrete doing and abstract labour that Stavrides 
embraces, see Holloway (2010). 
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Reproductive urban commons in and beyond the city: consumer cooperativism 

in Badalona (Catalonia) 

Keywords: urban commons, social reproduction, autonomy, cooperatives, food commons 

1. Introduction 

The Covid-19 global health crisis and the associated economic crisis have exacerbated 

previously existing inequalities. Whereas the super rich have expanded their political power 

and become even richer, the majority of the population (especially those who were already 

materially deprived) is suffering devastating effects on their livelihoods. This is far from 

unexpected because, as Caffentzis insightfully observes, the hidden face of an economic 

crisis (and more so if there is a global pandemic at play) is always a multidimensional crisis 

of social reproduction (1999). This phenomenon is caused by an unsustainable contradiction 

that lies at the heart of capitalism: whereas social reproduction is a necessary condition for 

capital accumulation, capitalist development deprives communities of the fundamental 

means of subsistence (Dalla Costa 1996). The foundations of an emancipatory post-capitalist 

future, then, lie in decoupling the conditions of our social reproduction from the capitalist 

market. Authors like Federici (Federici & Jones 2020) and De Angelis (2019) have been 

recently exploring the political potential of commoning reproductive activities, and they have 

come to the conclusion that this is a strategy of utmost importance in the struggle towards 

building emancipatory forms of social organisation. 

Food is one of the most important dimensions of social reproduction because of its nutritive 

but also cultural value, and because of its potential to foster relations of care among people 

and with nature (Tornaghi & Dehaene 2020). Whereas food commoning practices have 

always been present in our communities, they have recently started to receive attention from 

the scholarly world. One of the main figures of this relatively novel field of study is Vivero Pol, 

who underlines the current mainstream consideration of food as a commodity and advocates 

for a transition towards a food commons regime in which multiple dimensions (e.g. food as a 

renewable resource or as a public good) are recognised (2017). Vivero Pol’s normative 

stance has been complemented with concrete proposals to reclaim specific elements 

involved in food production as commons. Some examples include commoning land 

(Maughan & Ferrando 2019), seeds (Montenegro de Wit 2019) or traditional knowledge 

(Reyes-García et al. 2019). These contributions come from very diverse fields and from a 
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wide range of political standpoints. However, they share a baseline in considering that 

neither private enterprises nor centralised states “are appropriate mechanisms to exclusively 

guide production choices, to allocate resources or to ensure equitable access to food” (De 

Schutter et al. 2019, 381). 

If we turn our attention to urban environments, though, we observe that many of the 

proposals advanced by the food commons scholarship are defused by the very features of 

the city. Tornaghi, for example, has thoroughly analysed the very diverse challenges faced by 

urban agriculture: from the scarcity of cultivable land to the lack of knowledge and capacities 

of most urban dwellers. In her view, most of urban agriculture ventures “remain an 

inadequate answer to the failures and injustices of neoliberal urban environments and food 

markets” (2017, 782). Within the food commons spectrum, though, there are also proposals 

that attempt to cope with urban food injustices beyond urban agriculture. These include, for 

instance, the case of public fridges managed as food commons in Berlin (Morrow 2019) or 

general redistribution of food surplus from the agrifood sector (Isola & Laiho 2020). However, 

we could ask ourselves to what extent are these initiatives based on commoning practices, 

since they are entirely dependent on the mainstream food system and do not even challenge 

the logic of food commodification and farmers exploitation. In fact, the charitable sector that 

deals with food surplus has recently appropriated a rhetoric of commoning value practices 

such as care and solidarity while legitimising and consolidating the exploitative and wasteful 

practices of agrifood business (Kenny & Sage 2019). 

Considering the challenges and limitations posed above, in this paper I critically consider 

consumer cooperatives as a functional model of growing popularity that can potentially 

advance practices of food and reproductive commoning in urban environments. Consumer 

cooperatives are groups of collective purchase that, by establishing direct connections with 

producers and avoiding intermediaries, are able to procure local, organic and/or good quality 

food at relatively affordable prices. Most consumer cooperatives transcend the boundaries of 

their localities and deal with producers at regional or even national level. They are distinct 

from other types of solidarity purchase groups in that, in consumer cooperatives, members 

are required to contribute with their time and/or resources, and participate in the decision-

making processes (Bilewicz & Śpiewak 2015). Therefore, they host practices of sharing, self-

organisation and direct democracy that give way to commoning. Whereas consumer 

cooperatives and other types of collective purchasing have been widely studied from an 

alternative food networks’ perspective (e.g. Grasseni 2013, Brunori et al. 2012), so far they 

have been mostly ignored by scholars contributing to food or reproductive commons with 

very few relevant exceptions (e.g. Gómez Mestres & Lien 2017). 
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In this paper, I will focus on consumer cooperatives organised around food provision from a 

reproductive commons perspective. This conceptual framework, which describes the 

commoning of activities that contribute to our social reproduction (Federici 2019), is 

particularly suitable for two reasons. First, a reproductive commons approach considers food 

as a very important dimension of social reproduction, but not the only one. It allows us to 

have a more holistic perspective that sees food commoning not as an end, but rather a 

means towards collectivising and democratising social reproduction. Thus, it helps us to 

visualise the interplay with other reproductive activities and the ways in which they intersect. 

Second, a reproductive commons framing highlights the multiplicity of processes at play 

within consumer cooperatives, where multiple reproductive activities coexist and interact. In 

fact, food commoning is only the tip of the iceberg in consumer cooperatives, where care 

work, knowledge or even space are also commoned. Therefore, in this paper I will investigate 

the possibilities that consumer cooperatives offer for reproductive commoning in urban 

environments. Drawing mostly from my own experience as an engaged cooperativist, I will 

analyse the political potential of consumer cooperatives in reclaiming the conditions of social 

reproduction and building emancipatory urban commons. 

2. Reproductive urban commons 

Commoning refers to “the ensemble of socio-ecological practices which (re)produce 

commons” (Armiero 2021, 13). It is the practice of sharing and collectively managing 

resources based on voluntary cooperation, solidarity and horizontality. The value practices 

mobilised in commons are antagonistic to those that define capital (e.g. competition) and the 

state (e.g. hierarchy) (Euler 2019). However, the three forms coexist and establish relations 

of dependency among them. In this context, and given the expansionary and totalitarian 

nature of capital, commons are continuously threatened by enclosure (Midnight Notes 

Collective 1990) and cooptation (De Angelis 2013). Thus, commons expansion appears as a 

survival strategy against a constant capitalist siege that hinders commons reproduction. The 

importance of commons expansion, though, goes beyond a mere resistance to external 

attacks: under the right conditions it can lead to an emancipatory post-capitalist transition. As 

Amanda Huron puts it: “continued expansion of the commons can continually challenge, and 

even help upend, capitalist structures” (2018, 145). 

Commons expansion takes place through reclaiming and consolidating new commons to 

make up for those that have been enclosed or coopted, but also through maintaining and 

extending existing commoning structures. An example of the former would be squatting 
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practices that liberate real estate property from the market for different purposes (e.g. 

Cattaneo & Martínez 2014). An example of the latter is the recent emergence and 

consolidation of an ecological consumer cooperatives’ movement in Catalonia, which is 

strongly influenced by the cooperatives set up by pauperised industrial workers at the end of 

19th century and the beginning of the 20th (Huerta & Ponce 2010). Conceptually speaking, 

commons expansion is a process that takes place along two dimensions that reinforce each 

other: subjectivity and materiality. Whereas the former focuses on radical openness and the 

production of new commoning subjectivities, the latter refers to the commoning of 

reproductive activities and the construction of material autonomy (Ruiz Cayuela 2021). 

Autonomy appears here as a primarily material dimension of the commons which is tightly 

connected to social reproduction and what has been called the reproductive commons. 

The reproductive commons have recently started to draw attention as a critical sphere of 

resistance against capitalist exploitation. This concept not only unveils power relations 

embedded within the waged versus unwaged work divide, it is also critical of the exploitative 

dynamics that are unquestioningly reproduced within many social movements (Federici 

2019). In response, it calls for collectivising reproduction and ending the separation “between 

the personal and the political, and between political activism and the reproduction of 

everyday life” (Ibid, 112). Reproductive commons include “all those activities that serve the 

immediate purpose of reproducing life, both of human beings and of nature”, and they are 

crucially strategic in building a material basis for larger commoning structures (De Angelis 

2017, 13). There is an obvious overlap between the food commons and reproductive 

commons that helps us to acknowledge the political potential of the former. In food 

commons, the tradeable dimension of food does not prevail and its use value is prioritised 

(Vivero Pol 2017). Therefore, food is usually consumed by other commons and contributes to 

their reproduction. According to Federici, this recreation of commons through commoning 

reproductive activities is “the only possibility we have for widening the space of our 

autonomy” (2019, 109). 

De Angelis describes autonomy as “a striving of communities to take things into their own 

hands in respect of certain material or cultural aspects of their (re)production” (2017, 225). 

He argues that commons autonomy has both a quantitative and a qualitative dimension. The 

former is concerned with the amount of resources that can be mobilized for the commons 

within a given space and time, in relation to other social systems such as the state and 

capital (De Angelis 2019). He advocates for prioritising the creation and expansion of 

reproductive commons in a strategy that seeks to overcome material limitations to commons 

autonomy. As for the qualitative dimension, De Angelis frames commons as social systems 
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and defines autonomy as a “property generated by the recursive interaction of components 

across a social network in such a way that the network that produced those interactions is 

regenerated” (2017, 227). These include material and immaterial components: resources, 

bodies, affects, knowledges, imaginaries, etc. Boundaries are constantly renegotiated in the 

manifold interactions that take place in the everyday lives of commoners within and beyond 

the community. Autonomy, thus, emanates from reproductive activities and is strongly 

determined by people’s capacity to build collectively self-determined livelihoods. 

But the aim of reclaiming reproductive activities as commons is, however, at odds with many 

of the characteristics of urban life in the global North. In a study of housing cooperatives in 

Washington DC (USA), Huron succinctly defines the experience of urban commoning as 

“working with strangers in saturated space” (2015, 963). She points to two key characteristics 

of urban environments in the global North that affect commoning practices. First, cities are 

densely populated places that host a variety of land uses and are very appealing to private 

investors. Thus, there is fierce competition among a diverse range of actors for every square 

meter of the city (Ibid.). Competing land uses pose a critical challenge for reproductive 

commons, that are usually pushed to the interstitial urban spaces or directly expelled from 

the city. Second, the urban social fabric is very diverse and individualistic, which usually 

prevents people from building trusting relations with each other and developing collective 

identities tied to the locality (Ibid). Since commons are formed through commoning 

(Linebaugh 2014), lack of social cohesion constitutes a barrier to the formation of urban 

commons. It is also translated in segregation and atomization of individuals and small 

communities, which become exclusive enclaves defined by class, ethnicity or other personal 

attributes. This process defuses the possibility of collectivising social reproduction and 

building commons autonomy as the establishment of complex interdependencies in 

extensive networks. The two challenges identified by Huron constitute critical chokepoints for 

the development of reproductive commons and the struggle for commons autonomy in urban 

environments. However, other authors have pointed to additional features of the urban 

commons that can help us overcome those challenges. 

Kip et al. (2015), for instance, draw from critical urban studies to emphasize the distinction 

between the city as an arbitrarily defined entity, and the urban as a process that overspills the 

boundaries of the city. In this tradition, “the urban has been conceived in terms of its multi-

scalar constitution and its linkages to other spaces and places … from the body to the global” 

(Ibid, 17). These insights allow us to reconceptualise the urban commons, which are now not 

limited to commoning practices that take place within the city limits. Urban environments are 

co-constituted by the everyday practices of city dwellers, but they are also shaped by a 
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myriad of economic, ecological, political or cultural processes beyond the locality (Cronon 

1991). The task of collectively rearticulating those processes according to our self-defined 

needs and aspirations, thus, also contributes to transforming the ways in which we inhabit 

the city and can be reclaimed as commons. This has enormous implications for the first of 

the two challenges described by Huron, urban saturation. It opens new possibilities for those 

reproductive commons that require access to land or other natural resources. Consumer 

cooperatives provide a good example of commoning that extends beyond the city limits. As 

we will see below, their commoning practices exist in relation to those of the producers at a 

local and regional level, and we can only understand the processes at play if we look at the 

whole picture. Therefore, the urban commons clearly transcend the self-organisation 

practices of the cooperative members to include those of the producers to whom they are 

connected and even the very relations that they establish among them. This extensive 

conceptualisation of urban commons also calls for a particular approach to boundaries. 

Rather than being clearly defined, urban commons require a heterogeneous and precarious 

understanding of boundaries, which undergo constant change and renegotiation (Kip 2015). 

Deepening the characterization of boundaries and the complex processes that take place 

around them can lead us to rethink the second challenge posed by Huron: alienation from 

each other. Stavrides has examined in detail practices of urban space commoning and has 

uncovered some very relevant particularities. As they emerge in a very hostile environment, 

urban space commons are often very precarious and short lived. However, according to 

Stavrides, the potential of common space does not lie in creating consolidated and 

sustainable structures, but emanates from its threshold nature. Common spaces are places 

of encounter between diverse common senses. It is in the act of ‘translation’ – the finding of a 

common ground among the different groups involved – that commoning subjectivities are 

created (Stavrides 2016). A good example can be found in the “movement of the squares” of 

2011, when the neuralgic centres of many cities around the world were occupied for weeks. 

Despite the occupations constituted short-lived commons, they enacted a prefiguration that 

inspired many participants who ended up creating more enduring commons in their localities. 

This is a revealing example, as very diverse groups of occupiers were able to find a common 

ground despite the challenge posed by urban atomization as described by Huron 

(Varvarousis et al. 2021). Uncovering the subjectivation processes that take place within 

commoning practices has also implications for conceptualising urban commons autonomy. 

As Stavrides (2019) puts it, commons autonomy is not necessarily connected to bounded 

ideas of territory or even to material resources, but to “acts of self-governance by and 
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through commoning” (176), and it is only potentially emancipatory when it is metastatic, 

porous and radically open. 

3. Methodology 

For the present investigation I have followed a militant research approach: a situated 

approach in which knowledge production is not perceived as an objective process that can 

be isolated from its environment. Instead, militant researchers understand academia as a 

field of political struggle and position themselves as active members of social movements or 

community groups (CCC et al. 2012). In this research project I have mostly used militant 

ethnography, a research methodology in which the active political or social engagement of 

the researcher takes particular relevance. For militant ethnographers, the first-hand 

experience of struggle is considered a key data source (Juris 2007). Therefore, the research 

plan becomes contingent upon the direction that the struggle takes and flexibility becomes a 

much needed feature. In the case that concerns this paper, I am an active member of the El 

Garrofer (EG) consumer’s cooperative. I have also been interested in the cooperativist 

movement in Catalonia for many years, and I have recently been involved in agroecological 

farming in the United Kingdom. The case of EG sublimates my political interests, recent 

experiences and hopes as a commoner. Additionally, it provides us with a sophisticated 

example of how to articulate a network of reproductive commons in an urban environment 

(and beyond). 

I have complemented militant ethnography with case study research. I have taken this 

decision because my involvement in EG is relatively recent, but the cooperative dates back 

to more than a decade ago. Thus, in order to get a full perspective of the historical processes 

that have brought EG to what it is today, I have added personal interviews to my own 

experience and knowledge. By including the statements of other members, I have also been 

able to get a more nuanced picture of the motivations and personal contexts present in the 

group. 

The main source of evidence for case study research has been a series of semi-structured 

in-depth interviews, but I have also used documents such as protocols, guidelines or minutes 

of meetings. I have conducted 8 interviews, resulting from a purposive or judgemental 

sampling technique (Lune & Berg 2017). Interviews range from 35 to 100 minutes, and the 

average length is 55 minutes. In selecting the interviewees I have tried to include old-time 

members that could share historical information, representation from different age groups, 
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and even a member who is also a producer sourcing the cooperative. The fact that I had a 

personal relationship with the interviewees as members of the cooperative has proved to be 

positive, since it allowed me to create a comfortable environment which invited them to share 

extensively their experiences. Also, I was already familiar with many of the references that 

they used, such as acronyms of organisations or specific events. Narrative analysis has been 

my analytical tool of choice. Narrative analysis is a type of content analysis that is exclusively 

qualitative, and therefore brings out an interpretive analysis of the data that can be related to 

the previously reviewed literature and research questions (Silverman 2015). This is 

accomplished by previously creating a criteria of selection in the form of a set of categories, 

and then making inferences from the analysed texts (Krippendorff 2018). 

4. El Garrofer as a reproductive commons 

The consumer cooperatives of today are heavily influenced by the workers’ movement of the 

end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century. Catalonia was one of the most industrialised 

areas of the Spanish state, and it was also rich in working-class struggles. In that context, 

workers were used to self-organisation and were able to build a strong and lively 

cooperativist movement. At its zenith, which is usually set in the Sants Congress of 1918, the 

movement was composed by over 150 consumer cooperatives and more than 73,000 

members in total (Zambrana 2018). Francoist repression after the Spanish Civil War wiped 

out any trace of self-organised cooperatives for several decades. However, towards the end 

of the past century new consumer cooperatives started to emerge inspired by the early 

pioneers and a growing interest in agroecological production (Huerta & Ponce 2010). In the 

2000s, a new wave of consumer cooperatives focused on ecological products spread rapidly, 

and by 2016 there was an estimated 160 coops in Catalonia with the direct involvement of 

some 3,500 households (Fernàndez & Miró 2016). The recent resurgence of the 

cooperativist movement, then, is a clear example of the political potential that lies in learning 

the stories of past struggles for actualising and expanding the commons today. 

One of the cooperatives that emerged at the beginning of the present century is El Garrofer 

(EG), in Badalona. It is currently composed by 25 households (around 65 people) that 

contribute to renting what used to be an old workshop in the Gorg neighbourhood. The 

members of the cooperative self-organise to establish direct contact with over 40 ecological 

producers of fresh vegetables, meat, rice, pasta, beer or personal care items among other 

things. The cooperative then makes collective orders regularly according to internal demand. 

Food is delivered to the cooperative in bulk, and then some members will be in charge of 
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distributing it and placing the products ordered by each household in their assigned box. 

Some of the products (e.g. preserves, honey or wine) are also permanently available in stock 

at the premises of the cooperative. Orders are placed with variable frequencies through 

shared spreadsheets and a member will be in charge of managing the order and getting the 

products delivered to the coop. Members have three types of responsibilities. First, they are 

asked to contribute periodically to a common fund that is used to cover the basic expenses of 

the cooperative. Second, they are expected to attend assemblies and participate in decision-

making. Finally, members are required to contribute regularly to three different tasks: 

managing orders directly with producers, sorting out products when they are delivered, and 

keeping the premises clean. Additionally, there are other tasks that members carry out 

according to their motivations and availability, although they are not membership 

requirements. These include outreach of EG and the cooperative model, establishing 

connections and organising with other cooperatives or solidarity economy networks, or 

participating in maintenance tasks to keep the premises in good shape. 

EG works mostly as a self-organised platform that allows a number of households to get 

organic food at affordable prices. Therefore, it contributes to the reproduction of its members 

in sourcing food that will nourish their bodies. But there are particular value practices 

attached to food that also contribute culturally and socially to their reproduction. In line with 

Vivero Pol’s observation, in EG food is treated as a commons because it is given 

multidimensional value. As we will see in detail later, the production process and the 

associated value practices matter for members of EG. However, the cooperative plays also 

an important role in other aspects of social reproduction beyond food. Personal and 

collective care is indeed a central concern within the cooperative. Since the beginning of the 

Covid-19 pandemic, for example, members have been organising to deliver food and 

medicine to those in self-isolation. Some members who have recently gone through serious 

illnesses have also received close attention from other members, who have organised in 

order to regularly check and attend to the needs of the ill person. Care is also present in the 

distribution of tasks, when the ability and personal context of different members are taken 

into account; and in the enrolment process of new members, who are assigned a reference 

person that will accompany them through all the process and help them to get used to the 

(written and unwritten) codes that steer the governance of the coop. These are just examples 

that illustrate how care, a very important dimension of social reproduction, cuts across the 

daily activities that keep the cooperative running. 

It is interesting to stress that care has not only a strong presence in the manifold interactions 

that form EG, but it is also highly valued by its members. When someone gets involved in a 
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particular process, such as caring for a new or an ill member, this is taken into account for 

work distribution and this person is relieved from other tasks. They could be assigned a 

producer with a low frequency of orders, or maybe another member would spontaneously 

take over their “box-making” shift. The same happens with tasks directly related with politics, 

such as establishing relations and planning strategies with other cooperatives, contributing to 

public events or participating in local and regional solidarity economy debates. There is no 

clear hierarchy between the types of tasks that members perform. In EG care work and 

political organising are given the same value. We could even say that members make no 

distinction between both. In the cooperative, caring for an ill member is political and 

organising with other cooperatives is reproductive. Therefore, the separation between care 

and politics highlighted by Federici (2019) is blurred within the cooperative. 

I have so far examined the multiple ways in which EG contributes to its members’ 

reproduction. It is no less true, though, that members also regenerate the relations that give 

way to the cooperative through their daily practices and interactions. Uncovering this 

feedback between the reproduction of the cooperative and its members allows us to see the 

reproductive activities that take place in EG as contributing towards commons autonomy (De 

Angelis 2017). However, as Stavrides reminds us, commons autonomy is only emancipatory 

when it is open and expansive. In his words, what we have described could well be a 

“collectively private space” (2016, 4) in which a group of people work in common for the own 

exclusive interest of their community. Therefore, in order to assess the emancipatory 

potential of EG we need to look outwards. Are the commoning practices that take place in the 

cooperative contributing to the reproduction of commoning networks beyond EG? 

In the next section we will look at the urban context in which EG is placed in relation with the 

challenges to urban commons posed by Huron. This will help us to understand the nature of 

the exchanges and interactions between the cooperative and its producers and how these 

contribute to building extensive commons autonomy. 

5. Building an urban commons in and beyond the city 

El Garrofer (EG) is located in the Gorg neighbourhood in Badalona, a coastal town in the 

Northern metropolitan area of Barcelona. Gorg perfectly epitomises the challenges to urban 

commons posed by Huron. During most of the 20th century, Gorg was an industrial 

neighbourhood packed with factories, workshops and small houses for the workers. 

However, the old urban landscape was gradually substituted by high tower blocks until the 

2008 crisis interrupted the process. In recent years, attracted by its good connectivity with 
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Barcelona and proximity to the seafront, real estate developers and city administrators 

resumed the transformation of the neighbourhood. This time, though, they are building luxury 

apartments which are completely inaccessible to the generally impoverished local population. 

In the meantime, rental prices have skyrocketed and multiple evictions are taking place on a 

daily basis. Process of displacement and gentrification have become the general trend in 

Gorg and Badalona, where the real estate business is aggressively taking over urban space. 

In contrast, the premises of EG are owned by a woman interested in the cooperativist and 

environmentalist movements, who has signed a long-term lease of the space below market 

price to support the project. In a context where land is a mostly considered a lucrative 

commodity, commons are usually very precarious and only rarely can achieve long-term 

stability. 

Another defining feature of Gorg (and all the metropolitan area of Barcelona) is its very 

diverse social composition. During the intense internal migration wave that took place in 

Spain in the 1950s and 60s from rural to industrial areas, Gorg grew exponentially and 

became a settlement for communities from Southern Spain. In recent years, it has also 

attracted a significant number of international migrants from very diverse origins. This is to 

say that the social fabric is very mixed and atomised. Some of the newly arrived international 

migrants have formed communities mostly based on ethnicity and/or origin. These 

communities tend to be very closed, and they do not interact with each other except for 

commercial purposes. As for the locals and Spanish migrants who have been living in Gorg 

for decades, there is little sense of community and social movements are not strong in the 

area. Connecting with Huron’s arguments, none of the current 25 households knew each 

other before joining the cooperative, with the exception of 3 households who have family 

bonds. In fact, despite members sharing a concern for food, there is a lot of diversity within 

the group in terms of age, typology of the household, political orientation or even 

socioeconomic status. 

Despite being located in an area where real estate speculation is the norm and community 

bonds are not generally strong, EG has survived for more than a decade and is showing 

signs of good health. The cooperative has hosted for years the thriving of commoning 

practices in a hostile environment. Thus, it makes a suitable case study to consider what 

strategies have members used to overcome the aforementioned challenges to urban 

commoning. 

5.1. Articulating a territorial network 
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The first strategy used by EG to cope with the challenges to urban commoning has been 

reclaiming the relations between urban dwellers and food producers. Mainstream food chains 

are organised around a series of intermediaries that establish interactions based on the 

exchange value of food, which is considered a mere commodity. Members of EG, conversely, 

have established direct connections with producers based on a diverse set of criteria. When 

a member proposes a new supplier or raises concerns about an existing one, a research 

process is initiated by an ad-hoc working group formed by volunteering members. Their 

tasks will involve assessing the supplier in question, and searching and evaluating potential 

alternatives. 

There is a set of guidelines that have been collectively designed over the years and 

determine the factors that will be analysed during the research process. These delineate the 

dimensions prioritised by the members and accordingly determine the type of suppliers that 

the cooperative is aiming to collaborate with. One of the aspects to consider is whether a 

supplier is a producer or a distributor, with priority for the producers who sell their product 

directly. Proximity, both from the point of production and the raw materials, is also 

considered. Another factor weighed is whether the project has ecological certification (official 

or unofficial), or if the producer follows agroecological practices. Social impact of the supplier 

is also assessed, as well as their alignment with the solidarity economy principles. The 

distribution format and type of packaging is considered too, prioritising bulk products or 

reusable packaging. Another set of categories evaluate internal logistic matters such as the 

typology of product and the duplicity with other suppliers in EG. Finally, price and quality of 

the products are also considered. Once this information has been collected by the working 

group, the results are shared with the group and a decision is made in the following 

assembly. Importantly, the decision is not usually predefined, as suppliers rarely excel in all 

the criteria analysed. Therefore, members negotiate and discuss the many dimensions which 

involve characteristics of the product, and the production and distribution process as well. 

Eventually they reach a consensual decision that takes into account their material needs 

(e.g. need for a specific type of food) and values. 

By implementing this protocol with all new and some existing suppliers, EG is progressively 

building a network of producers which have aligned social and political values. Their idea of a 

reproductive urban commons, thus, transcends the internal design of the cooperative and 

takes into account the value practices of the producers. This is very important from a material 

perspective, because the resources pooled by members of EG contribute to the reproduction 

of projects where commoning practices also thrive. If we consider the origin of those 

monetary resources, we see that they come mainly from wages that the cooperative 
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members get in exchange of their work for private companies operating in the capitalist 

market. By contributing financially to EG and obtaining food through the cooperative, then, 

part of those wages are being transferred from capitalist to commoning circuits. This 

transference of money will allow to reproduce and expand reproductive commons and will 

generate commons autonomy quantitatively speaking. However, as De Angelis observes, the 

qualitative dimension is also very relevant for creating commons autonomy. This means that 

it is not enough ensuring that suppliers are organised as commons. For commons autonomy 

to emerge, the interactions between producers and the cooperative need to create and 

regenerate a larger scale commons. Therefore, commercial transactions between EG and its 

suppliers should not be solely based on exchange value. If that happened, there would not 

be any trace of commoning, but only market exchange between collectively private projects. 

It is important, thus, to understand the type of relations established between the cooperative 

and the producers. The aforementioned protocol actually ensures a common interest in 

establishing relations mediated not only by exchange value, but these need to be articulated 

and negotiated on a daily basis. 

In line with the reflections of the cooperative members, interactions between EG and its more 

than 40 suppliers can be organised in four layers and vary according to the characteristics of 

specific producers. The four layers are structured in the shape of a Russian doll, with the 

fourth containing the previous three and so on. The first layer, which is common to all 

suppliers, comprises a market transaction in which money and goods are exchanged. The 

second layer involves a personal relation between the producer and the cooperative 

members which generates empathy between both parties. There is an awareness of each 

others’ values and an appreciation of mutual support. This type of personal relationships are 

created by continued interaction and also by visiting the producing project, which usually 

happens once or twice each year in EG. This second layer is not exclusive of the consumer 

cooperative model, and can be occasionally articulated in other types of food sourcing 

without intermediaries. The third layer is what I would define as a shallow integration, and it 

requires sustained collaboration and significant alignment of value practices. In EG, for 

example, this has led to some producers changing the way in which they deal with logistical 

issues such as delivery and package, or the cooperative reorganising some of the internal 

tasks in response to producers’ demands. Shallow integration practices require that both 

parties have a sense of solidarity, but their mutual interdependence is still limited. The fourth 

and final layer involves a deeper integration in which the internal processes of the producer 

and the cooperative are co-defined and adapted to each other. This is the case with Conreu 

Sereny, an agroecological farm that is the main source of fruit and vegetables of EG. Conreu 
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Sereny started as a farm that would provide predefined vegetable baskets to consumers, but 

its business model eventually adapted to offer products in demand. This decision responded 

to the needs and wishes of EG and other consumer cooperatives. EG, in exchange, has 

organised the whole “box-making” distribution system to be aligned with the logistics and 

timings of Conreu Sereny. In fact, two of the worker-owners of Conreu Sereny are also 

members of El Garrofer and participate in the assembly both individually and as the farm 

representatives. We could say that in this fourth layer, there is what De Angelis calls a 

coupling of commons, which become mutually interdependent and play significant roles in 

each other’s reproduction. 

Interactions between EG and its more than 40 suppliers are very complex and diverse. 

Whereas members aim at dealing only with small producers with whom they can reach at 

least a shallow integration stage, there are certain products that can only be obtained 

through bigger producers or “ethical” distributors. However, the latter case is only the 

exception, and the previously discussed protocol has yielded good results in the form of a 

majority of small producers with whom relations beyond the mere monetary exchange are 

the norm. Most of the current suppliers of EG fall within the second layer. However, the main 

suppliers of the cooperative in terms of frequency and quantity of product ordered are placed 

within the third and fourth layer. Therefore, most of the interactions between EG and its 

suppliers contribute to creating and reproducing not only a network of commons, but a larger 

scale commons where different nodes contribute to the reproduction of each other in several 

ways and understand their mutual interdependence. In other words, for EG building 

autonomy means building relations of mutuality with aligned producers that are able to 

sustain and even expand a certain set of value practices associated with food as a 

commons. 

The ways in which EG chooses and interacts with suppliers brings us back to the first 

challenge of the urban commons: urban saturation. In the face of the real estate pressure 

that surrounds the cooperative in Gorg, members have envisioned ways of building a 

reproductive urban commons that transcend the city boundaries. They have understood that 

their commoning practices are not isolated and exist only in relation with those of the farmers 

and producers associated with the cooperative. Urban commoning, as practised by the 

members of EG, is a multiscalar process that rearticulates the material exchanges, power 

relations and cultural differences that are inherent to the neoliberal urbanization process. By 

building territorial networks that gather consumers and producers around commoning value 

practices, they are reclaiming the very relations between urban centres and their hinterland 

and reimagining the ways in which they inhabit the city. In the case of EG, this means 
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building food sourcing alternatives that neither plunder the land nor exploit the workers, and 

reclaim the multiple dimensions of food as a commons that contributes to their social 

reproduction. 

5.2. Building a common ground 

Whereas members of EG have been able to articulate a successful response to address the 

challenge of urban saturation, their response to the lack of social cohesion that hinders 

commoning practices has been ambiguous. There are subjectivation processes at play in the 

cooperative, but these are limited and not prioritised. 

EG presents itself as an explicitly self-organised, horizontal, autonomous and 

environmentalist organisation. These value practices are clearly expressed in their website, 

and they are emphatically communicated to prospective new members. However, they do not 

mean the same for everyone at the cooperative. Whereas some members are involved in EG 

because of their political stance, others are just interested in a specific dimension and do not 

have strong feelings towards the commoning value practices. As existing members have 

observed, though, there is a clear trend that points towards an evolution in the subjectivities 

of non-politicised new members. It has happened several times, for example, that new 

members join the cooperative because they are interested in having access to high quality 

food at affordable prices. Or because they have environmental or animal welfare concerns 

and EG appears as a good option to consume proximity food with a wide range of vegan and 

vegetarian products. In all cases, those members were not previously involved in other self-

organised groups or social movements, and they came from mostly liberal standpoints. 

However, they have gradually become more politicised and are eventually attached to the 

foundational value practices of the cooperative. Members are well aware of this process, 

including those that have gone through it. This trend reminds us of the subjectivation process 

described by Stavrides in space commoning practices. EG acts as a threshold in which 

existing and new members negotiate a common ground. The cooperative accommodates the 

concerns of newcomers, who agree to follow the codes and rules of the group. Importantly, 

one of those rules has to do with horizontal decision-making. Therefore, it is not a 

unidirectional process in which the newly arrived assimilate the identity of the former 

members. Conversely, newcomers become active members that co-shape the daily practices 

and potentially even the existing protocols and the organisational structure of the 

cooperative. The outcome of this process of encounter and negotiation between new and 

former members of EG, though, is usually similar: the building of new commoning 
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subjectivities. Commoners, then, are formed through an active engagement in commoning 

practices. 

As Stavrides (2016) reminds us, the emancipatory potential of commons is tightly connected 

with radical openness. Looking at openness in EG brings us to a recurrent debate of 

commons scholarship, particularly relevant for reproductive commons. On one side, there is 

the very material foundations of the cooperative: the money that members are pooling, the 

premises in Gorg and the fact that 25 households rely on EG for obtaining their food and 

other dimensions of their social reproduction. On the other side, there is the political will of 

many members who would like to see EG and consumer cooperatives grow and become a 

viable alternative to mainstream food sourcing. There is a tension between the reproductive 

functions of the cooperative and the level of openness. In EG, the former side has been 

prioritised and members have set a limit of 25 households. Above that number, they consider, 

the processes of the cooperative would become too complex and the space available in the 

premises could be insufficient. Therefore, the self-imposed cap on membership has the goal 

of ensuring the long-time survival of EG. However, members are aware that the setting of 

closed boundaries might hinder the emancipatory potential of commoning practices, and 

there are alternative ways in which they are attempting to create outward processes of 

commoning subjectivation that radiate from the cooperative and transcend its boundaries. 

EG, for example, has been present in public events that take place in Badalona such as 

cultural or popular festivals, in which members have organised open activities to raise 

awareness about the socioenvironmental impacts of food chains or talks about the consumer 

cooperative model. Members of EG have also supported the foundation of two new 

consumer cooperatives in the city by training inexperienced members of the new coops and 

sharing information and organisational resources with them. Both cooperatives were active 

for a few years but, for different reasons, eventually did not survive. These actions have had 

effects beyond the borders of EG. Namely, challenging preconceived notions about food for 

some people, drawing new members that have joined when the cooperative numbers have 

gone down, or the temporary creation of new cooperatives. However, their impact is clearly 

limited. Moreover, since these actions take place only occasionally and there is not a clearly 

defined plan, they have not been able to challenge the tight feeling of the cooperative 

boundaries at a local scale. Therefore, we can say that EG has only been partially able to 

circumvent the challenge of social alienation. An internal subjectivation process is certainly 

building commoning subjectivities among new members, who then start behaving like 

commoners in other situations of their personal life. It is no less true, though, that the 
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cooperative is mostly disconnected from its local environment, where it is not showing the 

metastatic character that Stavrides (2019) associates with commons autonomy. 

6. Conclusion 

The urban environment poses particular challenges to the articulation of reproductive urban 

commons. Namely, difficulties in accessing space and other resources and a lack of social 

cohesion that prevents people from working with each other for common goals. By looking at 

the daily practices and organisational structure of EG, we have identified different strategies 

that have allowed the cooperative to cope with those obstacles. On the one hand, members 

of the cooperative understand their commoning practices as interdependent and 

interconnected. Therefore, by developing a protocol to evaluate suppliers and fostering 

integration between producers and the cooperative, they have reclaimed and rearticulated 

food chains around commoning value practices. This understanding opens the door to a 

reconceptualisation of urban commons as those social relations that reclaim the processes 

that shape the city at a multiscalar level. On the other hand, a process of subjectivation is at 

play and counters social atomisation within the cooperative. By being actively involved in the 

everyday commoning practices of EG, a common ground is built in which members become 

politicised and commoning subjectivities are formed. However, this process has limited 

effects and it has not proved of much use in blurring the well defined border between the 

cooperative and its immediate environment. 

In this paper I have also identified different approaches to commons autonomy and the ways 

in which they play out and interact with each other. The cooperative is contributing to 

commons autonomy at a local and regional level by commoning reproductive activities, as 

we have seen with food provision and care work. Through EG, material resources and work 

are transferred from capitalist to commoning circuits. Moreover, a wide range of interactions 

of diverse nature are territorially articulated to reproduce particular commons and the 

resulting commoning network. Whereas commons expansion is clearly taking place through 

the integration of consumer cooperatives and producers, EG needs a clear plan of action that 

aims at expanding commoning subjectivities in Gorg and Badalona. Thus, material 

approaches to autonomy are actually prioritised to metastatic practices of radical openness, 

limiting the emancipatory potential of the cooperative. 

Consumer cooperatives appear as an emergent option to cope with the multiple crises of 

social reproduction that we are currently facing, especially in urban environments. By 

connecting groups of urban consumers and producers at a regional scale, they build 
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interactions that transcend market transactions based on exchange value and frame food as 

a commons. Consumer cooperatives, though, hold the potential to articulate reproductive 

commons where multiple dimensions of social reproduction are addressed. However, the 

tension between radical openness and social reproduction remains an unsolved question 

that holds consumer cooperatives from fulfilling their emancipatory potential and becoming 

viable alternatives to capitalist social reproduction in urban environments. 
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From the squat to the neighbourhood: Reproductive commoning in urban 

environments 

Abstract 

We are currently experiencing a manifold crisis of social reproduction which has seriously 

affected the capacity of popular access to basic goods such as housing, particularly in urban 

environments. This article seeks to contribute to and expand debates around the urban 

housing commons by looking at decommodified and collectively managed housing 

alternatives through the lens of the reproductive commons. Through the case of the Bloc La 

Bordeta squat and the broader commons ecologies in Barcelona’s Sants district, we explore 

how complex networks of emancipatory reproductive commons subsist and expand in urban 

environments, and underline the challenges they face. We highlight the reproductive 

dimension of housing squats in sustaining radical movements in the city. However, popular 

support is also crucial in defending the housing commons from enclosure and state 

repression, which creates a mutual interdependence among reproductive commons and 

urban commons ecologies. In terms of the challenges, we explore material and subjective 

challenges of the reproductive urban commons, and we illustrate the importance of looking 

into and beyond housing and of grounding housing commons’ connections and 

(dis)continuities within the wider territorial and socio-political context. These challenges 

create differential forms of commoning in which participation and engagement are unequal 

but that, nevertheless, are able to support thriving popular infrastructures that become the 

pillars of the resistance against capitalist urbanisation processes. 

Keywords : commoning, urban commons, social reproduction, housing, squatting, 

Barcelona 

1. Introduction 

The capitalist accumulation process generates a permanent crisis of reproduction 

that, in the neoliberal era, has extended to marginalised populations all over the world 

(Federici 2013). This crisis has very tangible effects on the livelihoods of communities, who 

see their well-being and even their capacity to survive severely affected. In times of 

economic crisis, or in the context of socioecological emergency that we are currently 

witnessing, the crisis of reproduction escalates in reach and intensity, affecting increasing 
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numbers of people. We have several recent examples that range from the retreat of the state 

from its support for social reproduction in the post-2008 austerity context (Strong 2020) to 

the failure of the healthcare system during the Covid-19 pandemic (Sparke and Williams 

2022). Cities not only exacerbate these dynamics, but also play a key role in their 

constitution. Urban environments are simultaneously capital sinks where surplus is 

reinvested, and migration centers where the rural dispossessed seek opportunities (Dawson 

2017). Housing is one of the dimensions of social reproduction where this contradiction plays 

out more evidently, as the ambitions of speculative real estate developers clash with the 

needs of impoverished populations in search of a home. However, this tension has been 

widely contested globally (Gray (ed.) 2018; Vilenica et al. 2019). 

In the case of Barcelona, which we will use throughout the paper, a lively and diverse 

housing movement has been articulated from below, becoming one of the strongholds of the 

social movements in the city. Neighbourhood unions, local networks, renter’s unions, and 

housing cooperatives are now at the forefront in the struggle against the effects of a housing 

market that, despite mitigating attempts from local government, reaps significant profits for 

the financial real-estate complex and increasingly displaces and evicts working class 

residents (Madden and Marcuse 2016). Within this complex picture, we focus on the rich 

network of social cooperation and popular infrastructures that contribute to the housing 

movement through diverse strategies and from different positionalities. Social centres and 

reclaimed spaces, cooperatives of different kinds, popular schools and a wide range of 

organisations interact and create mutual interdependencies, becoming commons ecologies 

(De Angelis 2017). Many of the above are not even directly connected to housing struggles, 

but they all offer crucial contributions in that they contribute to reproducing the lives of the 

people involved, and thus the housing movement. Conversely, self-organised housing 

structures are also critical in the articulation of other struggles, and the anti-capitalist 

movement in general (Dadusc 2019; Vasudevan 2014). What we want to emphasise is the 

centrality of commoning networks of social reproduction in the challenging of neoliberal 

urbanisation processes and the articulation of post-capitalist alternatives. 

The study of social reproduction originally emerged as an extension, even a 

transformation, of Marxist theory that rejected the separation between productive and 

reproductive labour, and highlighted the far reaching consequences that these dualism has 

historically had in anti-capitalist politics (Vogel 2013; Bhattacharya 2017). Social 

reproduction has been especially helpful to understand the role of patriarchal domination of 

the body in the colonial expansion of capitalism and subsequent imperial projects (Federici 

2004), as well as in developing a critical conceptualisation of the globalisation of capitalist 

production that digs into the flows of migrant labour to highlight the material consequences 

of neoliberalism across different scales (Katz 2001). These are very relevant insights, as 
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they frame social reproduction as a central subject of class struggle, and thus redefine the 

composition of the revolutionary subject (De Angelis 2007). Therefore, social reproduction 

points towards the invisibilised and devalued labour that is needed to keep the capitalist 

society running, but also to sustain and expand subversive movements (Federici 2018). We 

delve deeper into the latter notion of social reproduction as a set of processes, and relations 

that form the material basis for the emergence of transformative alternatives. In particular, 

we bring the social reproduction lens into debates around the urban housing commons, 

specifically in dialogue with literature that has focused on the need for and challenges of 

decommodifying housing from various angles including squatting, non-profit independent 

housing associations and public-cooperative policy mechanisms (García-Lamarca 2015; 

Huron 2018; Vidal 2019; Ferreri and Vidal 2021). We argue that housing is a critical 

dimension of social reproduction that needs to be addressed. 

In this paper, we seek to contribute to and expand debates around the urban housing 

commons by looking at decommodified and collectively managed housing alternatives 

through the lens of the reproductive commons. We want to understand the role of housing in 

the difficult task of collectivising reproduction and building commons autonomy in the city. By 

reflecting on the case of the housing squat Bloc La Bordeta and its development over the 

years, we ask the question: how can complex networks of emancipatory reproductive 

commons subsist and expand in urban environments, and what challenges do they face? In 

order to do so, we will focus on the internal practices of everyday commoning that sustain 

the squat, but also on the interactions and interdependencies that the Bloc has formed with 

other surrounding projects over the years. 

In this article we have used a militant research approach. Militant research 

designates situated research that seeks to be a form of political intervention (CCC et al. 

2012). It is conducted from militant positionalities, and seeks to produce knowledge from 

particular struggles that can be useful in advancing social movements (Halvorsen 2015). 

More specifically, we have based our research on militant ethnography, a qualitative 

approach in which the first-hand involvement of the researcher in struggle is emphasised 

(Juris 2007). The authors of this paper have been active for years in different movement 

spaces in Barcelona’s Sants neighbourhood, the city of Barcelona and the metropolitan 

area: the Platform for Mortgage-Affected People (PAH), Obra Social Barcelona, 

neighbourhood housing unions and the Popular Self-Managed University (UPA). One of the 

authors has been directly involved with the Bloc La Bordeta, located in Sants, Barcelona, 

since the squatting of the block in 2015, and continues to be during negotiations with the city 

to convert the building into social housing. This paper draws from her militant experience of 

countless assemblies, meetings, gatherings and physical and emotional labour, especially 

between 2014 and 2018 and again in 2022. Moreover, the experience of the other author in 
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the housing movement and in the Sants district has complemented the autoethnographic 

approach by adding nuance to the context with an external but very close understanding of 

the commoning processes at play. The insights developed in this paper will be informally 

shared with the block inhabitants, and we hope that they can be helpful in the critical next 

steps that the Bloc La Bordeta is facing. 

The paper is structured as follows. Our theoretical framework explores the 

reproductive commons and housing as well as the core challenges and strategies of the 

urban commons. We introduce our case in the subsequent section, providing the socio-

historical context for the emergence of the Bloc La Bordeta in Barcelona’s Sants 

neighbourhood. The discussion then focuses on the subsistence, expansion and challenges 

of urban reproductive commons, delving into detail specifically on material dimensions of the 

legal and political repression; the housing, community and territorial elements; and finally the 

competing subjectivities in conflict amidst processes of differential commoning. Our 

conclusion summarises the main points and arguments and underlines our contribution to 

the literature. 

2. Theoretical framework 

2.1. Reproductive commons and housing 

The concept of social reproduction has been at the centre of materialist feminist 

debates and has helped to uncover the invisibilised tasks needed to maintain life, both daily 

and across generations, which are mostly performed by women and racial minorities 

(Federici 2020; Mitchell, Marston and Katz 2004). Social reproduction scholarship has 

complemented Marxist theory by highlighting the crucial role of reproductive work in 

producing the most fundamental element in capitalist production, labour power, and 

disentangling the gendered division of labour (Dalla Costa and James 1975). The relation 

between capital and social reproduction, though, is far from being linear. Whereas the 

process of capital accumulation is sustained by the appropriation of reproductive work, 

capitalism also erodes the conditions of social reproduction, incurring in a contradiction that 

is at the root of periodical crises of care (Fraser 2017). Federici (2020) has framed this 

contradiction as a ‘double character’ of reproductive work, which in capitalism, 

simultaneously reproduces life and labour power. This reformulation has an important 

political connotation, since placed in a different context, social reproduction could potentially 

contribute to “reconstruct the world as a space of nurturing, creativity, and care” (Ibid: xvii). 
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Therefore, the struggle over reproductive work is crucial in creating the conditions for 

emancipatory forms of social organisation and advancing a post-capitalist transition. 

In this context, several authors have recently started speaking of reproductive (or 

reproduction) commons, which refer to the collectivisation of social reproduction, taking it 

away from the market and/or private spaces (Federici 2018). In the current situation, 

reproductive commons are easily co opted by capital and the state. Since the retreat of the 

welfare state in Western countries that brought about the neoliberal era (a process that has 

intensified after every economic crisis) many of the reproductive functions that the state 

covered have been transferred back to the private sphere, in what Ezquerra has 

characterised as a new enclosure of reproductive commons (2015). This housewifization 

process, as Mies (2014) has called it, is not the only possible outcome though. Occasionally, 

communities have come together and have been able to share the load of these 

reproductive tasks, reclaiming their own reproduction as a commons. In this way, 

reproductive commons have been able to undo three of the main impacts of enclosure: “the 

loss of community bonds, the separation of production and reproduction, and the 

invisibilisation … of reproductive work” (di Masso Tarditti et al. 2022: 12, own translation). 

However, reproductive commons do not aim to revert enclosure in order to recover a 

romanticised pre-capitalist past. As De Angelis (2017) has demonstrated, reproductive 

commons form the material basis that can make commoning a viable alternative to the 

market and the state. Therefore, reproductive commons play a key role in building commons 

autonomy and are central in igniting and sustaining a social revolution towards emancipatory 

post-capitalist futures. 

Whereas there is a growing interest in reproductive commons, the existing literature 

addresses them mostly from an abstract conceptual perspective. Among the scarce 

empirically based publications that we have been able to find, the topics of care work and 

food prevail (see for example the collection edited by Ezquerra et al. 2022). While these are 

certainly important, we argue that housing is a critical dimension of social reproduction that 

needs to be addressed. Housing provides us with shelter and contributes greatly to our 

material well-being and comfort, but households are more than containers. Housing 

arrangements affect our common senses and subjectivities, as evidenced by the close 

connection between the private household model and the hegemony of the nuclear family 

(Aramburu 2016; Lewis 2022). In fact, there is a growing literature on housing commons that 

has generated very insightful debates. These include the role that squatting has played as a 

way to (re)appropriate urban space for decommodified social relations rather than 

speculation, a process embedded in practices of commoning (Di Feliciantonio 2017; García-

Lamarca 2015), and the contestation of migration governance and border policies 
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(Montagna & Grazioli 2019). A range of publications have considered the production, 

management, financial and political mechanisms to remove and maintain housing outside 

market dynamics, as well as the challenges these non-commodified housing processes face 

(Huron 2015, 2018; Joubert and Hodkinson 2018; Larsen and Lund Hansen 2016; Miralles 

Buil 2020). Housing commons owned and operated by non-profit, independent housing 

associations in Denmark, for example, endure due to their engagement with, against and 

beyond the state (Vidal 2019). Ferreri and Vidal (2021) detail how public-cooperative policy 

mechanisms for housing commons have unfolded through collaboration and conflict and 

continuous political and social struggles. What role do critical approaches to reproduction 

play here? In the next section we turn our attention to the particularities that reproductive 

commons located in urban environments are facing. 

2.2. Challenges and strategies of the urban commons 

Urban commons have received a lot of interest in recent years. However, the urban 

has far too often been used as a label that designates location, rather than a process that 

delineates particular challenges and potentialities. In this paper, we draw from politicised 

views of the urban commons that highlight their crucial role in forging socio-spatial relations 

that can potentially advance a post-capitalist transition (Chatterton 2016). The city is seen as 

a site of constant struggle where commons coexist with other forms of social organisation. 

Urban commons, then, can compensate and even potentially revert uneven urban 

development processes (Eizenberg 2012). For this transformation to happen, urban 

commons need to transcend the niche of private spaces and progressive circles. Ruiz 

Cayuela (2021) has conceptualised the expansion of emancipatory commons as happening 

simultaneously along two lines that reinforce each other: materiality and subjectivity. 

Whereas the former refers to social reproduction and material autonomy, the latter 

addresses radical openness and the production of commoning subjectivities. The urban 

condition, though, poses distinct obstacles to this expansion strategy that are particularly 

relevant for reproductive commons. 

Huron (2015) has succinctly delineated what she argues are the two main challenges 

faced by urban commons: social alienation and space saturation. The former has to do with 

the lack of cohesion typical of urban environments, where inhabitants often do not share a 

past and do not necessarily expect to share a future. Therefore, they are less inclined to 

collectively reclaim and manage commons than existing communities with strong social 

bonds. The latter challenge refers to the densely commodified nature of cities, where 

property lines have been thoroughly defined and space is a cherished financial asset. Thus, 
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there is a fierce competition for urban space among developers, investors and even 

institutions, which leaves little possibilities for commons to be reclaimed. These two 

challenges, though, are not independent from each other. As Egerer and Fairbairn (2018) 

have argued, the capitalist urbanisation process infiltrates and complicates the internal 

dynamics of urban commons. Whereas space saturation and social alienation appear as 

distinct processes that take place at different scales, both challenges pivot around the 

formation of unequal cityscapes and cannot then be considered separately. In the following 

lines, we look within the urban commons literature in search of proposals that can help us to 

overcome the aforementioned challenges. 

In order to address the issue of social alienation, it is productive to understand the 

forging of subjectivities. Material practices, social relations and spatial arrangements that 

take place in the constant reconfiguration of cities produce individual and collective 

subjectivities that can either maintain the prevailing order or support the emergence of 

alternative social orders (Pudup 2008). In exploring the subversive potential of this 

subjectivation process, Stavrides (2016, 2019) has characterised urban common space as a 

threshold that can potentially ignite a process of comparability, translation and power sharing 

between existing and future commoners. He argues that emancipatory commons are 

always-in-the-making precarious arrangements, and that their main potential lies in 

producing commoning subjectivities. García-Lamarca (2017) challenges Stavrides’ 

Rancierian approach and draws on the anti-eviction movement in Spain to show that the 

political subjectivation that takes place through grassroots participation can be sustained 

over time. She recognises that this process is “neither simple nor stable” (Ibid.: 433), but can 

nonetheless transform the way that people see the world and act within it on a regular basis. 

Ruiz Cayuela and Armiero (2022) bring the reproductive dimension to the fore in highlighting 

the potential of material practices of care and solidarity in creating commoning subjectivities. 

In their opinion, “the labour, the interaction, and the multiple relations forged” (Ibid.: 101) 

during the collectivisation of social reproduction have the potential to challenge hegemonic 

common senses. It is through commoning, they assert, that commoners are created. As 

Arbell et al. (2020) have demonstrated, similar patterns can be observed in the dynamics of 

cooperative houses in the UK. However, they stress that competing subjectivities can coexist 

within the community, generating a tension between minimalist (pragmatic) and maximalist 

(transformational) visions of the housing cooperatives. Commoners’ subjectivities and 

aspirations, they argue, vary over time; partially in response to change in state regulations 

and developments in the private market. In fact, regardless of the internal logics of any 

specific commons, they are almost always entangled with the state and the market, since 

these “influence the subjectivities of commoners reproducing commons” (De Angelis 2017: 

102). 
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To address the challenge of urban space saturation, Williams has downplayed the 

importance of property regimes while highlighting the relational and performative nature of 

urban commoning, which “flow throughout the urban and beyond” (2018: 24). We share with 

her a dynamic conception of the commons and agree that the categories of public and 

private (and common) are fluid, complex and overlapping (Blomley 2005). However, we 

believe it is important to emphasise the material basis of all commons, but particularly those 

that contribute to social reproduction. For reproductive commons to become a viable 

alternative they need to acquire a certain material autonomy, and not be entirely subject to 

market dynamics and the cycles of representative politics (De Angelis 2017). The ways for 

achieving this are very diverse and context dependent. In examining agroecological food 

provision in urban environments, for example, Ruiz Cayuela (forthcoming) has observed how 

consumer cooperatives are able to knit extensive commoning networks that reterritorialise 

urban commons beyond city borders. The particular spatial characteristics of housing, 

though, make delocalisation impossible and city inhabitants have used a variety of strategies 

to circumvent the scarcity of available land. Squatting is probably the most iconic practice to 

reclaim and decommodify housing in urban environments, as use value is seized and 

exchange value rejected (Holm and Kuhn 2011; Huron, 2018; Martínez 2020; Milligan 2016, 

Squatting Europe Kollective, 2013; Vasudevan 2014). Work theorising squatting and urban 

commons underlines how the latter is created by reclaiming spaces from speculation and 

how commoning practices emerge from collective living and being as both a means and a 

goal (García-Lamarca, 2015; Di Feliciantonio 2017; Polanska & Weldon 2020). The 

development of public-common partnerships has recently emerged as another productive 

approach. Building alliances with the local state has also become a central strategy to 

alleviate the high pressure on urban space. In the case of Barcelona, there has recently 

been an upsurge in the number of housing cooperatives that are accessing land (and even 

existing buildings) through long-term leases with the city council (Ferreri & Vidal 2022). 

Whereas these commons-public partnerships usually allow commons to assemble material 

infrastructure, the long-term outcomes are difficult to predict, and can range from 

enhancement of their political potential to cooptation (Bianchi et al. 2022). 

In these complex and often precarious arrangements, it is obvious that commoning is 

permanently contested not only by enclosure, but also from within (Bresnihan and Byrne 

2015). People have differing degrees of dependence and different capacities and 

motivations to contribute to commons, as well as often deeply rooted subjectivities and ways 

of understanding the world. A productive articulation of these intricate and sometimes 

contradictory practices that unevenly contribute to consolidating commoning alternatives of 

social reproduction is what Noterman (2016) has called differential commoning. Differential 

commoning recognises that there are diverse sets of communally-oriented practices that 
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occur at different times and places in the community, perhaps shaped by extenuating 

circumstances and short-lived, but that nonetheless all contribute to its flourishing. In 

exploring the commoning practices that sustain a manufactured housing cooperative, the 

author acknowledges that while all co-op members can access and govern their shared 

material commons, “competing personal and familial obligations, and health and childcare 

concerns complicate how individual members understand and engage with these resources” 

(Ibid: 439). There is no concise answer to the question of how “moments and threads of 

differential commoning weave together to form an ongoing, flexible means of managing the 

commons” (Ibid: 446), but opening up considerations of urban commons in this way helps us 

grasp with the research question driving this paper: how can complex networks of 

emancipatory reproductive commons subsist and expand in urban environments, and what 

challenges do they face? 

3. Bloc La Bordeta: emergence and socio-historical context 

In 2007, before the sudden demise of Spain’s decade-long building boom, the private 

real estate developer Nyala 2006 SL began to erect a new residential building in Barcelona’s 

working-class La Bordeta neighbourhood in the Sants district. The bourgeois Riera-Marsà 

family who owned Nyala 2006 SL saw a clear profit-making opportunity in building for upper-

middle income groups in this strategically located site just a few streets away from Plaça 

Espanya, a process contributing to further privatising the commonwealth of the city (García-

Lamarca 2015). But the 2008 financial-real estate crisis hit before the developer could obtain 

certificates of occupancy and sell the building’s 12 flats. Nyala 2006 SL became a shell 

company as its debt was repossessed by the bank that held its development loan. While the 

housing block was squatted in late 2011 by activists from the 15M plaza occupations, 

generating a form of commons to house evicted families, the police evicted them after just a 

few weeks. The building lay empty for over three years, during which time its debt and 

physical structure was absorbed into the public-private asset management company known 

as the SAREB (Byrne 2015). The housing block thus stood as an example of the ‘new ruins’ 

of urban vacancy (O'Callaghan & Di Feliciantonio 2021) as, despite demands from housing 

movements, the SAREB rejected its political agency to use this and the hundreds of 

thousands of other empty buildings it owned for social housing to alleviate the massive 

housing crisis plaguing Spain. 

In 2014, the Barcelona branch of the Platform for Mortgage-Affected People (PAH) 

relocated its assembly to the La Bordeta neighbourhood, just one street away from the 

building. Responding to an upsurge in PAH members needing a home due to rental and 

squatting evictions, as part of PAH Barcelona’s sixth anniversary festivities the building was 
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squatted and baptized Bloc La Bordeta in February 2015. Nine adults - largely women - and 

four children with no other housing alternatives moved in, reflecting the leadership of women 

in defending urban commons from enclosure (Gillespie et al. 2018). With the support of the 

PAH Barcelona Obra Social commission, whose role is to strategise the approach to 

squatting and support current and future squats through the movement, a variety of actions 

were taken. These included revising and agreeing upon a written set of norms about 

collective living, adapted from other PAHs with occupied housing blocks; informing 

neighbours and the broader public about political and human dimensions of the Bloc La 

Bordeta; and approaching first the Riera-Marsà family, then the SAREB, the city and 

regional governments to turn the building into social housing, where residents would pay a 

social rent at the European standard of maximum 30% of their income. Thanks to continuous 

collective support and pressure, backed by Sants’s vibrant radical community, later in 2015 a 

precautionary eviction was stopped and in June 2016 a penal court case was dismissed in 

favour of the accused Bloc La Bordeta residents. These legal processes served to unite 

residents and build collective practices of struggle and care, both among residents and 

between residents, other housing movement members and a broader activist support 

network in Sants and beyond. Bloc La Bordeta’s relation with the housing movement has 

shifted and complexified, as we will describe in subsequent subsections, when it first left 

PAH Barcelona in early 2017 then became embedded in the Sants housing union (Grup 

d’Habitatge de Sants, GHAS), which reinforced efforts towards transformational forms of/for 

inhabitation and social reproduction more broadly. 

Bloc La Bordeta can be seen as an emblematic and long standing example of a 

broader re-energised squatting movement (Obra Social Barcelona 2018; Ferreri and García-

Larmarca, forthcoming) in the context of a housing crisis exacerbated by the 2008 global 

financial and mortgage repossession crises. Within the PAH, squatting properties that had 

become empty due to mortgage repossessions and evictions became a widely adopted 

strategy to solve an immediate need for housing and to seize homes from the financial 

sector for living rather than speculation. Growing from deeper roots in Barcelona’s libertarian 

squatting practices from the 1990s, this “new wave” of squatting was initiated in Montcada i 

Reixac, a city in the Barcelona metropolitan region, in 2011 when a family facing eviction 

decided to squat their own property with support of the PAH (Colau & Alemany 2012). In the 

decade since, over 55 full housing blocks and hundreds of individual flats have been 

squatted by PAH members across Spain, a large proportion of these located in Catalonia. 

Collective mixed methods research carried out by Obra Social Barcelona (2018) has 

illustrated the extreme precarity of households who squat in Catalonia, which depicts a 

picture representative of dynamics in the Bloc La Bordeta. Out of 626 households squatting 

in Catalonia in 2017, 93% earned less than 1000 euros per month and only 39% held paid 
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employment. Of these 39% who were working, 78% had temporary contracts or worked 

under the table, while of those that do not have paid work, half earn unemployment 

payments or a pension while the other half do not receive any government benefits. A highly 

gendered picture also emerged, with over half of survey respondents being female and 

children living in 55% of squatted homes. In this context of extreme precarity, the lived 

neighbourhood dimension is a fundamental element to understand the politics of inhabitation 

and the process of commoning to move beyond mere survival towards building new 

networks and practices of urban living. 

Sants has a long tradition of workers’ self-organisation that is fundamental to 

understanding the historico-geographical roots of the Bloc La Bordeta and wider 

emancipatory networks of reproductive commons. During the intense class struggle of the 

late 19th and early 20th centuries, local workers were able to successfully challenge the 

overexploitation and relentless disciplining that took place in the factories by resorting to 

mutual aid and self-organisation. At first, they developed workers’ societies and consumer 

cooperatives, and eventually they created complex networks of cooperation that were able to 

support the livelihoods of tens of thousands of families (Dalmau Torvà & Miró Acedo 2010). 

These popular infrastructures granted affordable access to food, education, housing or 

cultural activities, and contributed to building workers’ autonomy until the fascist takeover of 

1939. Collective organisation of social reproduction through cooperatives and beyond was 

crucial for shifting the balance of forces that culminated in the revolution of 1936 (Camps-

Calvet et al. 2022). Those historical experiences illustrate very well that commoning and 

social reproduction trends are closely connected with particular socio-historical contexts. The 

anarchist revolution was enabled and sustained by a network of reproductive commons that 

the Francoist dictatorship crashed. However, the repression was not fully successful, as the 

radical character of the Sants district has survived until today. 

4. Subsistence, expansion and challenges of urban reproductive commons 

In recent decades urban real estate has become one of the most precious assets for 

private developers worldwide, which has severely affected the capacity of subversive 

movements to subsist in the city. Whereas the cooperatives of a hundred years ago were 

able to purchase properties at market value in central and strategic locations, it is almost 

unthinkable that something similar could happen today. In the light of these global trends, 

squatting has emerged as a crucial strategy for reclaiming vacant buildings and lots that 

have been used for a variety of purposes. The Sants urban landscape is thus dotted with 

autonomous islands that form a network of reclaimed spaces such as Can Vies (a social 

centre), L’Horta Alliberada (a community garden) or Can Batlló (a whole reclaimed industrial 
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area). These have been crucial spaces in fulfilling critical material needs of local movements 

such as space for hosting meetings, assemblies and events, providing food and green 

spaces, or developing self-organised popular workshops and related educational projects. 

Particularly important have been housing squats, since they have in many cases mitigated 

gentrification and allowed militants and community members to remain in Sants. 

Squatting has not only fulfilled a crucial role in reproducing the livelihoods of 

squatters, but also in sustaining radical spaces locally and grounding them in the 

neighbourhood. These reclaimed buildings and lots have enabled and shaped a variety of 

social movements and community networks by allowing the development of what are 

commonly known as popular infrastructures. This term, which has recently become a central 

theme of praxis within the Catalan political grassroots, designates infrastructures used by 

social movements that are partially detached from a market logic and offer protection from 

the threats of cooptation and repression usually associated with the figure of the state. 

Equally important, though, has been their role in stimulating cross pollination and 

coordination among movements that has fostered the emergence of particular identities and 

subjectivities linked to the neighbourhood as a stronghold of the anti-capitalist movement. 

This constellation of reclaimed spaces has become a de facto network of reproductive 

commons that has allowed the expansion and reinforcement of a radical culture that aims 

towards post-capitalist emancipation. 

The case of the Bloc La Bordeta exemplifies very well this mutual dependence 

between wider social movements and particular squats, and the reproductive moments that 

emerge along their interaction. The Bloc was formally affiliated first with PAH Barcelona 

(2015-2017) and later connected to the Grup d’Habitatge de Sants (GHAS) from 2017 to 

present. Many of the inhabitants of the block have actively participated in these wider spaces 

of the housing movement, meaning that they have been involved regularly attending 

meetings, assemblies, providing mutual aid and putting their bodies on the line to stop 

evictions. The Bloc also currently hosts assemblies and activities of the GHAS, and its 

influence extends beyond the housing movement. Aside from GHAS, the Bloc’s ground floor 

is home to a social centre where several self-organised projects thrive. These currently 

include a popular educational space for kids up to twelve years old, a language school for 

adults, a youth group, a food network, a feminist network against sexual violence and a 

labour group (Garcia 2022). The daily commoning processes that take place among the 

squatters, then, are crucial in reproducing the social movements of the neighbourhood in two 

main ways. First, by offering a household to people who are generally involved in self-

organised spaces, and that would not be able to stay in the Sants district through market 

mechanisms. Second, by reclaiming and maintaining a physical infrastructure that would 

otherwise be very difficult to access in such a hostile urban environment. 
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The reproductive process, though, also works the other way around. As we will see in 

the next sections, social movements and community networks have played a key role in 

defending the block from enclosure. This mutual interdependence is a key aspect of the 

reproductive urban commons, and gives way to the formation of urban commons ecologies 

where people are able to access many aspects of social reproduction outside market logic. 

Whereas their scale is still limited and they are still far from becoming an alternative for a 

majority of the Sants population, these networks prefigure a partially post-capitalist society 

and can potentially spark the formation of commoning subjectivities (Stavrides 2016). We 

now turn to explore the main material, territorial and social challenges that the Bloc La 

Bordeta has faced as a reproductive urban commons embedded in a wider commons 

ecology to persist over the years. 

4.1 Facing the state apparatus: legal and police repression 

Due to the densely commodified nature of cities, where property lines have been 

thoroughly defined and space is a cherished financial asset, the main threat to reproductive 

infrastructures is material. Most urgent is the threat of eviction, which all housing movements 

across Barcelona, Catalonia and the Spanish state fight daily by putting dozens of bodies in 

front of doorways of households facing eviction so that the court order can’t be delivered by 

the judicial committee and/or police can’t access the property. While housing occupied 

through movements, be they entire blocks like Bloc La Bordeta or individual flats, have more 

negotiating power and are often able to stop the first few attempts at eviction, this tends to 

be a politics of postponement (Roy 2017) where these commoned spaces are often 

eventually seized back by financial entities with the support of the state. The fact that over 

half a million evictions have taken place across Spain between 2008 and 2017 (Observatori 

DESC 2018) illustrate the virulence and impact of this challenge of staying put and just 

surviving. 

The threat of eventual eviction was certainly looming in the horizon when members of 

the Bloc La Bordeta were on trial in 2016. Whereas the legal process can seem to be very 

isolating, the successful outcome obtained by the Bloc La Bordeta was grounded in the 

support of a wider commons ecology. This is mostly visible on two aspects. First, the 

grassroots legal counseling and advice provided by the PAH. By being part of a wider 

housing movement, the inhabitants of the Bloc were able to benefit from the expertise forged 

by other members that had been through similar processes and were familiar with the legal 

codes relevant for these cases - ultimately lawyers and the formal judicial system provide no 

help due to the “unlawful” nature of squatting and housing disobedience more broadly. 
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Second, the public support from a wide range of collectives within and beyond Barcelona’s 

housing movement. These included immigrant rights movements, cultural associations, self-

organised social centres, indignant firemen, an unemployed persons assembly, a 

cooperative bookstore and a range of “waves” (mareas) that grew out of the 15M plaza 

occupations organised around social concerns including pensions, health care and 

education, among others. With symbolic actions and viral messages of support they sought 

to show support to the Bloc La Bordeta and build a favourable climate before the 2016 trial 

took place, trying to influence the final verdict through popular pressure. These actions 

illustrate the implicit understanding of mutual dependency of many urban commons in 

Barcelona that stood up to defend the Bloc. 

A second threat to reproductive infrastructures is the repression of housing 

movements by the state apparatus, manifested through trials of key figures and enormous 

fines levied on individuals in housing movements through the so-called national Gag Law 

(Ley Mordaza). The latter was adopted by the conservative Popular Party in 2015 as a law to 

protect “public safety” in order to crackdown on the freedom of speech and provide police 

with more power, enabling them to fine people hundreds of euros for subjectively defined 

actions deemed to show a lack of respect or disobedience (Larios 2022). Housing 

movements across Catalonia launched a campaign to pressure the government to cancel 

fines reaching over €206,000 for 351 sanctions and to ban the use of riot police at evictions 

(Garcia 2021). Thanks to this pressure, in 2022 laxer criteria were introduced to apply the 

Law and some fines were being dismissed, but movements still demand the removal of the 

entire law (VilaWeb 2022). In late 2015, the inhabitants of the Bloc received the visit of the 

judicial delegation that, backed by the local police, tried to enforce the eviction. However, 

they had to face a crowd formed by PAH members and local supporters from other squats 

and social movements, who were able to stop it. Since it was the first eviction attempt, the 

minimal conflict policy of local police forces was crucial in the successful defense of the 

block. Patrols deployed in evictions tend not to enforce them when faced with potential 

contestation, especially when it is the first or second eviction attempt, and usually riot police 

forces are required in the third or fourth eviction attempts to realize expulsions. 

The Bloc’s response to evictions and the repression of housing movements has a 

clear common denominator, which is the importance of a wider commoning network in 

defending urban reproductive commons. When the Bloc la Bordeta was facing critical threats 

that compromised its subsistence, many popular infrastructures and social movements 

stepped forward in different ways, recognising the mutual interdependence at play: whereas 

the anti-capitalist movements rely on reproductive commons such as the Bloc, these rely on 

wider commoning networks to defend them from enclosure. This relation, though, is not 
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given nor can be taken for granted. Instead, it is always-in-the-making, contested and 

context-dependent, as we will see subsequently. 

4.2 Housing, community and territorial considerations 

Perhaps the most significant challenge that housing squats as reproductive 

commons face are the deep territorial contradictions and tensions between the predominant 

consideration of a home as a container with four walls versus a home as a node in a wider 

network of community and reproductive relations. During the time that the Bloc La Bordeta 

was squatted and officially affiliated with PAH Barcelona, conflicts emerged around the role 

that squatting should play within PAH Barcelona’s broader strategy, in the context of the 

sharp increase in rental evictions, squatting evictions and other types of housing 

emergencies. These conflicts occurred particularly between the Obra Social commission, 

which oversaw the squatting strategy and process, and a component of PAH Barcelona’s 

leadership. One part of the root of this conflict came from the original logic behind rehousing 

people who were squatting bank owned housing. As formulated by PAH Barcelona in 2011, 

when foreclosed families who squatted bank owned housing negotiated a social rent 

contract, to be set at no more than 30% of a household’s income, the negotiation was open 

to rehousing elsewhere and did not involve keeping the home. In other words, ultimately 

having a roof over one’s head was deemed to be most important, and demands were not 

rooted in territorial claims to a neighbourhood or even a specific area within a 

neighbourhood. 

Yet in the subsequent decade, especially post-2015, the nature of housing struggles 

changed dramatically, from vast numbers facing mortgage foreclosure and eviction to a 

more complex configuration of rental and squatting evictions amidst rampant gentrification 

and expulsion from the city and deepend labour precarity. Reflecting a need for territorial 

rootedness, neighbourhood housing unions and assemblies emerged across Barcelona in 

2017 to address localized housing and social reproduction needs rooted in place (Lira and 

March 2021). This has also been reflected through the use of language in housing 

movements, where the term “neighbour”, more specifically vecina in its feminine form, 

became commonly used by housing unions and assemblies across the city, indicating a shift 

to a focus on local spaces and relations of everyday life (Rivera Blanco et al. 2021). Since 

the problematics at stake include exorbitant rent levels in general, racism in the rental sector, 

the impossibility of youth emancipation from family homes, increasing street homelessness 

and so forth, vecinas encapsulates the diversity of grounded neighbourhood-level 

experiences and the need for a combative yet unified struggle (ibid.). And demands from 
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neighbourhood housing unions to regularize squatting focus precisely on the right to stay put 

and combating the logics of expulsion that plague the city, and are attentive (and even 

promote) other dimensions of social reproduction grounded in place. 

These differences in part have to do with the territorial focus of these strategies 

within the housing movement. They furthermore reflect tensions between the importance of 

collectivised social reproduction processes and labour through networks and relations built 

over time (di Masso Tarditi et al. 2022) and having four walls and a roof to call home despite 

not necessarily being rooted in existing broader social connections. As the founding PAH, 

PAH Barcelona has always played a key role regionally in Catalonia and in national PAH 

coordination across the Spanish territory, and in turn this has been reflected in their focus at 

the city, regional and national scales. This territorial scope of actuation partly explains the 

success of the PAH, which spread like wildfire across Catalonia and the Spanish state 

during the 2011 movement of the squares, with over 250 nodes existing at the end of the 

decade. On the other hand, the neighbourhood housing unions emerging more recently 

focus sometimes exclusively at the very local level, which enables a weaving of grounded 

networks, strongly rooted affective relations and new forms of social reproduction. Many of 

these unions, for instance, have a scope broader than housing and include self-organised 

educational projects, women’s groups or mutual aid food networks. 

Bloc La Bordeta, as well as the PAH Barcelona Obra Social commission, found 

themselves at the crux of this territorial tension, as vecinas of the bloc became more and 

more rooted in local reproductive commons and generated deeper roots to place. Similarly, 

the PAH Barcelona Obra Social commission argued for the importance of not accepting 

rehousing elsewhere in the city but rather maintaining occupied spaces to ensure working 

class occupation of gentrifying neighbourhoods, as exemplified in the struggle for Bloc La 

Jahnela in the Gràcia neighbourhood. While this argument of staying put and fighting for the 

Bloc La Bordeta was eventually supported within PAH Barcelona, the vecinas of the Bloc 

wanted to take the further step of opening the ground floor space of the building, up until that 

point unused, for autonomous and open neighborhood use. Despite being discussed in more 

than one assembly, opening up the ground floor space of the Bloc La Bordeta was not 

supported by PAH Barcelona. The action ultimately (unilaterally) taken by vecinas to open 

the space in early 2017 constituted a practical and political break with PAH Barcelona’s 

strategy of occupation, and also spurred internal conflicts. This brings us to the challenge of 

working with people from different geographic, cultural and political places, what Huron 

(2015) calls working with strangers. 

4.3 Competing subjectivities in conflict: differential commoning 
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PAH Barcelona’s Obra Social commission, in its active period from the end of 2014 

to 2017, had the task of supporting housing squats of individual flats and entire empty 

buildings owned by banks through a collective and transparent process. Yet due to different 

political visions and broader conflicts around the role of squatting in PAH Barcelona these 

lines of responsibility and power were broken, as a component of PAH Barcelona’s 

leadership claimed decision-making power over who could move into the Bloc La Bordeta in 

particular. This led to several clashes between the Bloc inhabitants, the PAH Barcelona 

Obra Social commission and PAH Barcelona. In late 2016, for example, a person from a city 

adjacent to Barcelona was relocated in the Bloc La Bordeta, a unilateral decision made by 

part of PAH Barcelona and approved in an assembly without consulting the Obra Social 

commission nor Bloc La Bordeta residents. This person, who did not know the idiosyncrasy 

of the neighbourhood and the block itself, had several conflicts with inhabitants of the Bloc, 

who saw the situation as an inference of the PAH in the internal managing of their 

reproductive commons. 

Thus due to these long-running and deep-seated conflicts, shortly after opening the 

ground floor space of the building, the active Bloc La Bordeta residents decided to 

disassociate the building from PAH Barcelona and to become a self-managed housing block. 

Largely made up of women and children, both immigrant and Spanish, Bloc La Bordeta 

residents declared themselves to be organised neighbours (vecinas organizadas) (Gillespie 

et al. 2018). Yet we pointedly say that “active residents” decided to disassociate the Bloc 

from PAH Barcelona because a few months earlier, the unwarranted entrance of new 

residents created tensions, deep disagreements and visible conflicts among them. This was 

the root of subsequent unequal participation in the Bloc La Bordeta’s day to day activities 

which was also shaped by individual background and personal contexts in forming dynamics 

of differential commoning (Noterman 2016). Despite the many asymmetries formed and 

performed in the process of differential commoning, the reproductive character of the Bloc 

was maintained, including the Bloc’s engagement in a broader housing movement 

undergoing reconfiguration across Barcelona due to the emergence of neighbourhood 

unions. In this sense, during this brief period between the dissasociation from the PAH and 

the emergence of housing unions in Sants and beyond, the Bloc La Bordeta provides an 

example of a complex urban commons somewhat in limbo between what is often 

characterised as a dichotomy between emancipatory commons and collectively privatised 

spaces (Stavrides 2016). 

This process of becoming a more conflictive commoning housing project in contexts 

of collective struggle against extreme marginalisation and poverty also illustrates the 
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complexity of transformations in subjectivity and materiality, and how they operate in 

interconnected and non-linear directions. After disassociating the Bloc La Bordeta from PAH 

Barcelona, many residents who had spent years engaged in the PAH and more recently 

integrated into the vibrant activist community in Sants clearly saw the need to continue 

building self-management processes to ensure the collective care of the building and of each 

other (autogestión). On the other hand, the newer residents unilaterally admitted into the 

Bloc La Bordeta by PAH Barcelona did not have a long-term connection to movements nor 

vision of housing and social transformation; they just wanted a stable, dignified place to live 

and didn’t feel invested in any broader collective process. Winning the penal court case in 

2016 and stopping future threats of evictions —at least for the immediate future— can be 

considered in a material sense to have consolidated Bloc La Bordeta as an urban commons 

by keeping it out of the pathways of capitalist circulation and speculation driven by the 

SAREB. But as this external “threat” was (temporarily) removed, so was the unity it brought 

to more collective forms of social reproduction to maintain the building and its residents. On 

the one hand we see competing forms of subjectivities between transformative mindsets and 

just “getting by” within the status quo, as Arbell et al. (2020) argue. On the other hand, 

however, we also see changing and non-linear subjectivities that fluctuate as the Bloc faces 

different material threats. When material practices of care and solidarity are not so visible 

and present, as for example during the struggle against eviction, this can have negative 

consequences for the collectivised social reproduction processes as they are placed on the 

back burner or even abandoned. 

5. Conclusions 

The Bloc La Bordeta has engaged in an expansive form of commoning over the 

years, which is mostly visible in its connection with the housing movement and the opening 

of a social centre in the ground floor of the building. In this way, the Bloc has become a 

reproductive urban commons that has contributed greatly to the sustainability and expansion 

of a wider commons ecology in the neighbourhood and beyond. The Bloc has thus partially 

challenged social reproduction under capitalism by offering collective responses to the 

problem of housing. Reproduction is not anymore an individual matter hidden in the private 

sphere and mediated through the market. Conversely, social reproduction is based on 

mutual interdependence and the constant feeding of community bonds in public (or 

common) spaces. Thus, despite its conflicts and contradictions, the Bloc La Bordeta has 

become what local community members term a popular infrastructure that effectively reverts 

processes of urban enclosure and hints towards emancipatory forms of social reproduction. 
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Housing squats are thus popular infrastructures that can potentially become 

reproductive urban commons connected to wider commons ecologies and/or social 

movements. When this happens, relations of mutuality and interdependence are articulated 

in which reproductive moments take place in both directions, as in the case of the Bloc La 

Bordeta. On the one hand, the block provides a group of people who are generally active in 

the local movements with a dwelling space, and it also allows them to remain in place and 

keep the longstanding community bonds alive. Moreover, the Bloc offers a partially open 

common infrastructure that is used by community groups and social movements. On the 

other hand, the wider network in which the Bloc is embedded is crucial in providing social 

legitimacy and defending it from processes of enclosure backed by the state. These urban 

commons ecologies resemble the cracks described by Holloway (2010). They prefigure 

ways of inhabiting the city partially detached from the logic of capital and, being grounded on 

reproductive commons, offer viable alternatives to live outside the hegemonic economic 

spaces (De Angelis 2017). 

The challenges posed by Huron (2015) are certainly relevant for sustaining housing 

commons as popular reproductive infrastructures, and they play out in different forms. The 

vicious competition for urban space, for example, has very material consequences in that 

commoners end up facing the legal and police forces deployed by the state to defend the 

right to private property. The urban alienation typically experienced by many in modern 

urban environments is also felt in the conflicts and tensions that arise from the interaction of 

competing subjectivities and diverse vital contexts in a particular space-time. These clashes 

generate a form of differential commoning (Noterman 2016) that, nevertheless, is able to 

sustain the Bloc as a reproductive commons. We want to complement Huron’s work, though, 

with a third critical challenge that we have observed the Bloc has faced over the years: its 

connection with the wider territorial and socio-political context. This challenge originates in 

wider political trends and aspirations which, grounded in specific socio-historical contexts, 

articulate different understandings of home and community. Its consequences are very 

tangible since they directly affect the squatters that populate the Bloc and pose a critical 

challenge for the sustainability and expansion of reproductive urban commons. 

In this paper, we have stressed the need to look beyond housing when 

conceptualising housing commons. Instead, we call for considering the articulation of 

particular commons within neighbourhood (and beyond) networks of support, in order to 

understand their emancipatory potential and their reproductive role in wider commons 

ecologies. Territorial and socio-historic contexts also play a key role in understanding the 

reproductive dimension of the housing commons and their mutual interdependence with 

other surrounding commons. These insights open several paths for future research, like the 
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need for deeper ethnographic research that can help us understand the fine grain of the 

reproductive urban commons and delineate the scalar relation among simultaneous 

commoning processes. Another interesting continuation of our work would focus on 

observing the gendered patterns in reproductive urban commons, and to what extent these 

are able to revert hegemonic dualisms that seclude women to the isolation of the home 

(Barca 2020). Last but not least, we believe that geographical scholarship could benefit from 

looking deeper at the concept of popular infrastructures, which has recently become very 

popular in the Catalan grassroots movements. We hope that other authors will take the 

baton and join us in exploring the conceptual and political possibilities of reproductive urban 

commoning for emancipatory anti-capitalist struggle. 
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	– such as startinga people’s self-organised university inCatalonia. What Ihavelearned from inhabiting the cracks is that we cannot doitindividually. Capitalcontinuously applies pressureto closethe gaps in its intricatenet of socialordering, and we can only resist with thesupportof others.Moreover, if we areto build alternatives that trulychallenge capitalist hegemony, they will need to involve acriticalmass of people able toturnthe tables. Ifwe are looking forcollective waysof organising that can form the b
	Ihave articulated my anti-capitalistendeavour along diverse lines, joining already opened cracks and breaking anew. Ihave joined environmentalist organisations, municipalist groups and tenants unions; I have contributed to self-organisedspaces addressedtomigrants and asylum-seekers, cooperatives, and anti-authoritarian communist politicalorganisations; and I have been involved in autonomouseducation and researchprojects, tonamea few. Ithink of myself as acommoner, and the intellectual exploration that has a
	Ihave articulated my anti-capitalistendeavour along diverse lines, joining already opened cracks and breaking anew. Ihave joined environmentalist organisations, municipalist groups and tenants unions; I have contributed to self-organisedspaces addressedtomigrants and asylum-seekers, cooperatives, and anti-authoritarian communist politicalorganisations; and I have been involved in autonomouseducation and researchprojects, tonamea few. Ithink of myself as acommoner, and the intellectual exploration that has a
	understanding of the world thatsurroundsus and, consequently, the ways in whichwe relate to each other and ourenvironments (TuhiwaiSmith 1999). Therefore, knowledgeis a very material force. It can reinforcea hegemonic world-viewthat perpetuates hierarchicalrelations ofpowerand individualism. Yet,it is also potentially emancipatory in thatit canbring about newunderstandings that lead us to rethink ourrole in society and our possibilities beyond the official “common sense”. It is this politicalmotivationtopro

	The main focus ofmy research has been commons and commoningpractices.Commons encompass a plurality of forms of self-organisation that seek the collectivegood through cooperationand direct democracy. Bycommoning I referto theset of relationsthat reproduce commons and commoners while at the same time sabotaging capitalistrelations of dominationand its associated inequalities (Armiero2021). The rise of capitalism during the pastcenturies has gone hand inhandwiththe developmentof amaster’s narrative thatrelegat
	My positionality and politicalconvictions have also informedtheapproach withwhich Ihave conducted my doctoralresearch. Inotherwords: it is not only about ‘what’Ihaveresearched, but about ‘how’Ihavedoneso. Ihave practised militantresearch, asituated andpoliticized approach that seeks to co-produce knowledgefrom withinanti-hegemonic struggles, with theaim of strengthening them. This partisan approachhas allowed me todisseminate, contextualise and articulate knowledge inorderto transcendthe mereintellectual ex
	My positionality and politicalconvictions have also informedtheapproach withwhich Ihave conducted my doctoralresearch. Inotherwords: it is not only about ‘what’Ihaveresearched, but about ‘how’Ihavedoneso. Ihave practised militantresearch, asituated andpoliticized approach that seeks to co-produce knowledgefrom withinanti-hegemonic struggles, with theaim of strengthening them. This partisan approachhas allowed me todisseminate, contextualise and articulate knowledge inorderto transcendthe mereintellectual ex
	contexts. Militantresearch, though, involves a lotof negotiation. During my doctoralprojectI have had to dealwithprecariousness,navigatebetweenconflictingpositionalities andevenfacefailure. Iwould certainly describe theoverallprocess as knowledgeco-production, in which I have collected, organised andtheorised many knowledges from comrades of all sorts.The very process of militant co-production has avery tangible effectin that some ofthe insights that Ihavedistilled during my researchhave beendiscussed in di

	The focus and approach that I have chosenaremore than methodologicaland intellectual standpoints. They both emerge from a political analysis of the threats that we arefacing,but also the potentialities ofemergingmovements that canpossibly challenge theestablished order in its diverselocalisedcontextualisations.Whenbrought together, focus, approach andpolitical analysis converge into a core strategical preoccupationthat isconsideredthroughout this doctoralthesis: the expansion andarticulation of thecommons i
	The expansion of the commons is thethread that connects thesix publications contained in this compilation, presentedin thefollowing order: 
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	for two main reasons. First, because in line with my militant researchapproach, these publications partially document my involvementin several struggles andpopular infrastructures over the past years.Thus, reading thesepublications in ordercangive the reader asenseof howmy involvement in different struggles is interwoven with my lifesituation, butalsoresponds topolitical strategies that have evolvedover timetogether withmy intellectual insights.And second, because after article (1), all these academic publi
	for two main reasons. First, because in line with my militant researchapproach, these publications partially document my involvementin several struggles andpopular infrastructures over the past years.Thus, reading thesepublications in ordercangive the reader asenseof howmy involvement in different struggles is interwoven with my lifesituation, butalsoresponds topolitical strategies that have evolvedover timetogether withmy intellectual insights.And second, because after article (1), all these academic publi
	which, in line with themilitantapproachthat I have mobilised, I have disseminated and articulated my knowledge production addressingdifferent audiences. 


	2. On commons, commoning and expansion 
	2. On commons, commoning and expansion 
	My PhD research canbeframedwithin the relativelyrecent revivalof literature about commons and commoning. Inthe last decades, commons have received increasing attention from multiple disciplinary angles andhave becomeafield of study in theirownright. Infact, commons literature has rapidly evolved, tothe extent thatwe can identify several trends within thescholarly production. Iwill startthis sectionby overviewing the twomain conceptions ofthe commons: the insitutionalists and the autonomists.I willthenmoveon
	a) 
	Commonsand commoning asan alternative 

	Untilthelast decades of thepast century, commons had played a marginalrolein the scholarly literature. Following aproductivistlogic that swamped many academic debates after the consolidation of capitalism, they were mostly conceived as wasteoridleland, thereforeinefficient in mainstream economic terms.Apopular exampleis theinfamous “The tragedy of thecommons”, an article published by Garret Hardin in Sciencein 1968 supportingtheprivatizationand nationalization ofcommons fromaMalthusianperspective. Hardin ri
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	According to google scholar 
	importancetoboundaries andthe collective setting andenforcing of internal rules (Ostrom1990). Her work is stillrelevanttoday andhas inspiredmany young scholars tocontinue her legacy. However, the institutionalists’ liberal conception of governance and their economisticviewfocused on sustainable resourcemanagementwas easilyintegrated inthe discourse of transnational neoliberalinstitutions.The World Bank,forexample,started tospeak openly for the protection of the “global commons” in thelate 1990s, whilstas ea
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	3


	It is precisely thestructural adjustment programmes that these institutions carried outin the1980s and 1990s that ledtoanalternative take oncommons from worldwideresisted asavage newround of enclosures (MidnightNotes Collective 1990), many scholars started to point towards the major influence that inequality andpower dynamics hadon the survival of thecommons.They highlightedthat therelationship between commonsand external actors – such as capitalistenterprises or the state –is crucial indeterminingtheabilit
	criticalMarxistintellectuals.As people 
	-

	The autonomist school has been enriched by Marxist feministscholars.One of their key contributions has been thegrowing concernfor socialreproduction andthespaces where ittakes place. From thislens, it becomes obviousthat commons donot simply exist, but are created and sustained by a very diverse network of practices andknowledges that crystallise incooperation bonds to address people’s collective needs andwishes (Linsalata 2018). Inthe words of Clement et al., “afeminist perspectivetocommoning gives apartic
	of-Sovereignty-855 
	https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2016/12/30/International-Environmental-Taxation-in-the-Absence
	-

	Whereas the institutionalistapproach is particularly concerned withresources, internal relations and design principles, theautonomist trendfocuses onsocialrelations, externalthreats andanticapitalist struggle. Inthe last years, though, some authors havebroughtbothperspectivestogether arguing that they are complementary. DeAngelis has offered aconceptualarticulationofboth trends in his very notion of commons associalsystems constitutedby threeelements: commonwealth (or commongoods), commoning (or doing in co
	-

	b) 
	Expandingthe commons towards emancipation 

	Commonsexpansion has recently becomearecurrenttopic in thecommons literature, which has been explored from adiverserange of positionalities and perspectives. In thefollowing lines I critically reviewthe contributions ofsome authors who either have avast productionon thetopic, or whose insights havehad significant impact. Bauwens, forexample, has co-authored several papers and reports withdifferent colleagues in which they advocateforacommons transition towards theirideaofa post-capitalistsociety. Togetherwi
	Commonsexpansion has recently becomearecurrenttopic in thecommons literature, which has been explored from adiverserange of positionalities and perspectives. In thefollowing lines I critically reviewthe contributions ofsome authors who either have avast productionon thetopic, or whose insights havehad significant impact. Bauwens, forexample, has co-authored several papers and reports withdifferent colleagues in which they advocateforacommons transition towards theirideaofa post-capitalistsociety. Togetherwi
	be combined in aprocess of “cooperative accumulation” that is still basedon theextractionof surplus labour (Bauwens & Kostakis 2015). Bauwens and Niaros add to the equation anemphasis on public-commons partnerships that could foster thecommons transition. Intheir view, an adequate institutional design could turn themarketintoa generatorforthe accumulation of commons insteadofcapital. In the end, theirproposals revolve around amix of thesocialand solidarity economy withmunicipalist politics (Bauwens &Niaros 

	Harvey hasalso addressed theneed for upscalingcommons, focusing mostly onforms of political organizationthat can beproductive forsuch a “scale jump”. He identifies an incompatibility between thecommonly accepted principlesthat apply for themanagement of local commons and large-scaleproblems such as climate-change. InHarvey’s opinion, there has been afetishization of horizontalism insocialmovements andradicalpolitics, and he calls for hierarchical structures of decision-makingthat can countercapitalist domin
	Varvarousis explores commonsexpansion andtheir co-productiverelation with socialmovements. In his view, commoningpractices areat the core of many social movements.These practicesare disseminated throughthe social fabric and are oftenabletosurvive the usualprecariousness of socialmovements.Aclassic exampleis themovementof thesquares, which transmuted into a multiplicity of commons through severaldirectand indirect mechanisms (Varvarousis et al. 2021). Underthe right conditions – periodsof crisis orsocialunre
	He describes theexpansion thatoriginates in liminal commons as rhizomatic, a biological metaphorethat represents the character ofthe process. Rhizomatic expansion is non-linearand can happensimultaneously in differentplaces,creating newcommons that may keep aliminal character, generating acascading process.Characterising commons expansion in arhizomatic model “highlights the openness, inclusiveness, non-linearity and diffusion pattern ofthe process” (Varvarousis2020: 9). Varvarousis’insights arecertainly ap
	In sum, whereas these contributions havehelped toenrich the literatureaboutcommons expansion, they have limitations. Inthecase of Bauwens et al.,their political positionality is too distant towhat I conceive as emancipatory commons, sincethereis not a fundamentalquestioning and challenging of the capitalist modeof production. Ihave trouble with Harvey’s utilitarian approach: horizontalism and power sharingare notonly organisingprinciples, but anend initself for emancipatory commons. Moreover, he lacks a con
	DeAngelis studies commonsas social systems whicharethesubstanceof adesirable social revolutiontowards apost-capitalistsociety (2014). He depicts commons expansionas a complex process thattakes placeatdifferent scales and in different ways. Whentwo or morecommons establish acontinued interaction, they might endup being structurally coupled, thus establishing a mutualdependencethatincreases commons autonomy. DeAngelis calls this boundary commoning:theprocesses in which materialresources,knowledges and/orlabou
	DeAngelis studies commonsas social systems whicharethesubstanceof adesirable social revolutiontowards apost-capitalistsociety (2014). He depicts commons expansionas a complex process thattakes placeatdifferent scales and in different ways. Whentwo or morecommons establish acontinued interaction, they might endup being structurally coupled, thus establishing a mutualdependencethatincreases commons autonomy. DeAngelis calls this boundary commoning:theprocesses in which materialresources,knowledges and/orlabou
	autonomy,in the sense thatit reduces the capitalist dependencein commoners’livelihoods. His hypothesis is that theexpansionof reproductive commons willreach acriticalmass of commons autonomy that willallowanuncontestedmultiplication of commons, leadingthe way towards a post-capitalistsocial revolution (Ibid: 291). DeAngelis provides asolidorganisationalmodel for the expansion of commons, andaclearpath towards emancipating ourreproduction from capital and the state. However,his approach canbeexclusionary in 

	ForStavrides, expansion is the movementthat makes commons potentially emancipatory, as opposed toenclosed commons. He sees commons as always-in-the-making precarious arrangements based oncommoningpractices. In his view, opennessis thekey characteristic that prevents theformation of “collectively private” spaces(2016:4). Openness isachievedthrough processes of expandingcommoning, whichchallenge existingsocio-spatialrelations and establish differentsocialbonds that crystallise in commonspaces. Stavrides chara
	However, Stavrides’ approach is excessively spontaneist, inthat he does notpropose ways in whichcommons can beupscaled tobecomea subsistence basis for thepopulation. Herelies on commoners to cometogether and formcommons shapedaccordingly tothe specificcontext. 
	In my PhDresearch I have taken both DeAngelis’andStavrides’conceptionsof commons expansion as astartingpoint, andIhaveaddressedtwo main issues. First, the needto productively articulatebothapproaches. Whereas DeAngelis’work focuses mostly on materiality and Stavrides’insights tendtoemphasise subjectivity, they recognise theimportanceofboth dimensions. However, they donot fully engage with bothdimensions in developing their expansion strategies.DeAngelis (2017:19),forinstance,recognises that theexpansion of 
	The secondmainissue that Ihave addressed inrelation tocommons expansionrelates to Varvarousis’assertionthat existing theories of commons expansion aremostly normative, in the sensethat they depict “how the commons shouldexpandrather than … howthey actually do expand” (2020: 1,emphasis in theoriginal). My work engages with those normativetakes, but I alsoaimtocontributeto thedebatewithempirical evidencethat shows how commons expansion unfolds in severalspecific contexts. Inorder tounderstand the potentialofc
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	a) 
	Approaches toengaged scholarship 

	In thelast decades, wehave witnessed theemergence and development of several critical approaches to knowledgeproductionthat challengetheparadigms ofconventionalacademic research. One ofthesetrendsis Participatory Action Research (PAR), which was popularised by Fals Bordain the1970s.PAR acknowledges that knowledge productionis not neutraland that the structures ofsocial domination are groundedon the controlof the means of production and legitimisation of knowledge. Therefore, toend the systems ofexploitation
	Another popular approach among researchers willing to embracepoliticalengagement in their workis scholar activism (oractivist scholarship). Despiteits contestedand diversenature,the AutonomousGeographies Collective(2010) has identified three areas of contention faced by most scholaractivists. First, thepersistence of what they call the “ivory towersyndrome”,which refers to the separation between academia andtherest of society,and the distinctiveposition ofthe former as aprivileged (almostexclusive) space fo
	should serve as acompass that guide those willing tobepolitically committedscholars throughthe 
	unavoidabledifficulties that theywill certainly have to navigate. Other currents ofcriticaland politically engaged knowledge production emergedin Europe in the context of theAutonomist struggles and the aftermath of May 1968. Co-research, for instance, developed as an actualization ofthe Marxist “workers inquiry” that focused onbuilding newforms of understanding the technical and politicalcompositionof theworking class from below (Alquati 2019). Inotherwords, it was a processinitiated andcarried outby organ
	Despite theirspecificities, these traditions arebrought together by adesire toproduce knowledge that furthers socialchange andsupports communities in struggle. The tensions and aims discussed above reverberateacross thedifferent approaches, which mutually inform each otherin building a growingarmy of engaged scholars. In deciding which approachtofollow during my PhD research, there were two aspects thatmade meselectmilitant research. First, Ihave organisedin spaces where thelegacy of theautonomous struggles
	-

	b) 
	Militant researchin practice 

	Militant researchis asituatedformof knowledge productionthat emanates from anti-capitalist struggles and is initselfa form of political intervention (CounterCartographies Collective etal. 2012).Against positivistperspectives and their claims of objectivity, militant researchers understand that allknowledge is partisan and choose sides. Inthefollowing paragraphs Iwill 
	Militant researchis asituatedformof knowledge productionthat emanates from anti-capitalist struggles and is initselfa form of political intervention (CounterCartographies Collective etal. 2012).Against positivistperspectives and their claims of objectivity, militant researchers understand that allknowledge is partisan and choose sides. Inthefollowing paragraphs Iwill 
	describe some of the main features of militantresearch in relation tomy own work as well as the 

	methodological choices that I have made regarding datacollection and analysis. As Pusey puts it,militantresearchis a“necessarily contingent, messy and unfinishedprocess” (2018: 370). Its naturecontrasts withtraditionalapproachesto scientific production that tend tobe planned in detail and have a clear timeline. Moreover, theunpredictable characterof militant research clashes withthe precarious nature of PhD students andmost academics today. Whereas my projectwasfundedforalimited period oftime,it was impossi
	mademy research timely.As Russellargues, theresearcher 

	Another particular characteristic of militant researchers isour complex and ambiguous positionality. In my case,I firstandforemost identifyas acommoner producing knowledge from within andfor anti-capitalist struggle. However, it is undeniable that my role as a PhDstudenthas influenced in part my researchagenda,thewaysin which I have presentedmy work and theamountof time that Ihave beenable to dedicate tomilitancy. Inthe end, during this timeIhavemadea living as a researcher and Ihave had toabide tocertain r
	Another particular characteristic of militant researchers isour complex and ambiguous positionality. In my case,I firstandforemost identifyas acommoner producing knowledge from within andfor anti-capitalist struggle. However, it is undeniable that my role as a PhDstudenthas influenced in part my researchagenda,thewaysin which I have presentedmy work and theamountof time that Ihave beenable to dedicate tomilitancy. Inthe end, during this timeIhavemadea living as a researcher and Ihave had toabide tocertain r
	funding fromtheCoventry City of Culture project and collectively organise different activities with the Reclaiming the Coventry Canal abeneficiary of aMarieSkłodowska-Curie grant, which offersalot of economic support for research activities, Iwas also able tofunnel my personaldevelopmentfunds toorganising workshops at Cooperation Birminghamand even to kick-start theUniversitat PopularAutogestionada (People’s Self-organisedUniversity)in Catalonia. 
	community group.As 


	The issue of positionality affects thetype ofknowledges that aremobilised and produced in doing militant research. Whereas academic researchand knowledge is notnegated, popularforms of knowledgearelegitimised and encouragedtoenter a productive dialoguewith scholarly sources (ColectivoSituaciones 2003). Therefore, the roleofthemilitant researcheris many times translatingepistemological standpoints from different spheres andcatalysing processes of knowledgeco-production that willhave differentrepresentations.
	Despite thedeparture fromtraditional approaches toqualitative research thatthe militant approach entails,andits messy and contingent nature, itstillinvolves arange of methodological choices. The diverse typology ofdata sources,for example, requires a complex and rigorous process of organisationand coding. In planning my data collection, Ihavedrawn inspirationfromYin’s (2018) six sources ofevidence forcase study, of which I have used three: participantobservation, documents (whichI have divided into minutes 
	Despite thedeparture fromtraditional approaches toqualitative research thatthe militant approach entails,andits messy and contingent nature, itstillinvolves arange of methodological choices. The diverse typology ofdata sources,for example, requires a complex and rigorous process of organisationand coding. In planning my data collection, Ihavedrawn inspirationfromYin’s (2018) six sources ofevidence forcase study, of which I have used three: participantobservation, documents (whichI have divided into minutes 
	theseare usually only internally shared, Ihavehad access becauseof my first-handinvolvement (in fact, sometimes Ihave been in charge of minute-taking!)or that of my co-authors.Minutes area great datasource, sincethey usuallyreflect officialagreements andconsensus, but alsodebates and tensions within organisations.Thethirddata source that Ihave used concernsdifferenttypes of open publications. Inthe case of Cooperation Birmingham, for example, the organisation created anopen online forum where some decisions

	Dataanalysis has also been consistentwith the militantapproach thatI have chosen, and my personal experience of struggle has been centralto theprocess. I have used narrativeanalysis, a purely qualitativetechnique that relies onan interpretive analysis oftexts, which isthen connected to theliteraturereviewand research questions (Silverman2015). This is usuallyaccomplished by creating a setof categories connected tothe literature, andmaking inferences from theanalysed texts (Krippendorf2018). I have builtthec
	c) 
	Navigating the tensions and facing failure 

	The ways in whichI have navigated the features discussed above have givenway to threemain tensions that I have encountered in practising militant research while bein involved ina PhD programme. The first one revolves aroundthe use of an overtly politicised approachto research that involves a diverse set of knowledgeswhile at thesametimeattempting to produce rigorous science. From my personal experience anddiscussionwithlike-minded peers from other institutions, Ihavelearned that this challenge isclosely rel
	The ways in whichI have navigated the features discussed above have givenway to threemain tensions that I have encountered in practising militant research while bein involved ina PhD programme. The first one revolves aroundthe use of an overtly politicised approachto research that involves a diverse set of knowledgeswhile at thesametimeattempting to produce rigorous science. From my personal experience anddiscussionwithlike-minded peers from other institutions, Ihavelearned that this challenge isclosely rel
	experiencemademefeelthepressure thatI needed toprove my ability toproduce rigurous science. Inhindsight, I see thattheway that I inadvertentlycoped withthis pressure wasby using a high levelof abstraction in my scientific production, whichin turn made of my academic work mostly anindivdualisedaccount that did not fully recognise the contribution of my comrades. 

	Second,I have also encountered a tension between intellectually andpractically oriented types of knowledge. Whereas my comrades wereawareand agreed that the researchwas conducted,they weremore interestedin thestrategic implications than inthe intellectual discussions. Most of the peoplein the organisations and groups where I conducted researchwerereluctanttoget involved in abstractreasoning and academic discussions.Thus, many times my roleendedup being thatof a translator: frompracticaland strategic knowled
	The third main tensionthat I faced duringmy doctoralresearch is related tothe particular positionality of militant researchers, and alsothe fact that thecollective interest of theorganisations involved in the researchoften collided with my individual perspectives ofbuilding afuturein academia. This is especially relevant forearly career scholars,whoare usuallyin very precarious and insecure working conditions. Inmy case, this tension played out very visiblyin the types of publications that Iproduced. Wherea
	The third main tensionthat I faced duringmy doctoralresearch is related tothe particular positionality of militant researchers, and alsothe fact that thecollective interest of theorganisations involved in the researchoften collided with my individual perspectives ofbuilding afuturein academia. This is especially relevant forearly career scholars,whoare usuallyin very precarious and insecure working conditions. Inmy case, this tension played out very visiblyin the types of publications that Iproduced. Wherea
	prioritisingthe latter and trying tobe strategic about working inways in which bothcouldbe 

	aligned. However hard Ihave tried tocope with these tensions, itisimportant to acknowledgeand accept that many contradictions willnot goaway. These crystallise in amessy andcomplex mix of feelings that range from accomplishment or pride tofrustration orfailure. Itis precisly the latter, which isa usually hidden aspect of research, that I take this opportunity to furtherdiscuss. 
	Failure is an inherent part of research, and this has becomeeven morerelevant recently, when a globalpandemic brought the whole world to ahaltand constrainedourability toconduct empirical research. Duringthat period, many doctoral students sawhow the clock of our funding period kept ticking andfailure loomed in the horizon. Beyondthe individualeffects that this had in many early career scholars, it is criticalto discuss failurewithinradicaland militant approaches, as it does not only affect our ability todo
	my comrades.In 

	The most important factorwas probably that Reclaiming the Coventry Canal was never oneof the top priorities of the community untilI appearedin theneighbourhood. Despitemy good intentions, I was tryingtoimpose arigidprojectframework within thelocal reality, and it certainly did not fit smoothly. Even if Iwas involved in thecommunity and highly committed tocreatehorizontal spaces, therewasa clear powerdynamic between meand most of theReCCmembers. Thefact that I “parachuted” in the neighbourhood as someone fro
	The most important factorwas probably that Reclaiming the Coventry Canal was never oneof the top priorities of the community untilI appearedin theneighbourhood. Despitemy good intentions, I was tryingtoimpose arigidprojectframework within thelocal reality, and it certainly did not fit smoothly. Even if Iwas involved in thecommunity and highly committed tocreatehorizontal spaces, therewasa clear powerdynamic between meand most of theReCCmembers. Thefact that I “parachuted” in the neighbourhood as someone fro
	up to20people who contributedto someextent to thedifferent activities, I was always expected to takethelead andresponsibilities. Wefacedsomeextradifficulties when we got fundingfromthe Coventry City ofCulture, since theassociated conditions did not matchthe needs and customsof the local community. I had tofight hard, for instance, to justify paying transportcosts for every ReCCmeeting, ortooffera warm meal afterevery gathering.Andthingsbecame particularly difficult whenwe starteddealingwiththe Canal &RiverT
	5
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	The ReCCcase does not onlyconcern my inability to conduct researchasa doctoralstudent, but in line withHoffman (2019), it also speaks ofthepoliticalfailure intryingtoartificially start a commons from aposition ofrelative power. Commoning practices emerge organically and arenot imposed fromoutside. Attempting toforcibly create commons out of nowhere will inevitably reproduce problematic hierarchies and power relations. Moreover, whereas I accept my individual responsibility inthewrongfulconception of militan
	4 My fieldwork has been approved by the CAWR ethics committee, and I have had to submit ethical statements for all the published items in this compilation. 
	4 My fieldwork has been approved by the CAWR ethics committee, and I have had to submit ethical statements for all the published items in this compilation. 


	4. Main findings: bridging materiality and subjectivity in urban reproductive commons 
	4. Main findings: bridging materiality and subjectivity in urban reproductive commons 
	In this section I present my main contributions to thestudy ofcommoning and commons expansion. Iwill start by briefly highlighting the specific insights that each individualacademic publicationhas broughtin. Then, Iwilldiscuss theconceptualframework that Ihave developed based onbridgingmateriality and subjectivity when looking at commonsexpansion. Finally, I will look at my theoreticalcontributions to thediscussionsaround twoparticular types ofcommons: urbancommons and reproductivecommons. 
	5 Interestingly enough, the kitchen is where the real self-organisation emerged! Different people would take turns in cooking at the Peace House for the whole group, and we would all gather around the table, eat and collectively wash the dishes and clean the space. 
	5 Interestingly enough, the kitchen is where the real self-organisation emerged! Different people would take turns in cooking at the Peace House for the whole group, and we would all gather around the table, eat and collectively wash the dishes and clean the space. 

	a) 
	Contributions by publication 

	1. Bridgingmateriality andsubjectivity:expandingthecommons inCooperationBirmingham 
	In this paper, theconceptual model that bridges materiality and subjectivity when looking at commons expansion is developed. Byexamining indepththeproposals advancedby DeAngelis and Stavrides, I argue that boundary commoningand expanding commoning areindeed complementary. Thus, Idevelop aproductivearticulation inwhich commons ecologies focusedon socialreproduction act as structures ableto channel the doing of new commoners that have gone through a subjectivationprocess. The case ofCooperationBirmingham,a mu
	2. Cookingcommoningsubjectivities:GuerrillaNarrativeintheCooperationBirmingham solidarity kitchen 
	In this chapter,co-authored with MarcoArmiero, wefocus on thepower of narrative strategiesto produce commoning subjectivities. In particular, we look at guerrilla narrative, a tool that simultaneously challenges mainstream narratives associated withcapitalist values while contributing to thedissemination and normalisation of autonomous narratives. By looking atthe newsletterproduced bythe mutualaid organisation Cooperation Birmingham duringthe Covid-19 pandemic, we examinetherole of guerrilla narrativein fo
	3. Reproductiveurbancommonsinandbeyondthecity:consumercooperativisminBadalona (Catalonia) 
	In this paperIfocus onthepossibilities of reproductive commons toexpand inurbanenvironments and to buildautonomy. Takingtheagreocological consumercooperative ElGarrofer as an example, Iexamine thewaysin which its members have addressed themainchallenges of urban commons as posed by Huron:spacesaturation and socialalienation. To address thefirst challenge, they have builta commons ecology with regional producers followinga setof collectively defined criteria. Regarding the second challenge, Iarguethatsubject
	4. Fromthesquattotheneighbourhood:reproductivecommoninginurbanenvironments 
	In this paper, co-authoredwith Melissa García-Lamarca, we look at thereproductive urban commons and examinehow they subsist and expand byexploring the particular challenges that they facealong thelinesof materiality andsubjectivity. Wetakethe Bloc La Bordetaas an example, ablocksquatted by the PAH(anti-eviction platform)in 2012 that sincethenhas been hometoa number offamilies and asocial centre. Welookatthereproductive characterofthe block withrespecttothe anti-capitalist movement intheneighbourhood,and hig
	b) 
	Bridging materiality andsubjectivity 

	In this section I explainin depth,supportedby empirical illustrations from thecases that I have explored, the bringing together of the work of DeAngelis and Stavrides in adual model for commons expansion. My argument is that emancipatory commons expansion, orthe advance of commoningpractices inever morespheres of(re)production, needs to considerboth materiality and subjectivity simultaneously. The struggle to formcommons ecologies andbuildmaterial 
	In this section I explainin depth,supportedby empirical illustrations from thecases that I have explored, the bringing together of the work of DeAngelis and Stavrides in adual model for commons expansion. My argument is that emancipatory commons expansion, orthe advance of commoningpractices inever morespheres of(re)production, needs to considerboth materiality and subjectivity simultaneously. The struggle to formcommons ecologies andbuildmaterial 
	autonomy needs to bepaired with anaim to constantly negotiate acommon ground that transcends theboundaries of existingcommons.The focus on radicalopenness andcreating new commoningsubjectivities has to becomplemented with a concernfor building infrastructures that allowcommoners’subsistence and well-being. Expanding commoning as proposed by Stavrides has aclear potentialtochallenge capitalist common-sensesat theindividual level. However, the effects ofcommoning subjectivation donot last forever. Unless they
	-


	In thecases that Ihave examined during my PhDwe can findseveralexamplesthat illustrate how the dualexpansionmodelworks. Inthe caseof Cooperation Birmingham, whichis addressed in publications (1) and (2), Iexplored a mutualaid network that formedat the beginning of the pandemic with theaimof providing emergency reliefmostly through the solidarity kitchen project. However, Cooperation Birmingham was also born withthelong term goalof building a material foundationthat would facilitate the development of grassr
	In thecases that Ihave examined during my PhDwe can findseveralexamplesthat illustrate how the dualexpansionmodelworks. Inthe caseof Cooperation Birmingham, whichis addressed in publications (1) and (2), Iexplored a mutualaid network that formedat the beginning of the pandemic with theaimof providing emergency reliefmostly through the solidarity kitchen project. However, Cooperation Birmingham was also born withthelong term goalof building a material foundationthat would facilitate the development of grassr
	CooperationBirmingham members activated aseconddimensionin their expansion plans,and one thatthey sawcriticalin the long-termsustainability of theorganisation: subjectivity. Itis interestingto notethat, unlikein Stavrides’proposal, the production of commoningsubjectivities is hereregarded as crucialforthe long-term survival of aparticularcommons ecology. The reason is that Cooperation Birmingham was thoughtof as an umbrella organisation composedof cooperatives, community groups and other like-minded groups,
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	Materialityand subjectivity do not only complement, butreinforceeachother indifferent ways. Sticking tothe exampleofCooperation Birmingham, we canobserve a feedback loop at the us, commons are created through commoning. Therefore, the doingof commoners is a very importantpartof the materialbasis needed for expanding the commons. WhenCooperation Birmingham coremembers made efforts to create acommon ground thatwould enable the passage ofcasualparticipants,a fewoccasional participants started fully exercisingt
	organisational level.As theautonomist school has taught 

	The feedback loopbetween materiality andsubjectivity also works in moresubtle ways at the I observedtogether withArmieroin our explorationof guerrillanarrative practices withinCooperationBirmingham, the daily practice of commoningnot only produces commons,but also commoners. The doingthat took place on adaily basis at thesolidarity kitchen and other relatedprojects hada huge prefigurative power that was ableto challengehegemonic 
	The feedback loopbetween materiality andsubjectivity also works in moresubtle ways at the I observedtogether withArmieroin our explorationof guerrillanarrative practices withinCooperationBirmingham, the daily practice of commoningnot only produces commons,but also commoners. The doingthat took place on adaily basis at thesolidarity kitchen and other relatedprojects hada huge prefigurative power that was ableto challengehegemonic 
	individual level.As 

	common senses. Participants experiencedlong days ofwork whose goal was neither producing goods for the market norgetting asalary. Their objectivewas the collectivewell-being,and the valuepractices enactedweremutualaidand solidarity. In theend, those participants who undertook moreshifts and gotmore involved, andconsequently were exposed longer tothis alternativeorganisationof (re)production, endedup participating moreoften inthe decision-making and planning structures of theorganisation. Therefore, in Coope
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	So far, I have discussedtheproposaltobridge materiality and subjectivity whenlooking at commons expansion as aconceptualmodelthat has emerged fromlivedexperiences ofmilitance in Cooperation Birmingham. Reflecting on my involvement in themutualaid network, and comparing it withtheinsights from DeAngelisand Stavrides, was indeed what first mademethink of commons expansionalongbothdimensions. However, thedual modelhas also become an analytical framework that Ihave used toanalyse thesustainability and expansion
	c) 
	Towards a reproductiveurbancommons 

	Ihave finished the previous section explaining howIhave used the dual model ofcommons expansion, whichwas inspired by my involvement in Cooperation Birmingham, as ananalytical framework in the study of other cases. Ihavealso statedin the methodology section that Ihave used militantresearch, acontingentapproach that draws fromtheinvolvementof theresearcher in socialmovements or organisations.Thus, the application of a newlydevelopedframework on a diverserange of cases intwocountries has yieldedtheemergence o
	Ihave finished the previous section explaining howIhave used the dual model ofcommons expansion, whichwas inspired by my involvement in Cooperation Birmingham, as ananalytical framework in the study of other cases. Ihavealso statedin the methodology section that Ihave used militantresearch, acontingentapproach that draws fromtheinvolvementof theresearcher in socialmovements or organisations.Thus, the application of a newlydevelopedframework on a diverserange of cases intwocountries has yieldedtheemergence o
	Catalan grassroots, such as consumer cooperativism and thehousing movements,have allowed me to contributeto twointerestingdebates within commons scholarship:the urban and the reproductive commons. 

	In exploring urban commons,I have takenas afurtherstartingpoint Huron’s (2015) work,which underlines the two mainchallenges for commoning inthe city. First, sheargues,there is aproblem of spatial density. Urbanland isa scarce good,and thereis fiercecompetition for its use: by private developers, publicadministrations,community groups andso on. Most of the timeurbanlandis mediated throughexchange value in the capitalistmarket, and thereforeitis extremely difficult for commoners to find available spaces.The s
	By actively participatingin El Garrofer,a consumer cooperative in Badalona, I have been ableto explore thecommoningpractices thatcity dwellers have articulated in order to arrange their food sourcing. Ihave found particularly illuminating the territorialnetworks that the cooperative has knitted, that include mostly agroecologicalfarmers and organic producers along different levels of integration. This examplehas allowedme tochallenge the ideaof urban commons as those commoningpractices thattake placewithin 
	By actively participatingin El Garrofer,a consumer cooperative in Badalona, I have been ableto explore thecommoningpractices thatcity dwellers have articulated in order to arrange their food sourcing. Ihave found particularly illuminating the territorialnetworks that the cooperative has knitted, that include mostly agroecologicalfarmers and organic producers along different levels of integration. This examplehas allowedme tochallenge the ideaof urban commons as those commoningpractices thattake placewithin 
	describes, this expansive vision of urbancommons iscrucialin thinkingof thematerial expansion 

	of theurbancommons. My experience inEl Garrofer has also allowedmeto acknowledge that,even ifit is particularly focused on food sourcing, the cooperative addresses multiplereproductivedimensions ofits members. Care practices,forinstance,are centralin thedaily operations and haveeven been recognisedand automatised toa certain extent in thedaily dynamics of the cooperative. Thisled me to reflectfurther ontherole of social reproduction in relationtotheexpansion ofthe urban commons. 
	Reproductive work has adouble characterin that it reproduces life, butit alsoreproducessubjects fit towork in agiven social system (Federici 2020). In a capitalistsociety where capitalis the hegemonic socialrelation, reproductive tasks producelabourpower. However, in a context where transformative alternatives are able tostart gaining momentum, the role ofreproduction would certainly bemore contested, and itcouldalso beproducing commoners.This potential speaks of the capacity of day-to-day reproductive acti
	As DeAngelis has stated in his proposal of commonsecologies, reproductive commons have a great transformative potentialbasedon theircentrality in buildingmaterialautonomy. An expansive conceptionofreproduction includes not only thehousehold,but also the garden and eventhe land (Dalla Costa 2019). If we revisit the first challengeposed by Huron, we findthat cities and theland saturation that takes place inthemconstitute abottleneck to thedevelopment ofreproductive commons.This is acrucialtension thatwewouldb
	The case of El GarroferthatIhave commented above is agood example that shows howan expansive reconceptualisation of urban commonscan unleashtheir potentialfor reclaiming food sourcing. Therole of socialreproduction, however, is notonly to sustain the livelihoods of individual people. Reproductivework is essentialtocreate always-readylabour power as the main commodity involved inthecapitalist production process. Whenlooking at reproductive commons, then, itis very important to understand the socio-political 
	The case of El GarroferthatIhave commented above is agood example that shows howan expansive reconceptualisation of urban commonscan unleashtheir potentialfor reclaiming food sourcing. Therole of socialreproduction, however, is notonly to sustain the livelihoods of individual people. Reproductivework is essentialtocreate always-readylabour power as the main commodity involved inthecapitalist production process. Whenlooking at reproductive commons, then, itis very important to understand the socio-political 
	cheap labour,thus contributingtothereproductionof capital. Ifthey arepartof wider commoning networks, though,reproductivecommons have thepotentialtoform amaterialbasis of emancipation. This is precisely what Ihaveexplored togetherwith MelissaGarcía-Lamarcaby looking at the Bloc La Bordeta, a housingsquat and social centrein Barcelona, from areproductive lens.We haveobserved that the Bloc has knittedamutualinterdependencewiththe widerhousing movement and beyond, forming an urbancommons ecology that is partia

	Reproductive urban commonsfaceparticular challenges, buttheir potentialtocreatematerial autonomy and build emancipating social relations is also very high. Commoners in cities have been able toresourcefully come upwith ways to circumventthechallenges tourbancommoning, whichinclude a newconception of urban commons and astrong focus on the formation of commons ecologies. Inexpanding andsustainingthereproductive urban commons,thedual modelof expansion has also provedtostand, andthe feedbackloopestablishedbetwe

	5. Impact of my work within and beyond academia 
	5. Impact of my work within and beyond academia 
	The impact ofacademic work todayis mostly measured quantitatively. Inline with thisapproach, I can say that components (1) and (3)have beenpublished oraccepted forpublicationin scientific journals listed asQ1inGeography, Planningand Developmentaccording tothe Scimagorank, and component (4)has been submitted toanother Q1journal. Moreover, despite the difficulties posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, I have been ableto present my work indifferent academic settings during my time as forconferences, Ico-convened the
	The impact ofacademic work todayis mostly measured quantitatively. Inline with thisapproach, I can say that components (1) and (3)have beenpublished oraccepted forpublicationin scientific journals listed asQ1inGeography, Planningand Developmentaccording tothe Scimagorank, and component (4)has been submitted toanother Q1journal. Moreover, despite the difficulties posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, I have been ableto present my work indifferent academic settings during my time as forconferences, Ico-convened the
	adoctoralstudent.As 

	common spaces and social reproduction” at the InternationalConferenceof CriticalGeography, heldinAthens in 2019. Ialso presented my work at theREPORT(H)AEnvironmentalHistory Conference in Evora (Portugal) and at the annual conference of the RoyalGeographical Society in London,in2019; and at theStreams ConferenceonTransformative Environmental Humanities heldin Stockholm in 2021. I have also beeninvited to give seminars at the UniversityofGlasgow Human Geography ResearchGroupand atthe Barcelona LabforUrbanEnv

	Even moreimportant for amilitant researcher, though, isthe direct impact oftheir work inthe casesinvolved andthe anti-capitaliststruggle at large. The number ofnon-academic outputs thatI have produced overtheyears (bothformaland informal)istoo extensiveto enumerate. Ilike to classify theimpacts accordingtothe distinct moves of militant researchillustratedby Ellison and Van Isacker(2021) and discussedin section 3:inwards and outward. Inwardimpacts is related to all those conversations,internal documents, day
	very productivedebate.As foroutward impact, itincludes 
	-

	In discussing the overallimpactof my PhDproject, Icannot avoidintroducingtheproject of the people’s self-organised university (UPA, for its acronym in Catalan)that Ilaunched inSeptember 2021 in collaboration with thecooperativeLa Ciutat Invisible.After speaking with social movements and precarious scholars,we identified theneed toset up anautonomous structure ofknowledge dissemination andproductionin Catalonia. Taking advantage of my privilegedposition as a Marie Skłodowska-Curiefellow, I was able to secure

	6. Conclusion 
	6. Conclusion 
	Iwould liketostart this section by looking back and assessing if thesubjectmatterthat Ichose back in 2018,when I startedmy PhD, is still relevanttoday. From an academic perspective, the debateon the expansionof the commons has recently received significant attentionin fields such as critical geography orculturalstudies (e.g. Dallyn &Frenzel 2021,Balaguer Rasillo & Wirth 2022, Varvarousis et al. 2021). Even moreimportant froma militant researchperspective,though, is toevaluate if my political intuition went 
	Iwould liketostart this section by looking back and assessing if thesubjectmatterthat Ichose back in 2018,when I startedmy PhD, is still relevanttoday. From an academic perspective, the debateon the expansionof the commons has recently received significant attentionin fields such as critical geography orculturalstudies (e.g. Dallyn &Frenzel 2021,Balaguer Rasillo & Wirth 2022, Varvarousis et al. 2021). Even moreimportant froma militant researchperspective,though, is toevaluate if my political intuition went 
	non-elites worldwide, and permanent multidimensional crises of social reproduction havebecome the norm. These conditions havebroughtaboutpolitical polarisation and haveproven very fertile for the rise of populist alternatives that try toperpetuate the privilegesof afew at the expensesof the many, such as the greeningof imperialist and colonialistpractices that conform ecofascism (Taibo2022). Inthis context of division, itis crucial that weareable toarticulate proposals that allowus toovercomecapitalas a soc

	In my doctoral researchI have demonstrated that thetwo main approaches tocommons expansion, one based onbuilding materialautonomy and theotherfocusedon creating commoningsubjectivities, areindeed complementary and can be combined inadualmodelof commons expansion. My active involvement as acommoner has allowedmeto understandthat materialityand subjectivity arebothcrucialdimensions in commons expansion,and they need to be addressedsimultaneously. If we failtodoso, we willfaceeitherextremeprecarity orlack of e
	The development ofa model ofcommons expansion based onmateriality and subjectivity has been morethananormativeproposal. It has also allowed me toexamineexisting commoning casesand their potentialexpansion throughtheduallens. Doing sohas ledmeto develop insights and contribute tothe existing knowledge about urban and reproductive commons. Regarding urban commons,Iarguethat the dualmodel of expansion offers aperspective tochallenge the twomain 
	The development ofa model ofcommons expansion based onmateriality and subjectivity has been morethananormativeproposal. It has also allowed me toexamineexisting commoning casesand their potentialexpansion throughtheduallens. Doing sohas ledmeto develop insights and contribute tothe existing knowledge about urban and reproductive commons. Regarding urban commons,Iarguethat the dualmodel of expansion offers aperspective tochallenge the twomain 
	constraints facedby urban commons:spacesaturationand social alienation. Material autonomyis very muchrelatedto the fierce competition for landand other resources thattakes place inurban environments. Thechallenging ofhegemonic common senses and thecreation of commoning subjectivities is clearly linkedto the difficutly inestablishingcommunity bonds for city inhabitants. Therefore,if weare able toarticulatecommons expansionalong both lines, we willhaveovercome the main challenges of urban commoning. Following

	Conductingthis doctoralresearch has alsoallowed meto explore in depththe practice of militant research, and I have found certain aspects of thatapproachparticularly challenging and/or empowering. Militant research, for onething, is inherently contingent as it is subject to the development of the politicalmilieuin which theresearcher participates.This featureclashes with the precarious working conditions of early careerscholars and with preconceptions ofacademic research as strictly plannedand designed. Posi
	Conductingthis doctoralresearch has alsoallowed meto explore in depththe practice of militant research, and I have found certain aspects of thatapproachparticularly challenging and/or empowering. Militant research, for onething, is inherently contingent as it is subject to the development of the politicalmilieuin which theresearcher participates.This featureclashes with the precarious working conditions of early careerscholars and with preconceptions ofacademic research as strictly plannedand designed. Posi
	complexity and multidimensionality of militant research andreflectaboutfailure. Failure must be analysed collectively, andresearchers shouldnot carry alltheresponsibility ontheir shoulders, as thereareseveralstructuralfactors thatare also importantin determiningtheoutcomeofmilitant research. 

	Itruly believe that thework included inthis doctoralcompilationstands on its own. However, italso opens linesforfuture research. The different paths thatIhave takenover theseyears have ledme to places fromwhereIcan continueproducingknowledge fromasituated approach. Sinceearly 2022 Ibecame anaffiliated researcherat the BarcelonaLab for Urban EnvironmentalJustice and Sustainability (BCNUEJ), associated with theInstitute of EnvironmentalScience andTechnology at the Universitat Autònomade Barcelona. Inthe past 
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	Abstract: Expansion is a matter of survival for emancipatory commons, permanently threatened by enclosure and cooptation. In this paper, I draw from my experience within Cooperation Birmingham to propose a theory (and practice) for expanding the commons that bridges two seemingly conﬂicting approaches. On the one hand, the concepts of “boundary commoning” and “commons ecologies” proposed by Massimo De Angelis, concerned with social reproduction and material autonomy. And on the other, “expanding commoning” 
	-

	Keywords: commons, militant research, boundaries, social reproduction, autonomy, commoning 
	Introduction 
	The commons is a contested concept that has been inﬂected with different meanings and connotations throughout history and across scientiﬁc scholarship, not least that which comes under the banners of social and political geography. Commons have been articulated historically as shared land in feudal Europe (Linebaugh 2008), economically as a community-based form of natural resource management (Ostrom 1990), and politically as potentially emancipatory projects of resistance based on direct democracy (see all 
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	literature while keeping a political commitment to support the advance of emancipatory post-capitalist alternatives, in this paper I use a politicised understanding of the commons as autonomous spaces dialectically negotiated among the commoners (Newman 2011). The commons are framed as autonomous spaces in that they have two dimensions: they challenge the structures and modes of doing of capital, while at the same time propose alternatives based on voluntary cooperation and horizontality. Therefore, commons
	-
	-
	-
	-

	This approach to the commons is antagonist to capitalism—as an economic system based on exploitation of the workers and the environment (Marx 1976)— and to the state—as a public institution based on the accumulation of power and the monopoly of violence (Weber 1948). Despite their oppositional relationship, capital, the state and the commons currently coexist and rely on each other for their reproduction. Whereas many commons rely partially on wages or public funding, capital depends on the commoning relati
	-
	-
	-
	-
	1 

	Much has been written in the last two decades about this oppositional relationship and the need to devise upscaled forms of commoning in order to effectively challenge the socioeconomic order and establish new logics of (re)production 
	-

	(e.g. Harvey 2012; Huron 2018). However, whereas there is consensus about the need to expand the commons, very few authors have developed speciﬁc proposals to carry out this process. This paper builds primarily upon the work that Stavros Stavrides and Massimo De Angelis have recently developed on envisioning the expansion of the commons. Whereas Stavrides (2016) advocates for “expanding commoning” as a strategy to enlarge the number of politicised commoners, De Angelis (2017) focuses on “boundary commoning”
	-
	-
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	Driven by the depth of critical insight that both perspectives have brought to commons scholarship and practice, in this article I propose a productive articulation of both approaches that is mutually enhancing. By bridging their focus on materiality and subjectivity into a uniﬁed theory I contribute to the literature on commons expansion and to reconcile two seemingly conﬂicting approaches. In the next section I will discuss my positionality as a militant researcher and my methodological choices. In conduc
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Methodology 
	In conducting my research and writing this paper I have used a militant research approach. Militant research is a politically loaded concept which suggests a situated approach to “research that produces knowledge for social struggle and is itself a form of political intervention” (Dalton and Mason-Deese 2012:445). This approach is grounded on the idea that it is impossible to produce neutral knowledge and, thus, all knowledge is partisan (Russell 2015). Therefore, militant researchers deliberately take a st
	-
	-
	-

	In her book Carving Out the Commons, Amanda Huron (2018) divides commons scholarship in two main blocks that she calls the “institutionalists” and the “alterglobalisationists”. Whereas the former are mainly concerned with the maintenance of existing commons over time, the latter focus on the reclamation of commons and protection from enclosure as a political critique to capitalism. 
	-
	-
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	Huron points out that this clash is reﬂected in the methodological choices of both streams. While “institutionalists” have traditionally chosen to conduct rich empirical work to understand speciﬁc case studies, the “alterglobalisationists” have mostly addressed larger-scale interactions with existing power structures. The choice of Cooperation Birmingham as a case study has allowed me to follow Huron in combining both methodological approaches. On the one hand, I aim to provide a description of Cooperation 
	-

	My ﬁrst-hand experience in the ﬁeld has informed my choice of militant ethnography as a speciﬁc methodology. Militant ethnography combines politically engaged participant observation and ethnography. It involves a qualitative approach to research in which the experience of the researcher is emphasised (Juris 2007). The empirical material that I have used consists to a great extent of my personal experience as a member of Cooperation Birmingham and other related organisations such as Plan C and Athletic Comm
	-
	-
	3 
	-
	-

	Theoretical Framework 
	I have chosen the work of Massimo De Angelis and Stavros Stavrides as my starting point because they are the only authors that have articulated models of commons expansion with such clarity and depth. Their work is not only interesting from a theoretical perspective, it is also grounded (at least partially) in real-life experiences. Their positionality emerges clearly in their texts: they are not just academics, they are also commoners. Thus, it seems as a natural step to put their insights in practice in t
	-
	-
	-

	The work of De Angelis and Stavrides stems from a similar desire to envision and develop emancipatory alternatives to global neoliberal capitalism. However, their approaches differ signiﬁcantly in content—what to expand?—and form— how to expand it? 
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	In his work on urban social movements, Stavrides characterises common space as thresholds: simultaneously separating and connecting the inside with the outside of commoning circuits (Stavrides 2016). For him, commoning can only be an emancipatory process when boundaries “develop through negotiations between equals and integrate differences” (Stavrides 2019:179), in what he calls expanding commoning. Stavrides’ insistence on openness derives from his view of commoning as a process that, by politicising exclu
	-
	-
	-
	-

	In contrast to Stavrides, De Angelis explicitly foresees the commons as a key element of a potential social revolution that would pave the way for an emancipatory postcapitalist transformation (De Angelis 2014). Expansion, for him, is enabled by practices of boundary commoning, a form of commoning that happens at the boundaries and brings about the structural coupling of commons systems. The goal, for De Angelis (2017:12), is the formation of autonomous networks that he calls commons ecologies: “plural and 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Boundary Commoning 
	Boundary commoning is grounded on an understanding of commons as social systems. De Angelis uses this conceptualisation to articulate an understanding of the commons that includes two seemingly oppositional perspectives. The ﬁrst one is Ostrom’s managerial approach, which is based on an understanding of commons as systems mostly determined by endogenous variables such as the type of resource which is being pooled, or the management model used. In her view, commons, capital and the state paciﬁcally coexist a
	-
	-
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	commons. According to De Angelis (2017:170), in order to better understand the survival and expansion of the commons, the tension between both approaches “necessitates productive articulation rather than categorical differentiation”. Boundary commoning is the practice of sharing material resources, knowledge and/or practices between different commons systems. Thus, internal elements of one commons system are included into the boundaries of another system, establishing an exogenous interaction. If sustained,
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Expanding Commoning 
	Stavrides (2016:35) clearly rejects the prioritisation of activities that contribute to the social reproduction of the community; although acknowledging the importance of livelihood in the persistence of society, he asserts that reducing social life to practices focused on material sustainability is an “economistic fallacy”. Stavrides 
	-
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	takes on Hardt and Negri’s (2009) idea of the multitude as a cluster of multiple subjectivities that coexist within a capitalist society, but at the same time hold the potential to overthrow it. In his view, commons are not the result of speciﬁc human relations. He reverts this causality to suggest that processes of commoning produce new subjectivities. Thus, the sustainability of speciﬁc commons is not a priority as long as the practices of sharing bring about a change in the subjectivities of as many as p
	-
	-
	-

	For commoning practices to become important preﬁgurations of an emancipated society, commoning has to remain a collective struggle ... always expanding the network of sharing and collaboration. (Stavrides 2016:40) 
	-

	Stavrides deﬁnes institutions of expanding commoning as open social artiﬁces oriented to deal with difference not by exclusion or homogenisation. Instead, these institutions use four types of relations that encourage expansion in a democratic and equitable way: compatibility, translatability, power sharing and gift offering. These characteristics create a common ground between commoners of diverse backgrounds, enable exchanges among them while supporting the inclusion of newcomers and promote forms of toget
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	relations based on collaboration and the existing ones based on competition and exploitation is removed (Maeckelbergh 2009). “Collaboration is preﬁgurative ... as well as an experienced challenge to the order of the sensible” (Stavrides 2019:192). Stavrides’ proposal of expansion based on commoning space as thresholds is very well formulated and he provides empirical material of social movements, housing commons, and even territories of resistance. However, it lacks an accurate analysis of the material inte
	-

	*** 
	In 2010 the German journal An Architektur published a special issue about the commons, which included as its central piece a public interview with Massimo De Angelis and Stavros Stavrides. Under the theme “Commoning as Collective Practice” (De Angelis and Stavrides 2010), they discussed their conceptions of the commons and its potential for social transformation in a post-2008 crisis context. Their proposals for commons expansion had still to be developed at the time, but their discussion reﬂects key tensio
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	proposals for expanding the commons. In the next section, I argue that despite their differences, both approaches can be articulated into a uniﬁed theory (and practice) for expanding the commons. 
	Cooperation Birmingham: Commoning in the Midst of a Pandemic 
	Commoning and Mutual Aid 
	Boundary commoning and expanding commoning might seem antagonist approaches for expanding the commons in their differing strategies and, especially, their focus on materiality or subjectivity. However, I argue that they are not mutually exclusive. In fact, they usually coexist and reinforce each other. To develop this argument I will focus on Cooperation Birmingham, a mutual aid network that is organising relief efforts to respond to the Covid-19 pandemic in the British city of Birmingham. As it has been do
	-
	-
	th 
	-

	The emancipatory potential of mutual aid is better understood when compared with charity, which is the dominant form of relief used by institutions and organisations in the UK and globally (Kapoor 2013). Charity reinforces the social cohesion of capital by considering the recipient a passive object who has individually failed in providing for themselves.This logic creates a bond based on dependency and indebtedness which reproduces power differentials between the giver and the recipient, perpetuating at the
	-
	-
	5 
	-
	-

	Cooperation Birmingham has brought together several individuals, community groups and organisations in a time when the British ecosystem of the radical left has been undergoing major restructuring. Corbyn’s defeat in the December 2019 
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	general election supposed the end of a period in which many leftist groups saw an opportunity in the radicalisation of the leadership of the Labour Party and decided to devote strategic efforts to parliamentary politics.Hardly a couple of months later, the Covid-19 pandemic made its appearance at a global level and it is still unfolding at the time of writing. The pandemic is expected to be followed by an unprecedented economic crisis (Shalal and Nebehay 2020) that will likely cause a deep socio-economic re
	6 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Contributing to Social Reproduction ... 
	The new wave of radical left in Birmingham that emerged after the student movement in 2010keeps a pluralist and mostly non-hierarchical stance, which has resulted in ﬂuent communication and cooperation amongst the different actors involved. Political groups, unions, community groups, housing cooperatives and workers’ cooperatives in the city share members, support each other’s struggles, and are materially connected through common spaces and resources. These groups constantly interact with each other to the
	-
	7 
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	The Warehouse is a workers’ cooperative that emerged out of popular support coordinated by the local branch of Plan C. Facing economic constraints, many people involved in the radical left in Birmingham stepped forward to help in the refurbishing of the space by painting walls, building furniture or cleaning the kitchen during several weeks. The Warehouse is located in the Digbeth area, in a building owned and used by Friends of the Earth as ofﬁce and meeting space. Since its opening, the Warehouse Cafe ins
	-
	8 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	In this context, when the Covid-19 pandemic reached the UK in March 2020, the radical left in Birmingham was able to transform existing practices of boundary commoning into a more stable form that builds upon the common ground previously established among the different actors involved: Cooperation Birmingham. By shaking the pillars on which the British social order is based, the pandemic has opened a window of opportunity for a higher degree of coupling and the emergence of a commons ecology. Cooperation Bi
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Members of Cooperation Birmingham have put a lot of effort in creating an organisational structure that is adapted to its operations, its organisational reproduction strategies and its political goals. As shown in Figure 1, the structure is distributed into working groups, operations, and a central assembly. Working groups respond mainly to the tasks related to organisational reproduction such as ﬁnance or logistics, but they also coordinate and support operations on a daily basis. The operations are the co
	-
	-
	-
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	Figure
	Figure 1: Organisational structure of Cooperation Birmingham (source: Cooperation Birmingham) [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at ] 
	wileyonlinelibrary.com

	politics and values of Cooperation Birmingham become socially acceptable and even normatively positive for the public in a process of social legitimisation. And second, operations also provide members (participants in the operations and food recipients) who become involved in working groups and contribute to the reproduction of the organisation. As shown in Figure 1, the working groups provide a solid structure that can support a number of already existing and future operations (those with the broken line).
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	However, in Cooperation Birmingham this approach is complemented with an understanding of the importance that external relations and interactions have for the sustainability of the organisation (Caffentzis 2004). After the second day running the Digbeth solidarity kitchen, for example, the Birmingham city council started referring people to the operation. That was translated in a sudden spike in the number of demands, which went from 30 to over 150 daily meals and created a massive disruption in the organis
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	It is actually the understanding of Cooperation Birmingham as highly dependent and bounded to its environment which has inﬂuenced the material focus of the organisation. The infamous austerity policies adopted after the 2008 economic crisis ampliﬁed the neoliberalisation of the British political economy, deepening the crises of social reproduction that several vulnerable collectives were and are still suffering (Roberts 2016). Housing and hunger crises have become permanent for a signiﬁcant proportion of th
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	The nature of the operations run by Cooperation Birmingham responds to this situation of extreme material need by contributing to the food provisioning and health care of the local people. Moreover, short-term plans of expansion include a second solidarity kitchen, an emotional support group and the reclamation of a plot in the centre of the city to start a food growing project. This focus on activities that contribute to the nourishing, care, health and well-being of the community resonates with the social
	-
	-
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	Angelis’ commons ecologies. In fact, feminist Marxism is an inﬂuence for many members of Cooperation Birmingham, and social reproduction, collective care and non-waged labour are concepts explicitly used and discussed within the organisation. It is also interesting to see a concern for material autonomy, which appears in the plans for food production that could be used in the solidarity kitchen and diminish dependence on an external supply. This is a conscious move, as many members of the organisation belie
	-
	-

	The issue of materiality is deeply intertwined with the existence of boundaries. It is obvious that, in a commons that contributes to the social reproduction of a certain group of people, openness is constrained by access to material resources. Cooperation Birmingham has for now rejected to receive funding from the Birmingham city council because members felt that they would be legitimising the public management of the hunger crisis, which they considered insufﬁcient and relied mostly on community groups. A
	-
	-
	-

	The second way in which Cooperation Birmingham has been materially sourced is through in-kind donations from coops and non-for-proﬁt projects. Examples here include the use of the Warehouse Cafe for cooking and logistic purposes and, especially, the food donations from the Real Junk Food Project and Fair Share. These organisations redistribute the overstocks and food waste from the industry. It is important to point out that, paradoxically, whereas their donations might be contributing to Cooperation Birmin
	-
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	strategically decided to temporarily take those donations as a way of reaching more people. 
	Whereas openness is one of the key principles of the organisation, it is obvious that its capacity to provide meals is limited by material resources and the labour dedicated by members. In setting boundaries, there was an open discussion within Cooperation Birmingham between two differing approaches. One group advocated for taking new orders every single day, so everyone in the city would have the opportunity to access food and the organisation would reach a higher number of people. However, that posed prac
	-
	-

	... while Producing Commoning Subjectivities 
	Despite the importance given to the expansion of material autonomy, members of Cooperation Birmingham are aware of the precariousness of the current operations and the uncertain future of the organisation in terms of accessing resources and infrastructures. The Digbeth solidarity kitchen, for example, makes use of the premises of the Warehouse Cafe, whose chefs are also coordinating the kitchen work. This is possible because the Warehouse Cafe has been forced to close its doors to the public due to the Covi
	-
	-
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	the public visibility and widespread reach that Cooperation Birmingham is currently enjoying. Thus, using the existing mutual aid project to bring about political consciousness among the hundreds of people involved is seen as an immediate outcome that could tip the scales towards a deeper socio-political transformation. The focus on the process of commoning to produce new subjectivities and transcend boundaries connects with the notion of expanding commoning developed by Stavrides (2016). For him, one of th
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Openness is a core principle of Cooperation Birmingham. As discussed above, there are material limitations to this openness, but everyone is welcome to participate in the organisation and free to add their names to the waiting list for receiving food. Discussions and decision-making take place on an open online forum, working groups and organising meetings are open to the public, and food and masks are delivered without questions or conditions. This openness aims at producing new subjectivities by involving
	-
	-
	-

	Most of the people reaching out to get involved in Cooperation Birmingham come with the idea of performing a speciﬁc task during a delimited period of time under the orders of someone with a certain authority. This attitude resonates with the unidirectional idea of charity in which the volunteer performs abstract labour and only differs from a worker in that they do not receive a wage. These newcomers typically start collaborating with Cooperation Birmingham in operations, as it is there where they can ﬁnd 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Many of the participants in the operations without previous links to organising transition from signing-up to volunteer to understanding and feeling part of a mutual aid network. But processes of political subjectivation also have very tangible material effects, as they move “towards new forms of interaction and coordination based on commoning practices” (Stavrides 2016:177). This is exempliﬁed by the case of Coop Cycle. Some participants who did not have experience in political organising and worked as bik
	-
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	but a desire to experience cooperation and horizontality in the working place. The transition that many participants have experienced from volunteers to active members (to commoners we could say) has had transformative effects in the way that they organise their lives beyond the immediate context of the solidarity kitchen. Therefore, I argue that the operations run by Cooperation Birmingham have a twofold character. On the one hand, they provide material relief in the current crisis and contribute to the so
	-

	This approach to expansion focused on the multiplication of commoning subjectivities and the use of operations as preﬁgurations of a new social organisation brings to mind the idea of threshold spatiality that Stavrides (2015) confers to common space. In the case of Cooperation Birmingham, it is the crisis relief operations—currently the solidarity kitchen and the mask-making project—that display a threshold character by creating an entry point to the commons ecology for newcomers. However, this threshold c
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Members of Cooperation Birmingham are aware that not enough effort was initially put in facilitating the transition between existing members and newcomers. In fact, even if unintentionally, the process of integration seemed at times almost unidirectional, with new participants expected to learn from the existing members with experience in political organising. This dynamic established a hierarchy that reproduced capitalist social relations within the organisation and partially undermined its preﬁgurative po
	-
	-
	-
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	members, who were usually part of the core group of organisers. However, after a few weeks making attempts to improve communication and organise polls to determine the most suitable time, attendance to the online organising meetings did not increase signiﬁcantly. 
	Organising meetings can be intimidating for people not used to political involvement or irrelevant for people who think of themselves as volunteers, so members of Cooperation Birmingham subsequently came up with the idea of organising feedback meetings with participants who were regularly helping to run the operations. Three of these meetings have already been organised, and the response has been very positive with about 25 people attending each meeting. In these meetings, participants feel empowered to giv
	-
	-

	Towards a Uniﬁed Theory (and Practice) of Expanding the Commons 
	In Cooperation Birmingham, long-term sustainability and material expansion are not just seen as strategies that contribute to the social reproduction of the community. They are strategic goals based on the understanding that Cooperation Birmingham holds a greater potential than the sum of its individual members for effecting the socio-political reconﬁguration that will likely follow the Covid-19 emergency. At the same time, effecting socio-political transformation through the production of commoning subject
	-

	On one side, boundary commoning offers a structured expansion based on the creation of commons ecologies, which upscales commoning practices and holds the potential to offer a viable alternative to capital and the state. This process can be greatly enhanced by expanding commoning, which brings boundary commoning 
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	beyond existing commons and makes commons ecologies open to new commoners created through a subjectivation process. Cooperation Birmingham would not be a potentially emancipatory project if it were limited to a collaboration between already existing groups and focused exclusively on material sustainability. On the other side, expanding commoning can be understood as the creation of precarious bursts where commoning social relations are preﬁgured and new commoning subjectivities created. However, these proje
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Reﬂecting on the case of Cooperation Birmingham, three key issues need to be considered when looking at the articulation of the two models of expansion. First, it is important to understand that, in order for the whole process to be potentially emancipatory, commons ecologies need to be ﬂexible and dynamic structures, always-in-the-making with the inclusion of new members. The goal is not just to acknowledge the interplay between internal processes and external structures so crucial in De Angelis’ work, but
	-
	-
	-
	-

	The second key issue has to do with the interplay between boundaries and material resources. A uniﬁed approach to commons expansion needs to ﬁnd a balance between radical openness and contributing to the social reproduction of the involved commoners. In the case of the Cooperation Birmingham solidarity kitchen this is resolved by applying radical openness to participants willing to contribute, but setting boundaries in the number of people who will receive meals. Or, in other words, the food production proc
	-
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	solidarity”, especially in contexts of high inequality. For De Angelis (2017:210– 211), the gift is a key element of “reciprocal labour”, which contributes to weave the social fabric of the community and is a precondition for the practice of commoning. In Cooperation Birmingham, the everyday production is not put on the market. Instead, it is given to those members of the organisation who need it for their reproduction. Common production is therefore not distributed in relation to the amount of labour, but 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	The third key issue to consider when exploring a uniﬁed theory and practice for expanding the commons is care. When discussing the transition process and the negotiation of a common ground between existing commoners and newcomers, much emphasis is put on translation (Stavrides 2016, 2019). The case of Cooperation Birmingham shows that care is a crucial element of the translation process. As Marina Sitrin (2019:308) puts it: “When a participant is taken seriously, when they are heard and feel heard ... they 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Conclusion 
	In this paper I have addressed a growing concern among commons scholars and commoners worldwide: that of the expansion of the emancipatory commons. Building on my involvement and ﬁrst-hand experience in community and political organising mostly in the UK, and on the models developed respectively by Massimo De Angelis and Stavros Stavrides, I have proposed a uniﬁed theory (and 
	-
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	practice) based on a productive articulation of both approaches. The case of Cooperation Birmingham shows that the building of a commons ecology focused on social reproduction and material autonomy is not necessarily confronted with openness and the production of new commoning subjectivities. In fact, both models of expansion of the commons are complementary in their strengths and limitations. Openness and understanding of the production of new commoning subjectivities are important issues that are overlook
	-
	-
	-

	Three key issues need to be emphasised when considering a uniﬁed theory of commons expansion. First, commons ecologies need to be understood as ﬂexible, reﬂexive structures always-in-the-making in order to successfully integrate new commoners in non-homogenising ways. Challenging structural rigidity should be seen as a power sharing strategy. Second, there need to be strategies in place to deal with the tension between permeable boundaries and material scarcity. Selective boundaries and gift offering are pr
	-
	-

	From a geographical perspective, this paper makes a concrete proposal to expand the emancipatory commons. Against claims for vertical integration and hierarchical commoning institutions (Harvey 2012), Cooperation Birmingham shows the way towards an upscaling of the commons that still aims at dissolving concentrations of power. In the discussion and proposition of a theory (and practice) for expanding the commons, the discussion of boundaries is always at the centre. Amanda Huron (2015) has described commoni
	-
	-
	-
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	democratises commoning institutions. Together, these topics provide a ﬁrst-hand account of the complex processes that are triggered at the boundaries of the 
	commons in the course of expansion. 
	Milburn (2019:59) highlights the potential that disruptive events of a certain magnitude hold to cause “an expansion of social and political possibility”. He calls for an operaista (autonomist) class composition analysis to develop a complex understanding of how longer trends of frustration and oppression crystallise in “moments of excess”, collective experiences that imprint in the collective memory and have the potential to spark massive socio-political transformation (The Free Association 2011). The Covi
	-
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	Endnotes 
	The Zapatistas are a great example. In 2019, 25 years after the establishment of the Zapatista Autonomous Zone, they announced the addition of 11 new municipalities to the network. More on their press release “Y Rompimos El Cerco“: In line with Chatterton (2010), I understand autonomy not as an absolute state, but as a struggle for the collective capacity of self-management. This is a very broad conception that will be nuanced in the speciﬁc usages throughout the text. 
	1 
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	http://enlacezapatista.ezln.org. 
	mx/2019/08/17/comunicado-del-ccri-cg-del-ezln-y-rompimos-el-cerco-subcomandante
	-

	insurgente-moises/ 
	2 
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	In the British context, a good example is the recent transfer of the management of some public libraries to local communities after local budgets were slashed by austerity measures. Or the ﬂourishing of food banks and social supermarkets that externalise the costs of social reproduction to the communities. I am using the third-person plural pronoun as non-gendered language here. See for example the creation of a Plan B + cluster within the antiauthoritarian communist organisation Plan C. You can read their 
	3 
	https://forum.cooperationbirmingham.org.uk/
	4 
	5 
	6 
	https://www.weareplanc.org/blog/a-hero-lies-in-you-plan-c-statement-on-the-uk-general
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	Reproductiveurbancommonsinandbeyondthecity: consumercooperativism inBadalona(Catalonia) 
	Keywords:urbancommons,socialreproduction,autonomy,cooperatives,foodcommons 
	1. Introduction 
	TheCovid-19globalhealthcrisisandtheassociatedeconomic crisis haveexacerbated previously existinginequalities.Whereas thesuperrichhaveexpandedtheirpoliticalpower andbecomeevenricher,themajority ofthepopulation(especially thosewhowerealready materiallydeprived)is sufferingdevastatingeffects ontheirlivelihoods.Thisis farfrom unexpectedbecause,as Caffentzis insightfullyobserves,thehiddenfaceofaneconomic crisis(andmoresoifthereis aglobalpandemicatplay)is alwaysamultidimensionalcrisis ofsocialreproduction(1999).T
	Foodis oneofthemostimportantdimensionsofsocialreproductionbecauseofits nutritive butalsoculturalvalue,andbecauseofits potentialtofosterrelations ofcareamongpeople andwithnature(Tornaghi&Dehaene2020).Whereasfoodcommoningpractices have always beenpresentinourcommunities,they haverecentlystartedtoreceiveattentionfrom thescholarlyworld.Oneofthemainfigures ofthis relativelynovelfieldofstudy is ViveroPol, whounderlines thecurrentmainstreamconsiderationoffoodas acommodity andadvocates foratransitiontowards afoodco
	Foodis oneofthemostimportantdimensionsofsocialreproductionbecauseofits nutritive butalsoculturalvalue,andbecauseofits potentialtofosterrelations ofcareamongpeople andwithnature(Tornaghi&Dehaene2020).Whereasfoodcommoningpractices have always beenpresentinourcommunities,they haverecentlystartedtoreceiveattentionfrom thescholarlyworld.Oneofthemainfigures ofthis relativelynovelfieldofstudy is ViveroPol, whounderlines thecurrentmainstreamconsiderationoffoodas acommodity andadvocates foratransitiontowards afoodco
	widerangeofpoliticalstandpoints.However,they shareabaselineinconsideringthat neitherprivateenterprises norcentralisedstates “areappropriatemechanismstoexclusively guideproductionchoices,toallocateresources ortoensureequitableaccess tofood”(De Schutteretal.2019,381). 

	Ifweturnourattentiontourbanenvironments,though,weobservethatmany ofthe proposals advancedbythefoodcommons scholarshiparedefusedby thevery features of thecity.Tornaghi,forexample,has thoroughly analysedthevery diversechallengesfacedby urbanagriculture:fromthescarcity ofcultivablelandtothelackofknowledgeandcapacities ofmosturbandwellers.Inherview,mostofurbanagricultureventures “remainan inadequateanswertothefailuresandinjusticesofneoliberalurbanenvironments andfood markets”(2017,782).Withinthefoodcommonsspect
	Consideringthechallenges andlimitationsposedabove,inthispaperIcriticallyconsider consumercooperativesas afunctionalmodelofgrowingpopularity thatcanpotentially advancepracticesoffoodandreproductivecommoninginurbanenvironments.Consumer cooperativesaregroups ofcollectivepurchasethat,by establishingdirectconnectionswith producers andavoidingintermediaries,areabletoprocurelocal,organic and/orgoodquality foodatrelatively affordableprices.Mostconsumercooperativestranscendtheboundariesof theirlocalitiesanddealwithp
	-
	-

	Inthispaper,Iwillfocus onconsumercooperativesorganisedaroundfoodprovisionfroma reproductivecommons perspective.This conceptualframework,whichdescribes the commoningofactivitiesthatcontributetooursocialreproduction(Federici2019),is particularly suitablefortworeasons.First,areproductivecommons approachconsiders food as avery importantdimensionofsocialreproduction,butnottheonly one.Itallowsusto haveamoreholisticperspectivethatseesfoodcommoningnotas anend,butrathera means towards collectivisinganddemocratisings
	withinconsumercooperatives,wheremultiplereproductiveactivitiescoexistandinteract.In 

	2. Reproductiveurbancommons 
	Commoningrefers to“theensembleofsocio-ecologicalpractices which(re)produce commons”(Armiero2021,13).Itisthepracticeofsharingandcollectively managing resources basedonvoluntary cooperation,solidarity andhorizontality.Thevaluepractices mobilisedincommons areantagonistictothosethatdefinecapital(e.g.competition)andthe state(e.g.hierarchy)(Euler2019).However,thethreeforms coexistandestablishrelations ofdependencyamongthem.Inthiscontext,andgiventheexpansionary andtotalitarian natureofcapital,commons arecontinuous
	leadtoanemancipatory post-capitalisttransition.As 

	Commonsexpansiontakes placethroughreclaimingandconsolidatingnewcommons to makeupforthosethathavebeenenclosedorcoopted,butalsothroughmaintainingand extendingexistingcommoningstructures.Anexampleoftheformerwouldbesquatting 
	practices thatliberaterealestateproperty fromthemarketfordifferentpurposes (e.g. Cattaneo&Martínez 2014).Anexampleofthelatteris therecentemergenceand consolidationofanecologicalconsumercooperatives’movementinCatalonia,whichis strongly influencedby thecooperativessetupby pauperisedindustrialworkers attheendof 19thcentury andthebeginningofthe20th(Huerta&Ponce2010).Conceptually speaking, commons expansionis aprocessthattakes placealongtwodimensions thatreinforceeach other:subjectivity andmateriality.Whereas th
	Thereproductivecommons haverecently startedtodrawattentionasacriticalsphereof resistanceagainstcapitalistexploitation.This conceptnotonlyunveilspowerrelations embeddedwithinthewagedversusunwagedwork divide,itisalsocriticaloftheexploitative dynamicsthatareunquestioningly reproducedwithinmany socialmovements (Federici 2019).Inresponse,itcalls forcollectivisingreproductionandendingtheseparation“between thepersonalandthepolitical,andbetweenpoliticalactivismandthereproductionof everydaylife”(Ibid,112).Reproducti
	DeAngelis describes autonomy as “astrivingofcommunitiestotakethings intotheirown handsinrespectofcertainmaterialorculturalaspects oftheir(re)production”(2017,225). Hearguesthatcommons autonomy has bothaquantitativeandaqualitativedimension. The formeris concernedwiththeamountofresourcesthatcanbemobilizedforthecommons withinagivenspaceandtime,inrelationtoothersocialsystems suchas thestateand capital(DeAngelis 2019).Headvocates forprioritisingthecreationandexpansionof reproductivecommons inastrategy thatseeks 
	DeAngelis describes autonomy as “astrivingofcommunitiestotakethings intotheirown handsinrespectofcertainmaterialorculturalaspects oftheir(re)production”(2017,225). Hearguesthatcommons autonomy has bothaquantitativeandaqualitativedimension. The formeris concernedwiththeamountofresourcesthatcanbemobilizedforthecommons withinagivenspaceandtime,inrelationtoothersocialsystems suchas thestateand capital(DeAngelis 2019).Headvocates forprioritisingthecreationandexpansionof reproductivecommons inastrategy thatseeks 
	anddefines autonomy as a“property generatedby therecursiveinteractionofcomponents across asocialnetworkinsuchawaythatthenetwork thatproducedthoseinteractionsis regenerated”(2017,227).Theseincludematerialandimmaterialcomponents:resources, bodies,affects,knowledges,imaginaries,etc.Boundariesareconstantly renegotiatedinthe manifoldinteractions thattakeplaceintheeverydaylives ofcommoners withinandbeyond thecommunity.Autonomy,thus,emanates fromreproductiveactivitiesandis strongly determinedby people’scapacity to

	Buttheaimofreclaimingreproductiveactivities as commons is,however,atodds withmany ofthecharacteristics ofurbanlifeintheglobalNorth.Inastudy ofhousingcooperatives in WashingtonDC(USA),Huronsuccinctlydefinestheexperienceofurbancommoningas “workingwithstrangers insaturatedspace”(2015,963).Shepoints totwokey characteristics ofurbanenvironments intheglobalNorththataffectcommoningpractices.First,citiesare densely populatedplacesthathostavarietyoflanduses andarevery appealingtoprivate investors.Thus,thereis fierce
	Kipetal.(2015),forinstance,drawfromcriticalurbanstudies toemphasizethedistinction betweenthecity as anarbitrarilydefinedentity,andtheurbanas aprocess thatoverspillsthe boundariesofthecity.Inthis tradition,“theurbanhas beenconceivedinterms ofits multiscalarconstitutionandits linkages tootherspaces andplaces…fromthebodytotheglobal” (Ibid,17).Theseinsights allowus toreconceptualisetheurbancommons,whicharenownot limitedtocommoningpractices thattakeplacewithinthecity limits.Urbanenvironments are co-constitutedby
	Kipetal.(2015),forinstance,drawfromcriticalurbanstudies toemphasizethedistinction betweenthecity as anarbitrarilydefinedentity,andtheurbanas aprocess thatoverspillsthe boundariesofthecity.Inthis tradition,“theurbanhas beenconceivedinterms ofits multiscalarconstitutionandits linkages tootherspaces andplaces…fromthebodytotheglobal” (Ibid,17).Theseinsights allowus toreconceptualisetheurbancommons,whicharenownot limitedtocommoningpractices thattakeplacewithinthecity limits.Urbanenvironments are co-constitutedby
	-

	myriadofeconomic,ecological,politicalorculturalprocessesbeyondthelocality (Cronon 1991).Thetask ofcollectively rearticulatingthoseprocesses accordingtoourself-defined needsandaspirations,thus,alsocontributes totransformingtheways inwhichweinhabit thecity andcanbereclaimedas commons.This has enormous implications forthefirstof thetwochallenges describedbyHuron,urbansaturation.Itopensnewpossibilitiesforthose reproductivecommons thatrequireaccess tolandorothernaturalresources.Consumer cooperativesprovideagoode
	city limits.As 


	Deepeningthecharacterizationofboundaries andthecomplexprocessesthattakeplace aroundthemcanleadus torethink thesecondchallengeposedby Huron:alienationfrom eachother.Stavrideshasexaminedindetailpracticesofurbanspacecommoningandhas uncoveredsomevery emergeinavery hostileenvironment, urbanspacecommons areoftenvery precariousandshortlived.However,accordingto Stavrides,thepotentialofcommonspacedoes notlieincreatingconsolidatedand sustainablestructures,butemanates fromits thresholdnature.Commonspaces areplaces ofe
	Deepeningthecharacterizationofboundaries andthecomplexprocessesthattakeplace aroundthemcanleadus torethink thesecondchallengeposedby Huron:alienationfrom eachother.Stavrideshasexaminedindetailpracticesofurbanspacecommoningandhas uncoveredsomevery emergeinavery hostileenvironment, urbanspacecommons areoftenvery precariousandshortlived.However,accordingto Stavrides,thepotentialofcommonspacedoes notlieincreatingconsolidatedand sustainablestructures,butemanates fromits thresholdnature.Commonspaces areplaces ofe
	relevantparticularities.As they 

	throughcommoning”(176),anditisonly potentially emancipatory whenitis metastatic, porousandradicallyopen. 

	3. Methodology 
	ForthepresentinvestigationIhavefollowedamilitantresearchapproach:asituated approachinwhichknowledgeproductionisnotperceivedas anobjectiveprocessthatcan beisolatedfromits environment.Instead,militantresearchers understandacademiaas a fieldofpoliticalstruggleandpositionthemselves as activemembers ofsocialmovements or community groups (CCCetal.2012).Inthis researchprojectIhavemostly usedmilitant ethnography,aresearchmethodology inwhichtheactivepoliticalorsocialengagementof theresearchertakes particularrelevanc
	Ihavecomplementedmilitantethnography withcasestudyresearch.Ihavetakenthis decisionbecausemy involvementinEGisrelatively recent,butthecooperativedates back tomorethanadecadeago.Thus,inordertogetafullperspectiveofthehistoricalprocesses thathavebroughtEGtowhatitistoday,Ihaveaddedpersonalinterviews tomy own statements ofothermembers,Ihavealsobeen abletogetamorenuancedpictureofthemotivations andpersonalcontexts presentinthe group. 
	experienceandknowledge.By includingthe

	Themainsourceofevidenceforcasestudy researchhasbeenaseriesofsemi-structured in-depthinterviews,butIhavealsouseddocuments suchas protocols,guidelinesorminutes ofmeetings.Ihaveconducted8interviews,resultingfromapurposiveorjudgemental samplingtechnique(Lune&Berg2017).Interviews rangefrom35to100minutes,andthe averagelengthis 55minutes.InselectingtheintervieweesIhavetriedtoincludeold-time members thatcouldsharehistoricalinformation,representationfromdifferentagegroups, 
	Themainsourceofevidenceforcasestudy researchhasbeenaseriesofsemi-structured in-depthinterviews,butIhavealsouseddocuments suchas protocols,guidelinesorminutes ofmeetings.Ihaveconducted8interviews,resultingfromapurposiveorjudgemental samplingtechnique(Lune&Berg2017).Interviews rangefrom35to100minutes,andthe averagelengthis 55minutes.InselectingtheintervieweesIhavetriedtoincludeold-time members thatcouldsharehistoricalinformation,representationfromdifferentagegroups, 
	andevenamemberwhois alsoaproducersourcingthecooperative.ThefactthatIhada personalrelationshipwiththeintervieweesasmembers ofthecooperativehasprovedtobe positive,sinceitallowedmetocreateacomfortableenvironmentwhichinvitedthemtoshare extensively theirexperiences.Also,Iwasalreadyfamiliarwithmany ofthereferencesthat they used,suchasacronyms oforganisations orspecificevents.Narrativeanalysishasbeen my analyticaltoolofchoice.Narrativeanalysis is atypeofcontentanalysis thatis exclusively qualitative,andthereforebr

	4. ElGarroferasareproductivecommons 
	Theconsumercooperativesoftodayareheavily influencedby theworkers’movementofthe endofthe19andbeginningofthe20century.Cataloniawas oneofthemostindustrialised areas oftheSpanishstate,anditwasalsorichinworking-classstruggles.Inthatcontext, workers wereusedtoself-organisationandwereabletobuildastrongandlively cooperativistmovement.Atits zenith,whichis usuallysetintheSants Congress of1918,the movementwas composedby over150consumercooperatives andmorethan73,000 members intotal(Zambrana2018).Francoistrepressionafte
	th 
	th 

	Oneofthecooperatives thatemergedatthebeginningofthepresentcentury is ElGarrofer (EG),inBadalona.Itis currentlycomposedby 25households(around65people)that contributetorentingwhatusedtobeanoldworkshopintheGorgneighbourhood.The members ofthecooperativeself-organisetoestablishdirectcontactwithover40ecological producers offreshvegetables,meat,rice,pasta,beerorpersonalcareitems amongother things.Thecooperativethenmakes collectiveorders regularlyaccordingtointernaldemand. Foodis deliveredtothecooperativeinbulk,and
	Oneofthecooperatives thatemergedatthebeginningofthepresentcentury is ElGarrofer (EG),inBadalona.Itis currentlycomposedby 25households(around65people)that contributetorentingwhatusedtobeanoldworkshopintheGorgneighbourhood.The members ofthecooperativeself-organisetoestablishdirectcontactwithover40ecological producers offreshvegetables,meat,rice,pasta,beerorpersonalcareitems amongother things.Thecooperativethenmakes collectiveorders regularlyaccordingtointernaldemand. Foodis deliveredtothecooperativeinbulk,and
	distributingitandplacingtheproducts orderedby eachhouseholdintheirassignedbox. Someoftheproducts (e.g.preserves,honey orwine)arealsopermanentlyavailableinstock atthepremises ofthecooperative.Orders areplacedwithvariablefrequencies through sharedspreadsheets andamemberwillbeinchargeofmanagingtheorderandgettingthe products deliveredtothecoop.Members havethreetypesofresponsibilities.First,they are askedtocontributeperiodicallytoacommonfundthatisusedtocoverthebasicexpenses of thecooperative.Second,they areexpec
	-


	EGworks mostly as aself-organisedplatformthatallowsanumberofhouseholdstoget organic foodataffordableprices.Therefore,itcontributes tothereproductionofits members insourcingfoodthatwillnourishtheirbodies.Butthereareparticularvaluepractices attachedtofoodthatalsocontributeculturallyandsocially totheirreproduction.Inlinewith ViveroPol’s observation,inEGfoodis treatedas acommons becauseitis given wewillseeindetaillater,theproductionprocess andthe associatedvaluepractices matterformembers ofEG.However,thecoopera
	multidimensionalvalue.As 

	Itis interestingtostress thatcarehas notonly astrongpresenceinthemanifoldinteractions thatformEG,butitisalsohighlyvaluedby its members.Whensomeonegets involvedina 
	Itis interestingtostress thatcarehas notonly astrongpresenceinthemanifoldinteractions thatformEG,butitisalsohighlyvaluedby its members.Whensomeonegets involvedina 
	particularprocess,suchas caringforaneworanillmember,this is takenintoaccountfor workdistributionandthispersonisrelievedfromothertasks.Theycouldbeassigneda producerwithalowfrequencyoforders,ormaybeanothermemberwouldspontaneously takeovertheir“box-making”shift.Thesamehappens withtasks directlyrelatedwithpolitics, suchas establishingrelations andplanningstrategies withothercooperatives,contributingto publicevents orparticipatinginlocalandregionalsolidarity economy debates.Thereis no clearhierarchy betweenthety

	Ihavesofarexaminedthemultipleways inwhichEGcontributestoits members’ reproduction.Itis noless true,though,thatmembers alsoregeneratetherelationsthatgive waytothecooperativethroughtheirdailypracticesandinteractions.Uncoveringthis feedbackbetweenthereproductionofthecooperativeandits members allowsus toseethe reproductiveactivitiesthattakeplaceinEGas contributingtowards commons autonomy(De Angelis2017).However,as Stavrides reminds us,commons autonomyisonlyemancipatory whenitisopenandexpansive.Inhis words,whatw
	InthenextsectionwewilllookattheurbancontextinwhichEGis placedinrelationwiththe challenges tourbancommonsposedby Huron.Thiswillhelpus tounderstandthenatureof theexchangesandinteractionsbetweenthecooperativeandits producersandhowthese contributetobuildingextensivecommons autonomy. 
	5. Buildinganurbancommonsinandbeyondthecity 
	ElGarrofer(EG)is locatedintheGorgneighbourhoodinBadalona,acoastaltowninthe NorthernmetropolitanareaofBarcelona.Gorgperfectly epitomisesthechallenges tourban commons posedby Huron.Duringmostofthe20thcentury,Gorgwas anindustrial neighbourhoodpackedwithfactories,workshopsandsmallhouses fortheworkers. However,theoldurbanlandscapewasgraduallysubstitutedby hightowerblocks untilthe 2008crisis interruptedtheprocess.Inrecentyears,attractedbyits goodconnectivity with 
	ElGarrofer(EG)is locatedintheGorgneighbourhoodinBadalona,acoastaltowninthe NorthernmetropolitanareaofBarcelona.Gorgperfectly epitomisesthechallenges tourban commons posedby Huron.Duringmostofthe20thcentury,Gorgwas anindustrial neighbourhoodpackedwithfactories,workshopsandsmallhouses fortheworkers. However,theoldurbanlandscapewasgraduallysubstitutedby hightowerblocks untilthe 2008crisis interruptedtheprocess.Inrecentyears,attractedbyits goodconnectivity with 
	Barcelonaandproximity totheseafront,realestatedevelopers andcity administrators resumedthetransformationoftheneighbourhood.Thistime,though,they arebuildingluxury apartments whicharecompletely inaccessibletothegenerallyimpoverishedlocalpopulation. Inthemeantime,rentalprices haveskyrocketedandmultipleevictions aretakingplaceona daily basis.Process ofdisplacementandgentrificationhavebecomethegeneraltrendin GorgandBadalona,wheretherealestatebusiness is aggressively takingoverurbanspace. Incontrast,thepremisesof

	AnotherdefiningfeatureofGorg(andallthemetropolitanareaofBarcelona)is its very diversesocialcomposition.Duringtheintenseinternalmigrationwavethattook placein Spaininthe1950s and60s fromruraltoindustrialareas,Gorggrewexponentiallyand becameasettlementforcommunities fromSouthernSpain.Inrecentyears,ithas also attractedasignificantnumberofinternationalmigrants fromvery diverseorigins.Thisisto say thatthesocialfabric is very mixedandatomised.Someofthenewlyarrivedinternational migrants haveformedcommunities mostly
	commercialpurposes.As 

	Despitebeinglocatedinanareawhererealestatespeculationis thenormandcommunity bondsarenotgenerallystrong,EGhas survivedformorethanadecadeandisshowing signs ofgoodhealth.Thecooperativehashostedforyears thethrivingofcommoning practices inahostileenvironment.Thus,itmakes asuitablecasestudy toconsiderwhat strategies havemembers usedtoovercometheaforementionedchallenges tourban commoning. 
	5.1. Articulating a territorial network 
	Thefirststrategyusedby EGtocopewiththechallenges tourbancommoninghasbeen reclaimingtherelations betweenurbandwellers andfoodproducers.Mainstreamfoodchains areorganisedaroundaseriesofintermediariesthatestablishinteractions basedonthe exchangevalueoffood,whichis consideredamerecommodity.Members ofEG,conversely, haveestablisheddirectconnectionswithproducers basedonadiversesetofcriteria.When amemberproposesanewsupplierorraisesconcernsaboutanexistingone,aresearch process is initiatedby anad-hocworkinggroupformed
	Thereisasetofguidelinesthathavebeencollectivelydesignedovertheyears and determinethefactors thatwillbeanalysedduringtheresearchprocess.Thesedelineatethe dimensionsprioritisedby themembers andaccordingly determinethetypeofsuppliers that thecooperativeis aimingtocollaboratewith.Oneoftheaspects toconsideris whethera supplieris aproduceroradistributor,withpriority fortheproducers whoselltheirproduct directly.Proximity,bothfromthepointofproductionandtherawmaterials,isalso considered.Anotherfactorweighediswhether
	Byimplementingthis protocolwithallnewandsomeexistingsuppliers,EGis progressively buildinganetwork ofproducers whichhavealignedsocialandpoliticalvalues.Theirideaofa reproductiveurbancommons,thus,transcends theinternaldesignofthecooperativeand takes intoaccountthevaluepracticesoftheproducers.This is very importantfromamaterial perspective,becausetheresources pooledby members ofEGcontributetothereproduction ofprojects wherecommoningpracticesalsothrive.Ifweconsidertheoriginofthose monetary resources,weseethatth
	Byimplementingthis protocolwithallnewandsomeexistingsuppliers,EGis progressively buildinganetwork ofproducers whichhavealignedsocialandpoliticalvalues.Theirideaofa reproductiveurbancommons,thus,transcends theinternaldesignofthecooperativeand takes intoaccountthevaluepracticesoftheproducers.This is very importantfromamaterial perspective,becausetheresources pooledby members ofEGcontributetothereproduction ofprojects wherecommoningpracticesalsothrive.Ifweconsidertheoriginofthose monetary resources,weseethatth
	members getinexchangeoftheirwork forprivatecompanies operatinginthecapitalist andobtainingfoodthroughthecooperative,then, partofthosewages arebeingtransferredfromcapitalisttocommoningcircuits.This transferenceofmoney willallowtoreproduceandexpandreproductivecommons andwill generatecommons autonomyquantitatively speaking.However,as DeAngelisobserves,the qualitativedimensionis alsovery relevantforcreatingcommons autonomy.Thismeansthat itis notenoughensuringthatsuppliers areorganisedas commons.Forcommonsautono
	market.By contributingfinanciallytoEG


	Inlinewiththereflections ofthecooperativemembers,interactions betweenEGandits more than40suppliers canbeorganisedinfourlayers andvary accordingtothecharacteristics of specific producers.ThefourlayersarestructuredintheshapeofaRussiandoll,withthe fourthcontainingtheprevious threeandsoon.Thefirstlayer,whichis commontoall suppliers,comprisesamarkettransactioninwhichmoneyandgoods areexchanged.The secondlayerinvolvesapersonalrelationbetweentheproducerandthecooperative members whichgenerates empathy betweenbothpar
	Serenystartedas afarmthatwouldprovidepredefinedvegetablebaskets toconsumers,but its businessmodeleventuallyadaptedtoofferproducts indemand.Thisdecisionresponded totheneedsandwishesofEGandotherconsumercooperatives.EG,inexchange,has organisedthewhole“box-making”distributionsystemtobealignedwiththelogisticsand timingsofConreuSereny.Infact,twooftheworker-owners ofConreuSerenyarealso members ofElGarroferandparticipateintheassemblybothindividuallyandas thefarm representatives.Wecouldsay thatinthisfourthlayer,ther
	InteractionsbetweenEGandits morethan40suppliers arevery complex anddiverse. Whereas members aimatdealingonly withsmallproducers withwhomthey canreachat leastashallowintegrationstage,therearecertainproducts thatcanonlybeobtained throughbiggerproducers or“ethical”distributors.However,thelattercaseisonlythe exception,andthepreviously discussedprotocolhasyieldedgoodresults intheformofa majority ofsmallproducers withwhomrelations beyondthemeremonetary exchangeare thenorm.MostofthecurrentsuppliersofEGfallwithinth
	ThewaysinwhichEGchoosesandinteracts withsuppliers brings us backtothefirst challengeoftheurbancommons:urbansaturation.Inthefaceoftherealestatepressure thatsurroundsthecooperativeinGorg,members haveenvisionedwaysofbuildinga reproductiveurbancommons thattranscendthecity boundaries.They haveunderstoodthat theircommoningpractices arenotisolatedandexistonly inrelationwiththoseofthefarmers andproducersassociatedwiththecooperative.Urbancommoning,as practisedby the members ofEG,is amultiscalarprocess thatrearticula
	ThewaysinwhichEGchoosesandinteracts withsuppliers brings us backtothefirst challengeoftheurbancommons:urbansaturation.Inthefaceoftherealestatepressure thatsurroundsthecooperativeinGorg,members haveenvisionedwaysofbuildinga reproductiveurbancommons thattranscendthecity boundaries.They haveunderstoodthat theircommoningpractices arenotisolatedandexistonly inrelationwiththoseofthefarmers andproducersassociatedwiththecooperative.Urbancommoning,as practisedby the members ofEG,is amultiscalarprocess thatrearticula
	andculturaldifferencesthatareinherenttotheneoliberalurbanizationprocess.By 

	buildingfoodsourcingalternatives thatneitherplunderthelandnorexploittheworkers,and reclaimthemultipledimensionsoffoodasacommonsthatcontributes totheirsocial reproduction. 

	5.2. Building a common ground 
	Whereas members ofEGhavebeenabletoarticulateasuccessfulresponsetoaddressthe challengeofurbansaturation,theirresponsetothelack ofsocialcohesionthathinders commoningpracticeshasbeenambiguous.Therearesubjectivationprocesses atplay inthe cooperative,butthesearelimitedandnotprioritised. 
	EGpresents itselfas anexplicitly self-organised,horizontal,autonomous and environmentalistorganisation.Thesevaluepractices areclearly expressedintheirwebsite, andthey areemphaticallycommunicatedtoprospectivenewmembers.However,they donot meanthesameforeveryoneatthecooperative.Whereas somemembers areinvolvedinEG becauseoftheirpoliticalstance,others arejustinterestedinaspecific dimensionanddonot members have observed,though,thereis acleartrendthatpointstowards anevolutioninthesubjectivities ofnon-politicisedne
	EGpresents itselfas anexplicitly self-organised,horizontal,autonomous and environmentalistorganisation.Thesevaluepractices areclearly expressedintheirwebsite, andthey areemphaticallycommunicatedtoprospectivenewmembers.However,they donot meanthesameforeveryoneatthecooperative.Whereas somemembers areinvolvedinEG becauseoftheirpoliticalstance,others arejustinterestedinaspecific dimensionanddonot members have observed,though,thereis acleartrendthatpointstowards anevolutioninthesubjectivities ofnon-politicisedne
	havestrongfeelingstowardsthecommoningvaluepractices.As existing
	-

	subjectivities.Commoners,then,areformedthroughanactiveengagementincommoning 

	practices. AsStavrides(2016)reminds us,theemancipatory potentialofcommons is tightly connected withradicalopenness.Lookingatopenness inEGbrings us toarecurrentdebateof commons scholarship,particularly relevantforreproductivecommons.Ononeside,thereis thevery materialfoundationsofthecooperative:themoneythatmembers arepooling,the premisesinGorgandthefactthat25householdsrely onEGforobtainingtheirfoodand otherdimensionsoftheirsocialreproduction.Ontheotherside,thereisthepoliticalwillof many members whowouldliketo
	EG,forexample,hasbeenpresentinpublic events thattakeplaceinBadalonasuchas culturalorpopularfestivals,inwhichmembers haveorganisedopenactivitiestoraise awareness aboutthesocioenvironmentalimpacts offoodchainsortalks abouttheconsumer cooperativemodel.Members ofEGhavealsosupportedthefoundationoftwonew consumercooperativesinthecity bytraininginexperiencedmembers ofthenewcoopsand sharinginformationandorganisationalresources withthem.Bothcooperativeswereactive forafewyears but,fordifferentreasons,eventually didno
	cooperativeis mostly disconnectedfromits localenvironment,whereitis notshowingthe metastaticcharacterthatStavrides(2019)associates withcommons autonomy. 
	6. Conclusion 
	Theurbanenvironmentposesparticularchallenges tothearticulationofreproductiveurban commons.Namely,difficulties inaccessingspaceandotherresources andalackofsocial cohesionthatprevents at thedailypracticesandorganisationalstructureofEG,wehaveidentifieddifferentstrategies thathaveallowedthecooperativetocopewiththoseobstacles.Ontheonehand,members ofthecooperativeunderstandtheircommoningpractices as interdependentand interconnected.Therefore,by developingaprotocoltoevaluatesuppliers andfostering integrationbetwee
	Theurbanenvironmentposesparticularchallenges tothearticulationofreproductiveurban commons.Namely,difficulties inaccessingspaceandotherresources andalackofsocial cohesionthatprevents at thedailypracticesandorganisationalstructureofEG,wehaveidentifieddifferentstrategies thathaveallowedthecooperativetocopewiththoseobstacles.Ontheonehand,members ofthecooperativeunderstandtheircommoningpractices as interdependentand interconnected.Therefore,by developingaprotocoltoevaluatesuppliers andfostering integrationbetwee
	peoplefromworkingwitheachotherforcommongoals.By looking
	counters socialatomisationwithinthecooperative.By beingactively involvedinthe 
	socialreproductionthatwearecurrentlyfacing,especiallyinurbanenvironments.By 

	interactionsthattranscendmarkettransactions basedonexchangevalueandframefoodas acommons.Consumercooperatives,though,holdthepotentialtoarticulatereproductive commons wheremultipledimensionsofsocialreproductionareaddressed.However,the tensionbetweenradicalopennessandsocialreproductionremains anunsolvedquestion thatholds consumercooperatives fromfulfillingtheiremancipatory potentialandbecoming viablealternativestocapitalistsocialreproductioninurbanenvironments. 
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	From the squat to the neighbourhood: Reproductive commoning in urban environments 
	Abstract 
	We are currently experiencing a manifold crisis of social reproduction which has seriously affected the capacity of popular access to basic goods such as housing, particularly in urban environments. This article seeks to contribute to and expand debates around the urban housing commons by looking at decommodified and collectively managed housing alternatives through the lens of the reproductive commons. Through the case of the Bloc La Bordeta squat and the broader commons ecologies in Barcelona’s Sants dist
	Keywords : commoning, urban commons, social reproduction, housing, squatting, Barcelona 
	1. Introduction 
	The capitalist accumulation process generates a permanent crisis of reproduction that, in the neoliberal era, has extended to marginalised populations all over the world (Federici 2013). This crisis has very tangible effects on the livelihoods of communities, who see their well-being and even their capacity to survive severely affected. In times of economic crisis, or in the context of socioecological emergency that we are currently witnessing, the crisis of reproduction escalates in reach and intensity, af
	The capitalist accumulation process generates a permanent crisis of reproduction that, in the neoliberal era, has extended to marginalised populations all over the world (Federici 2013). This crisis has very tangible effects on the livelihoods of communities, who see their well-being and even their capacity to survive severely affected. In times of economic crisis, or in the context of socioecological emergency that we are currently witnessing, the crisis of reproduction escalates in reach and intensity, af
	numbers of people. We have several recent examples that range from the retreat of the state from its support for social reproduction in the post-2008 austerity context (Strong 2020) to the failure of the healthcare system during the Covid-19 pandemic (Sparke and Williams 2022). Cities not only exacerbate these dynamics, but also play a key role in their constitution. Urban environments are simultaneously capital sinks where surplus is reinvested, and migration centers where the rural dispossessed seek oppor

	In the case of Barcelona, which we will use throughout the paper, a lively and diverse housing movement has been articulated from below, becoming one of the strongholds of the social movements in the city. Neighbourhood unions, local networks, renter’s unions, and housing cooperatives are now at the forefront in the struggle against the effects of a housing market that, despite mitigating attempts from local government, reaps significant profits for the financial real-estate complex and increasingly displac
	The study of social reproduction originally emerged as an extension, even a transformation, of Marxist theory that rejected the separation between productive and reproductive labour, and highlighted the far reaching consequences that these dualism has historically had in anti-capitalist politics (Vogel 2013; Bhattacharya 2017). Social reproduction has been especially helpful to understand the role of patriarchal domination of the body in the colonial expansion of capitalism and subsequent imperial projects 
	The study of social reproduction originally emerged as an extension, even a transformation, of Marxist theory that rejected the separation between productive and reproductive labour, and highlighted the far reaching consequences that these dualism has historically had in anti-capitalist politics (Vogel 2013; Bhattacharya 2017). Social reproduction has been especially helpful to understand the role of patriarchal domination of the body in the colonial expansion of capitalism and subsequent imperial projects 
	they frame social reproduction as a central subject of class struggle, and thus redefine the composition of the revolutionary subject (De Angelis 2007). Therefore, social reproduction points towards the invisibilised and devalued labour that is needed to keep the capitalist society running, but also to sustain and expand subversive movements (Federici 2018). We delve deeper into the latter notion of social reproduction as a set of processes, and relations that form the material basis for the emergence of tr

	In this paper, we seek to contribute to and expand debates around the urban housing commons by looking at decommodified and collectively managed housing alternatives through the lens of the reproductive commons. We want to understand the role of housing in the difficult task of collectivising reproduction and building commons autonomy in the city. By reflecting on the case of the housing squat Bloc La Bordeta and its development over the years, we ask the question: how can complex networks of emancipatory r
	In this article we have used a militant research approach. Militant research designates situated research that seeks to be a form of political intervention (CCC et al. 2012). It is conducted from militant positionalities, and seeks to produce knowledge from particular struggles that can be useful in advancing social movements (Halvorsen 2015). More specifically, we have based our research on militant ethnography, a qualitative approach in which the first-hand involvement of the researcher in struggle is emp
	In this article we have used a militant research approach. Militant research designates situated research that seeks to be a form of political intervention (CCC et al. 2012). It is conducted from militant positionalities, and seeks to produce knowledge from particular struggles that can be useful in advancing social movements (Halvorsen 2015). More specifically, we have based our research on militant ethnography, a qualitative approach in which the first-hand involvement of the researcher in struggle is emp
	the housing movement and in the Sants district has complemented the autoethnographic approach by adding nuance to the context with an external but very close understanding of the commoning processes at play. The insights developed in this paper will be informally shared with the block inhabitants, and we hope that they can be helpful in the critical next steps that the Bloc La Bordeta is facing. 

	The paper is structured as follows. Our theoretical framework explores the reproductive commons and housing as well as the core challenges and strategies of the urban commons. We introduce our case in the subsequent section, providing the socio-historical context for the emergence of the Bloc La Bordeta in Barcelona’s Sants neighbourhood. The discussion then focuses on the subsistence, expansion and challenges of urban reproductive commons, delving into detail specifically on material dimensions of the lega
	2. Theoretical framework 
	2.1. Reproductive commons and housing 
	The concept of social reproduction has been at the centre of materialist feminist debates and has helped to uncover the invisibilised tasks needed to maintain life, both daily and across generations, which are mostly performed by women and racial minorities (Federici 2020; Mitchell, Marston and Katz 2004). Social reproduction scholarship has complemented Marxist theory by highlighting the crucial role of reproductive work in producing the most fundamental element in capitalist production, labour power, and 
	Therefore, the struggle over reproductive work is crucial in creating the conditions for emancipatory forms of social organisation and advancing a post-capitalist transition. 
	In this context, several authors have recently started speaking of reproductive (or reproduction) commons, which refer to the collectivisation of social reproduction, taking it away from the market and/or private spaces (Federici 2018). In the current situation, reproductive commons are easily co opted by capital and the state. Since the retreat of the welfare state in Western countries that brought about the neoliberal era (a process that has intensified after every economic crisis) many of the reproductiv
	Whereas there is a growing interest in reproductive commons, the existing literature addresses them mostly from an abstract conceptual perspective. Among the scarce empirically based publications that we have been able to find, the topics of care work and food prevail (see for example the collection edited by Ezquerra et al. 2022). While these are certainly important, we argue that housing is a critical dimension of social reproduction that needs to be addressed. Housing provides us with shelter and contrib
	Whereas there is a growing interest in reproductive commons, the existing literature addresses them mostly from an abstract conceptual perspective. Among the scarce empirically based publications that we have been able to find, the topics of care work and food prevail (see for example the collection edited by Ezquerra et al. 2022). While these are certainly important, we argue that housing is a critical dimension of social reproduction that needs to be addressed. Housing provides us with shelter and contrib
	(Montagna & Grazioli 2019). A range of publications have considered the production, management, financial and political mechanisms to remove and maintain housing outside market dynamics, as well as the challenges these non-commodified housing processes face (Huron 2015, 2018; Joubert and Hodkinson 2018; Larsen and Lund Hansen 2016; Miralles Buil 2020). Housing commons owned and operated by non-profit, independent housing associations in Denmark, for example, endure due to their engagement with, against and 

	2.2. Challenges and strategies of the urban commons 
	Urban commons have received a lot of interest in recent years. However, the urban has far too often been used as a label that designates location, rather than a process that delineates particular challenges and potentialities. In this paper, we draw from politicised views of the urban commons that highlight their crucial role in forging socio-spatial relations that can potentially advance a post-capitalist transition (Chatterton 2016). The city is seen as a site of constant struggle where commons coexist wi
	Huron (2015) has succinctly delineated what she argues are the two main challenges faced by urban commons: social alienation and space saturation. The former has to do with the lack of cohesion typical of urban environments, where inhabitants often do not share a past and do not necessarily expect to share a future. Therefore, they are less inclined to collectively reclaim and manage commons than existing communities with strong social bonds. The latter challenge refers to the densely commodified nature of 
	Huron (2015) has succinctly delineated what she argues are the two main challenges faced by urban commons: social alienation and space saturation. The former has to do with the lack of cohesion typical of urban environments, where inhabitants often do not share a past and do not necessarily expect to share a future. Therefore, they are less inclined to collectively reclaim and manage commons than existing communities with strong social bonds. The latter challenge refers to the densely commodified nature of 
	there is a fierce competition for urban space among developers, investors and even institutions, which leaves little possibilities for commons to be reclaimed. These two challenges, though, are not independent from each other. As Egerer and Fairbairn (2018) have argued, the capitalist urbanisation process infiltrates and complicates the internal dynamics of urban commons. Whereas space saturation and social alienation appear as distinct processes that take place at different scales, both challenges pivot ar

	In order to address the issue of social alienation, it is productive to understand the forging of subjectivities. Material practices, social relations and spatial arrangements that take place in the constant reconfiguration of cities produce individual and collective subjectivities that can either maintain the prevailing order or support the emergence of alternative social orders (Pudup 2008). In exploring the subversive potential of this subjectivation process, Stavrides (2016, 2019) has characterised urba
	To address the challenge of urban space saturation, Williams has downplayed the importance of property regimes while highlighting the relational and performative nature of urban commoning, which “flow throughout the urban and beyond” (2018: 24). We share with her a dynamic conception of the commons and agree that the categories of public and private (and common) are fluid, complex and overlapping (Blomley 2005). However, we believe it is important to emphasise the material basis of all commons, but particul
	In these complex and often precarious arrangements, it is obvious that commoning is permanently contested not only by enclosure, but also from within (Bresnihan and Byrne 2015). People have differing degrees of dependence and different capacities and motivations to contribute to commons, as well as often deeply rooted subjectivities and ways of understanding the world. A productive articulation of these intricate and sometimes contradictory practices that unevenly contribute to consolidating commoning alter
	In these complex and often precarious arrangements, it is obvious that commoning is permanently contested not only by enclosure, but also from within (Bresnihan and Byrne 2015). People have differing degrees of dependence and different capacities and motivations to contribute to commons, as well as often deeply rooted subjectivities and ways of understanding the world. A productive articulation of these intricate and sometimes contradictory practices that unevenly contribute to consolidating commoning alter
	occur at different times and places in the community, perhaps shaped by extenuating circumstances and short-lived, but that nonetheless all contribute to its flourishing. In exploring the commoning practices that sustain a manufactured housing cooperative, the author acknowledges that while all co-op members can access and govern their shared material commons, “competing personal and familial obligations, and health and childcare concerns complicate how individual members understand and engage with these re

	3. Bloc La Bordeta: emergence and socio-historical context 
	In 2007, before the sudden demise of Spain’s decade-long building boom, the private real estate developer Nyala 2006 SL began to erect a new residential building in Barcelona’s working-class La Bordeta neighbourhood in the Sants district. The bourgeois Riera-Marsà family who owned Nyala 2006 SL saw a clear profit-making opportunity in building for upper-middle income groups in this strategically located site just a few streets away from Plaça Espanya, a process contributing to further privatising the common
	In 2014, the Barcelona branch of the Platform for Mortgage-Affected People (PAH) relocated its assembly to the La Bordeta neighbourhood, just one street away from the building. Responding to an upsurge in PAH members needing a home due to rental and squatting evictions, as part of PAH Barcelona’s sixth anniversary festivities the building was 
	In 2014, the Barcelona branch of the Platform for Mortgage-Affected People (PAH) relocated its assembly to the La Bordeta neighbourhood, just one street away from the building. Responding to an upsurge in PAH members needing a home due to rental and squatting evictions, as part of PAH Barcelona’s sixth anniversary festivities the building was 
	squatted and baptized Bloc La Bordeta in February 2015. Nine adults -largely women -and four children with no other housing alternatives moved in, reflecting the leadership of women in defending urban commons from enclosure (Gillespie et al. 2018). With the support of the PAH Barcelona Obra Social commission, whose role is to strategise the approach to squatting and support current and future squats through the movement, a variety of actions were taken. These included revising and agreeing upon a written se

	Bloc La Bordeta can be seen as an emblematic and long standing example of a broader re-energised squatting movement (Obra Social Barcelona 2018; Ferreri and García-Larmarca, forthcoming) in the context of a housing crisis exacerbated by the 2008 global financial and mortgage repossession crises. Within the PAH, squatting properties that had become empty due to mortgage repossessions and evictions became a widely adopted strategy to solve an immediate need for housing and to seize homes from the financial se
	Bloc La Bordeta can be seen as an emblematic and long standing example of a broader re-energised squatting movement (Obra Social Barcelona 2018; Ferreri and García-Larmarca, forthcoming) in the context of a housing crisis exacerbated by the 2008 global financial and mortgage repossession crises. Within the PAH, squatting properties that had become empty due to mortgage repossessions and evictions became a widely adopted strategy to solve an immediate need for housing and to seize homes from the financial se
	employment. Of these 39% who were working, 78% had temporary contracts or worked under the table, while of those that do not have paid work, half earn unemployment payments or a pension while the other half do not receive any government benefits. A highly gendered picture also emerged, with over half of survey respondents being female and children living in 55% of squatted homes. In this context of extreme precarity, the lived neighbourhood dimension is a fundamental element to understand the politics of in

	Sants has a long tradition of workers’ self-organisation that is fundamental to understanding the historico-geographical roots of the Bloc La Bordeta and wider emancipatory networks of reproductive commons. During the intense class struggle of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, local workers were able to successfully challenge the overexploitation and relentless disciplining that took place in the factories by resorting to mutual aid and self-organisation. At first, they developed workers’ societies an
	4. Subsistence, expansion and challenges of urban reproductive commons 
	In recent decades urban real estate has become one of the most precious assets for private developers worldwide, which has severely affected the capacity of subversive movements to subsist in the city. Whereas the cooperatives of a hundred years ago were able to purchase properties at market value in central and strategic locations, it is almost unthinkable that something similar could happen today. In the light of these global trends, squatting has emerged as a crucial strategy for reclaiming vacant buildi
	In recent decades urban real estate has become one of the most precious assets for private developers worldwide, which has severely affected the capacity of subversive movements to subsist in the city. Whereas the cooperatives of a hundred years ago were able to purchase properties at market value in central and strategic locations, it is almost unthinkable that something similar could happen today. In the light of these global trends, squatting has emerged as a crucial strategy for reclaiming vacant buildi
	area). These have been crucial spaces in fulfilling critical material needs of local movements such as space for hosting meetings, assemblies and events, providing food and green spaces, or developing self-organised popular workshops and related educational projects. Particularly important have been housing squats, since they have in many cases mitigated gentrification and allowed militants and community members to remain in Sants. 

	Squatting has not only fulfilled a crucial role in reproducing the livelihoods of squatters, but also in sustaining radical spaces locally and grounding them in the neighbourhood. These reclaimed buildings and lots have enabled and shaped a variety of social movements and community networks by allowing the development of what are commonly known as popular infrastructures. This term, which has recently become a central theme of praxis within the Catalan political grassroots, designates infrastructures used b
	The case of the Bloc La Bordeta exemplifies very well this mutual dependence between wider social movements and particular squats, and the reproductive moments that emerge along their interaction. The Bloc was formally affiliated first with PAH Barcelona (2015-2017) and later connected to the Grup d’Habitatge de Sants (GHAS) from 2017 to present. Many of the inhabitants of the block have actively participated in these wider spaces of the housing movement, meaning that they have been involved regularly atten
	-

	The reproductive process, though, also works the other way around. As we will see in the next sections, social movements and community networks have played a key role in defending the block from enclosure. This mutual interdependence is a key aspect of the reproductive urban commons, and gives way to the formation of urban commons ecologies where people are able to access many aspects of social reproduction outside market logic. Whereas their scale is still limited and they are still far from becoming an al
	4.1 Facing the state apparatus: legal andpolice repression 
	Due to the densely commodified nature of cities, where property lines have been thoroughly defined and space is a cherished financial asset, the main threat to reproductive infrastructures is material. Most urgent is the threat of eviction, which all housing movements across Barcelona, Catalonia and the Spanish state fight daily by putting dozens of bodies in front of doorways of households facing eviction so that the court order can’t be delivered by the judicial committee and/or police can’t access the pr
	The threat of eventual eviction was certainly looming in the horizon when members of the Bloc La Bordeta were on trial in 2016. Whereas the legal process can seem to be very isolating, the successful outcome obtained by the Bloc La Bordeta was grounded in the support of a wider commons ecology. This is mostly visible on two aspects. First, the grassroots legal counseling and advice provided by the PAH. By being part of a wider housing movement, the inhabitants of the Bloc were able to benefit from the exper
	Second, the public support from a wide range of collectives within and beyond Barcelona’s housing movement. These included immigrant rights movements, cultural associations, selforganised social centres, indignant firemen, an unemployed persons assembly, a cooperative bookstore and a range of “waves” (mareas) that grew out of the 15M plaza occupations organised around social concerns including pensions, health care and education, among others. With symbolic actions and viral messages of support they sought 
	-

	A second threat to reproductive infrastructures is the repression of housing movements by the state apparatus, manifested through trials of key figures and enormous fines levied on individuals in housing movements through the so-called national Gag Law (Ley Mordaza). The latter was adopted by the conservative Popular Party in 2015 as a law to protect “public safety” in order to crackdown on the freedom of speech and provide police with more power, enabling them to fine people hundreds of euros for subjectiv
	The Bloc’s response to evictions and the repression of housing movements has a clear common denominator, which is the importance of a wider commoning network in defending urban reproductive commons. When the Bloc la Bordeta was facing critical threats that compromised its subsistence, many popular infrastructures and social movements stepped forward in different ways, recognising the mutual interdependence at play: whereas the anti-capitalist movements rely on reproductive commons such as the Bloc, these re
	The Bloc’s response to evictions and the repression of housing movements has a clear common denominator, which is the importance of a wider commoning network in defending urban reproductive commons. When the Bloc la Bordeta was facing critical threats that compromised its subsistence, many popular infrastructures and social movements stepped forward in different ways, recognising the mutual interdependence at play: whereas the anti-capitalist movements rely on reproductive commons such as the Bloc, these re
	given nor can be taken for granted. Instead, it is always-in-the-making, contested and context-dependent, as we will see subsequently. 

	4.2 Housing, community and territorial considerations 
	Perhaps the most significant challenge that housing squats as reproductive commons face are the deep territorial contradictions and tensions between the predominant consideration of a home as a container with four walls versus a home as a node in a wider network of community and reproductive relations. During the time that the Bloc La Bordeta was squatted and officially affiliated with PAH Barcelona, conflicts emerged around the role that squatting should play within PAH Barcelona’s broader strategy, in the
	Yet in the subsequent decade, especially post-2015, the nature of housing struggles changed dramatically, from vast numbers facing mortgage foreclosure and eviction to a more complex configuration of rental and squatting evictions amidst rampant gentrification and expulsion from the city and deepend labour precarity. Reflecting a need for territorial rootedness, neighbourhood housing unions and assemblies emerged across Barcelona in 2017 to address localized housing and social reproduction needs rooted in p
	Yet in the subsequent decade, especially post-2015, the nature of housing struggles changed dramatically, from vast numbers facing mortgage foreclosure and eviction to a more complex configuration of rental and squatting evictions amidst rampant gentrification and expulsion from the city and deepend labour precarity. Reflecting a need for territorial rootedness, neighbourhood housing unions and assemblies emerged across Barcelona in 2017 to address localized housing and social reproduction needs rooted in p
	neighbourhood housing unions to regularize squatting focus precisely on the right to stay put and combating the logics of expulsion that plague the city, and are attentive (and even promote) other dimensions of social reproduction grounded in place. 

	These differences in part have to do with the territorial focus of these strategies within the housing movement. They furthermore reflect tensions between the importance of collectivised social reproduction processes and labour through networks and relations built over time (di Masso Tarditi et al. 2022) and having four walls and a roof to call home despite not necessarily being rooted in existing broader social connections. As the founding PAH, PAH Barcelona has always played a key role regionally in Catal
	Bloc La Bordeta, as well as the PAH Barcelona Obra Social commission, found themselves at the crux of this territorial tension, as vecinas of the bloc became more and more rooted in local reproductive commons and generated deeper roots to place. Similarly, the PAH Barcelona Obra Social commission argued for the importance of not accepting rehousing elsewhere in the city but rather maintaining occupied spaces to ensure working class occupation of gentrifying neighbourhoods, as exemplified in the struggle for
	4.3 Competing subjectivities in conflict: differential commoning 
	PAH Barcelona’s Obra Social commission, in its active period from the end of 2014 to 2017, had the task of supporting housing squats of individual flats and entire empty buildings owned by banks through a collective and transparent process. Yet due to different political visions and broader conflicts around the role of squatting in PAH Barcelona these lines of responsibility and power were broken, as a component of PAH Barcelona’s leadership claimed decision-making power over who could move into the Bloc La
	Thus due to these long-running and deep-seated conflicts, shortly after opening the ground floor space of the building, the active Bloc La Bordeta residents decided to disassociate the building from PAH Barcelona and to become a self-managed housing block. Largely made up of women and children, both immigrant and Spanish, Bloc La Bordeta residents declared themselves to be organised neighbours (vecinas organizadas) (Gillespie et al. 2018). Yet we pointedly say that “active residents” decided to disassociate
	This process of becoming a more conflictive commoning housing project in contexts of collective struggle against extreme marginalisation and poverty also illustrates the 
	This process of becoming a more conflictive commoning housing project in contexts of collective struggle against extreme marginalisation and poverty also illustrates the 
	complexity of transformations in subjectivity and materiality, and how they operate in interconnected and non-linear directions. After disassociating the Bloc La Bordeta from PAH Barcelona, many residents who had spent years engaged in the PAH and more recently integrated into the vibrant activist community in Sants clearly saw the need to continue building self-management processes to ensure the collective care of the building and of each other (autogestión). On the other hand, the newer residents unilater

	5. Conclusions 
	The Bloc La Bordeta has engaged in an expansive form of commoning over the years, which is mostly visible in its connection with the housing movement and the opening of a social centre in the ground floor of the building. In this way, the Bloc has become a reproductive urban commons that has contributed greatly to the sustainability and expansion of a wider commons ecology in the neighbourhood and beyond. The Bloc has thus partially challenged social reproduction under capitalism by offering collective resp
	Housing squats are thus popular infrastructures that can potentially become reproductive urban commons connected to wider commons ecologies and/or social movements. When this happens, relations of mutuality and interdependence are articulated in which reproductive moments take place in both directions, as in the case of the Bloc La Bordeta. On the one hand, the block provides a group of people who are generally active in the local movements with a dwelling space, and it also allows them to remain in place a
	The challenges posed by Huron (2015) are certainly relevant for sustaining housing commons as popular reproductive infrastructures, and they play out in different forms. The vicious competition for urban space, for example, has very material consequences in that commoners end up facing the legal and police forces deployed by the state to defend the right to private property. The urban alienation typically experienced by many in modern urban environments is also felt in the conflicts and tensions that arise 
	In this paper, we have stressed the need to look beyond housing when conceptualising housing commons. Instead, we call for considering the articulation of particular commons within neighbourhood (and beyond) networks of support, in order to understand their emancipatory potential and their reproductive role in wider commons ecologies. Territorial and socio-historic contexts also play a key role in understanding the reproductive dimension of the housing commons and their mutual interdependence with other sur
	In this paper, we have stressed the need to look beyond housing when conceptualising housing commons. Instead, we call for considering the articulation of particular commons within neighbourhood (and beyond) networks of support, in order to understand their emancipatory potential and their reproductive role in wider commons ecologies. Territorial and socio-historic contexts also play a key role in understanding the reproductive dimension of the housing commons and their mutual interdependence with other sur
	need for deeper ethnographic research that can help us understand the fine grain of the reproductive urban commons and delineate the scalar relation among simultaneous commoning processes. Another interesting continuation of our work would focus on observing the gendered patterns in reproductive urban commons, and to what extent these are able to revert hegemonic dualisms that seclude women to the isolation of the home (Barca 2020). Last but not least, we believe that geographical scholarship could benefit 
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